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ABSTRACT 
The combined effect of static and dynamic loads on de-
sign of underground openings is currently receiving much 
attention. It is known that the time-dependent behavior of 
rock is considerably different when a dynamic load is super-
imposed on prestressed rock. The shape of an underground 
opening has a definite influence on the magnitude of the 
local stresses and these may be significantly larger than 
those due to the weight of the overlying rock alone. Under 
these conditions, even a small dynamic load in the form of 
vibrations caused by blasting, drilling and related operations 
may increase the stress beyond a critical value. Dynamic 
tests in the laboratory are much more involved than static 
tests, and it is very useful to determine the relationships 
that exist between the static and dynamic creep. 
This dissertation presents the results of an investigation 
of the creep behavior of mortar under simultaneous static and 
dynamic stress. Two types of dynamic loads were applied in 
the form of a cyclic stress of low frequency: (1) an excitation 
load and (2) a cyclic load linearly additive to the static 
load. 
Based on the static creep behavior of mortar, a mathe-
matical analysis for the dynamic loading conditions is pre-
sented. A comparison is made between the experimental re-
sults and the mathematical predictions. Finally a mathematical 
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One of the most imp?rtant problems in design of under-
ground openings is the evaluation of strength characteristics 
of rocks. 
The conditions which govern the stability of the under-
ground structures are modified when dynamic loads are present 
in addition to static loads. A structure which would be 
stable for a long period of time under a static load may not 
be so under a combined dynamic and static stress. 
Considerable work has been done in the field of static 
rock mechanics in recent years. However, there has been 
practically no work done in determining the response of rock 
mateiials to combined loading conditions. 
In underground openings rocks are seldom under static 
loads alone due to continuous mining activity. They are 
quite often under dual static and dynamic forces. The de-
sign criteria if based solely on the static load conditions 
could give erroneous results, therefore, a better under~ 
standing of the complex behavior of rocks is necessary to 
evaluate the parameters correctly. The static time-depend-
dent properties of rocks can be determined relatively easily, 
whereas the dynamic properties are more difficult to obtain. 
Once the relationships between the static and dynamic creep 
2 
proper~ies have been determined, it is possible for many 
materials to predict the dynamic behavior from the results 
of experimental work done under static loading conditions 
only. 
The purpose of this investigation was to determine the 
dynamic creep characteristics of mortar on a suitably de-
signed testing machine, in which a specimen could be sub-
jected to simultaneous static and dynamic stresses. The two 
types of dynamic loads were sinusoidal in nature and were 
applied by means of different sized eccentrics rotated at 
various speeds. Temperature was held constant throughout the 
experiment. 
Analytical results based on mathematical analysis com-
pared favorably with the experimental results. The dynamic 
~ehavior of mortar may be expressed in terms of a mechanical 
model,· whose viscoelastic coefficients are determined in the 
frequency domain. The results of the analytical analyses 
for sele~ted cases are shown in Appendix D. Conclusions on 
dynamic response of mortar and recommendations for further 





The published literature in rheological studies re-
lated to creep can be divided into two categories, i.e., 
I. Creep under Static Loads. 
II. Creep under Dynamic Loads. 
Creep under Static Loads. 
Considerable research work has been done in the past 
decade with metals, and many empirical and phenomenological 
rules have been postulated on their strain-time behavior. 
Several .theories have been presented which predict the creep 
behavior of metals on an atomic or molecular scale. 
The success with which the behavior of various metals 
has been described theoretically is dependent on the fact 
that almost all metals show well organized crystal systems 
and they are not heterogeneous in nature. This approach, 
therefore, cannot be applied rigidly to geological materials 
which are basically heterogeneous. 
One of the first attempts to study the time-dependent 
behavior of rocks was made by Griggs (9), _(10), (11) who de-
monstrated that rocks 1n general exhibit creep before ulti-
mate failure. The creep behavior of limestone under uniaxial 
and triaxial loads is expressed in an empirical equation in 
the form: 
S =A+ B log t + Ct. 
4 
where S = percent strain, A, B, and C are constants depending 
upon the material and t is time. Although an empirical equa-
tion is convenient for analyzing the data, it does not add 
enough basic information to the understanding of strain-time 
process. 
The phenomenological approach has therefore been used by 
several authors for expressing the behavior of some geologic 
materials. The response of these materials is described in 
terms of a combination of simple physical models. Strain-
time studies on ice by Jellinek and Brill (13) and on plastics 
by Darling (6) indicate that the creep behavior of these ma-
terials appears to follow Burger's model. This model (Appen-
dix A) consists of a series combination of two basic units, 
the Maxwell unit (an elastic and viscous element in series) 
with a Kelvin or Voigt unit ( an elastic and viscous element 
in parallel). Hardy (12) suggested the possibility of using 
a modified Burger's model to predict the creep behavior of 
Steep Rock iron ore, which he studied by loading the specimens 
under a constant stress of 2022 psi. 
Creep under Dynamic loads. 
The dynamic behavior of materials has been receiving 
more attention in recent years. The creep response of metals 
under static tensile or compressive loads is known to be dif-
ferent than under a dynamic or dual dynamic and static load. 
In the field of metals Lazan (15), (16) determined the ef-
fects of a superimposed sinusoidal cyclic tensile stress on 
the creep of an aluminum wire under static tensile load at 
5 
room temperature. The results indicated that the low magni-
tude cyclic stress (lowest or trough stress was 55% of the 
highest or crest stress) caused a larger first stage total 
' 
creep, an earlier commencement of second state total creep 
and a lower second stage creep rate than that produced by a 
static load equal to the highest or crest value of dynamic 
load. 
Shuji Taira (22), (23), (24) using the approach of 
Lazan (15) conducted experiments on dynamic compression and 
tensile creep properties of various types of low carbon steels. 
He concluded that the dynamic creep and rupture properties of 
these steels could be predicted with reasonable accuracy from 
the static creep ~nd rupture test data. Using the concept of 
equivalent static stress (a stress which will produce the 
same creep as a combination of dynamic and static stress), he 
showed that the theoretical analysis compared favorably with 
the experimental results for the transient state of creep. 
For geologic materials, some research has been presented 
which describes the dynamic behavior of materials in terms of 
physical models. Terry (25) and Ross (21) established that 
the Burger's model holds for the behavior of coal and concrete 
respectively even under the conditions of some types of dy-
namic loading. Terry (25), while testing the mechanical prop-
erties of coal, showed that a simple Burger's model with 
single retardation time gives only an approximate description 
of coal's mechanical properties. Using a composite oscillator 
method~ he found that at frequencies of 5-90 kc the material 
6 
exhibited a spectrum of retardation times which increased 
rapidly with decreasing frequencies. He postulated the ap-
plication of a number of Kelvin or Voigt units in series 
with a Maxwell unit for a more accurate prediction of dynamic 
creep behavior of coal. 
Equipment. 
0-iAPTER I I I 
LABORATORY INVESTIGATION 
7 
The special equipment designed for the purpose of this 
investigation consisted of the following units. 
I. Hydraulically operated Static Loading Device 
II. Static Loading Unit for Dynamic Creep Testing 
Machine 
III. Dynamic Creep Testing Machine 
Control Room. 
A specially constructed temperature, humidity controlled 
room was used in which the temperature was kept at 72-75° 
Fahrenheit and the humidity remained between 35% to 37%. The 
inside of the room was insulated with 2-inch fiber glass en-
closed in aluminum foil and was equipped with shielded wiring 
to minimize the effects of static pickup by the oscillograph. 
!il_draulically Operated Static Loading Device. 
For comparison of the results of static and two types of 
dynamic loadings a hydraulically operated static loading frame 
(Figure 1) was used. It consisted of a 20 ton capacity hy-
draulic jack mounted on a steel frame with loading head of the 
jack seated 1n a collar of a movable 1 inch thick slotted 
steel plate of 5-3/4 inches height. A 10,000 psi bourdon 
type pressure gage was mounted on the pressurized chamber of 
the hydraulic jack and was calibrated with Tinius-Olsen 
8 
Figure 1 . !Iydraulical ly Ooerated Static ~ Loading Device . 
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universal testing machine. The calibration curve (Figure 2) 
of the 10,000 psi pressure gage is essentially a straight 
line. 
The specimen with the two SR-4 type 5-A gages mounted 
longitudinally was placed between the upper two plates of the 
frame and a zero load null balance was obtained on a Hathaway 
strain indicator. A static load was then applied and readings 
were taken from the strain indicator at various times. The ex-
periment was continued until a steady state strain was obtained. 
Static Loading Unit. 
The static loading unit (Figure 3) was designed to give 
a preload to the specimen undergoing dynamic testing. It 
consisted of two 1-inch thick and 12-inch square mild steel 
plates separated by 4-3/4 inch coil springs. Each of the 
four springs was kept in position by means of three pins in 
the bottom plate. Four 1/2-inch diameter steel bolts of nine 
inches in length were passed through the middle of the springs 
and through both plates to keep the springs compressed at de-
sired static load. Another set of two 5/16-inch diameter 
bolts of 10 inch length were fixed on the opposite sides of 
the plates to record the static load level at all times. 
The fine adjustment base plate with the specimen on it, 
was placed on the upper plate of the static loading unit. 
This unit was calibrated (Figure 4) against the Tinius-Olsen 
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Figure 2. Calibration Curve of 10,000 psi Gage with 
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Figure 4. Calibration Curve for the Static Loading Unit. 
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tynamic Loading Mechanisms. 
Two different types of dyna~ic loading mechanisms (Figure 
Sa and Sb) were used to investigate dynamic creep properties 
of mortar. The sinuscidally varying dynamic stress was im-
posed to the specimen in each case by means of an eccentric 
actuated (Figure 6) bearing, which in turn was driven by a 1 
inch diameter steel shaft. This shaft was secured to the up-
per plate by means of four bearing posts, and was connected to 
a 7-1/2 horsepower induction motor through a pulley system: 
The motor and its supporting platform could be raised or low-
ered in order to adjust the tension in belts when various 
size pulleys were used. The frequency of load application in 
each case could be varied from 100 to SOO cycles per minute. 
The creep testing machire for dynamic loads of type I is 
·shown in Figure 7. It consists of a mild steel base of 1 inch 
thick, 30 inches wide, and 60 inches long with four bolts 48 
inches long and 1-1/4 inch diameter fixed 40 inches center to 
center on its short dimension. The middle and the top plates 
both 1 inch thick, 30 incte~ wide, and 48 inches long were se-
cured in place by means of lock nuts on the four bolts. The 
dynamic loading unit which consisted of a hammer and a dynamic 
load spring was hous8d between the middle and the top plate. 
Figure 8 shows the load deflection curve of the dynamic load 
spring. The lower part of the hammer (Figure 9) consisted of 
two mild steel discs with a ball and socket arrangement for 
an even distribution of load on the specimen. 
rhe creep testing mac~ine fpr dynamic loads cf type II 





Figure Sa. Diagrammatic Sketch of Dynamic Load Pattern 









Figure Sb. Dynamic Load Pattern of Type II used in this 
Investigation. 
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Figure () . Some of the Eccentrics Housed in Bearings 
Which Were Used in this Investjgation . 
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Figure 7. Dynamic Creep Testing Machine for Dynamic 
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}··•~gure 8. Load Deflection Cu~ve of the Dynamic Load Spring. 
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Figure 9 . ~Iild St.eel Hammt~r for Transferring the l)vnam:l c 
' 
Loads to the Specimens . 
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0 10 io 
Scale: 1: 10" 
Figure 10. Creep Testing ~iachine for Dynamic Loads of Type II. 
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with the only difference that in this ca~e that static load-
ing unit was placed on the middle plate of the ~achine and 
the specimen rested directly between this unit and the ham-
mer. The top of which was in contact with the eccentric. 
The dynamic load was achieved by means of an eccentric with 
an additional compression of the Static Loading unit. 
21 
Instrumentation. 
The strain gage measuring system (Figure 11) consists 
of four principal units. 
A. A modified Hathaway strain indicator unit to measure 
static and average dynamic strains at any desired 
time. 
B. A Brush universal type high gain carrier-amplifier 
model BL-520 for measurement of dynamic strain at 
any time during test period. 
C. A matching Brush single channel direct writing os-
cillograph model BL-520 for making a continuous re-
cord of dynamic and static strain readings. 
D. A switching unit for continuous use of the Brush 
recorder and an intermittent use of the Hathaway 
strain indicator. 
The electrical circuit (Figure 12) contains a Hathaway 
strain indicator and a Brush recorder together with a tem-
perature compensated Wheatstone bridge circuit. Two active 
gages were used on the test specimen and two similar gages 
were fixed on the dummy specimen which compensated for the 
temperature differences during the test period. 
Sample Preparation. 
The samples for this investigation were prepared from 
six-inch cubes of mortar. The mixture contained 4 parts by 
weight of Portland cement, 2 parts by weight of sand with 
0.6 cement-water ratio. This ratio was recommended by the 






















A. Dynamic Load. 
B. Specimen . 
C. Static Load. 
D. Dummy Specimen. 
E. Switching Uni.t. 
F. Brush Amplifier. 
G. Single Channel Oscillograph. 
H. Hathaway Strain Indicator. 
I. Power Supply. 
Figure lL Block Diagram for Strain Measuring System. 
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sand selected for this mixture was screened in a Ro-tap 
sieving machine and only the portion between Tyler series 
sieves # 40 and # 80 was selected. This combination of 
sand and cement was mixed thoroughly by hand, and water was 
gradually added for about two minutes until an even consis-
tency was obtained. The mixture was then poured into a mold 
of two six-inch cube compartments which had been oiled lightly 
on the inner sides. After 24 hours the molds were taken to 
a humidity controlled room where they were kept for eight 
days at 80 percent humidity. 
Six samples were drilled from each block using a core 
drilling machine with an EX size bit. They were cut to approx-
imately 2.5 inch length by means of a diamond saw and were 
polished on both ends on a lapidary wheel. The samples were 
dried for 8 hours in an oven at 100 degrees centrigrade and 
then air dried for several days before testing. After the 
surface of the specimen was cleaned with acetone, two strain 
gages were mounted on opposite sides and parallel to the 
longitudinal axis of each specimen. Punched foil gages of 
C9-141 type manufactured by Budd Instruments were initially 
employed with a special epoxy provided by the manufacturer. 
However, .they were found to be unsatisfactory. They were 
replaced by SR-4 type AS-1 120 ohms resistance gages which 
were used with Eastman Kodak 910 cement in accordance with 
the instructions given by the manufacturer for installation. 
After. the gages were mounted the specimen was allowed to 
cure for a minimum period of seven days before use. 
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Representative samples from each block were tested for shrink-
age and zero drift, unconfined compressive strength and 
Young's modulus. 
Sh~!~g~ and Zer~ Drift Test. 
Shrinkage and zero drift of the specimens and gages were 
taken into account for correcting observed strain values. A 
standard Wheatstone bridge circuit was used which contained 
two active and two dummy gages. Both normal and reversed 
strain readings were taken on the two active gages, and 
curves (Figure 13) for normal, reversed, and median strain 
were plotted against time for the shrinkage and zero drift test. 
The average reading of the median strain for the entire period 
was used for correcting strains observed on the Hathaway and 
the Brush recorders. 
Unconfined Compressive Strength Tests. 
One specimen from each batch was subjected to an uncon-
fined compressive strength test in the Tinius-Olsen machine. 
Table I gives the batch number, air drying time, curing time, 
and the compressive stren~th of each sample. 
Young's Modulus Test. 
Stress vs. strain (Figure 14) was determined for a 
typical mortar specimen, which was subjected to a loading 
rate of 20 psi per second and was stressed to about 50 per-
cent of its total compressive strength for the first cycle. 
The load was then released and the specimen was again stressed 
to its ultimate strength. The stra~n readings were observed 
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Figure 13. The variation of Strain due to Shrinkage of the Specimen 






THE BATCH NUMBER , AIR DRYING TIME, CURING 
TIME AND THE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH OF THE 
:tvlORTAR SPECIMENS PREPARED FOR THIS INVESTIGATION. 
Batch Number Air Drying Time Curing Time Compr: Strength. 
1 24 hours 8 days 7010 psi. 
2 24 8 7291 
3 21 9 ·7 322 
4 24 8 7364 
5 20 8 6980 
6 24 8 7484 















Strength: 7464 psi. 
YOUNG'S MODULUS: 
6 x I0 6psi 
Rate of Loading: 20 lbs I sec. 
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0 ~----------....--------·~----------~----------'------------500 1000 1500 2000 
Strain { U in / in.} 
Figure 14. Stress - Strain Plot of Mortar. 
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Wheatstone bridge circuit with one active and one dummy 
specimen. Two SR-4 type A-5, 120 ohms resistance gages were 
used on each of the specimens for measuring strain. 
Residual Strain. 
For residual strain vs. time (Figure 15) the specimen w 
was not stressed to its ultimate compressive strength but the 
load was released at 75 percent of the total compressive 
strength. After the load had been completely removed, the 
decrease in residual strain with time was noted. 
Static and Dynamic Loading Procedure. 
For dynamic loading of type I, the static loading unit 
with springs compressed to desired stress level was fastened 
to the base plate of the creep testing machine. The specimen 
was placed between the hammer and the fine adjustment plate 
which rested on the static loading unit (Figure 7). The 
static load on the specimen could be obtained by release of 
compression on the springs, where as the dynamic load could 
be achieved by a separate spring resting between the top and 
the middle plate of the creep testing machine. 
In order to obtain dynamic load of type II, the static 
loading unit was placed on the middle plate of the creep test-
ing machine (Figure 10) and the specimen rested between this 
unit (with springs compressed to desired stress) and the ham-
mer. The top of which touched the accentric. The instru-
mentation circuit and testing procedure were identical with 
type I tests. The Hathaway strain indicator and the Brush 
recorder were calibrated for zero load level and the oscill-
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Figure 15. ~esidual Strain-Time Plot of the Mortar •. 
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was applied with minimum delay. An intermittent record of 
dynamic strain was made on the chart paper followed by a 
check with the Hathaway strain indicator for the entire 




To account for the inelastic behavior of materials and 
to obtain qualitative information on their internal structure 
several types of mechanical models have been developed. The 
principal use of models is to demonstrate the response of each 
unit individually and the combined response by superposition 
of the individual responses. 
According to Freudenthal (7) "The theory of mechanical 
model considers combinations of elements which are supposed to 
behave mechanically like the constituent phases of the ma-
terial but, which apart from mechanical behavior, have nothing 
in common with the real material." 
One approach to the problem of time-dependent deformation 
of a particular material under static and dynamic loads would 
be to consider the total stress at a particular time to be 
made up of static stress and alternating stress, and to find 
the equivalent static stress which would give the same strain-
time deformation as the combined stress. Once the equivalent 
static stress is determined, the viscoelastic coefficients of 
the material in the frequency domain can be determined by 
using Fourier transforms. 
If a known val~e of equivalent static stress a(t) is ap-
plied to a material whose transform a(jw) exists, then the 
total response of the material £(t), which is made up of its 
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transient and steady state responses can be obtained. If one 
is able to obtain the transform c(jw) of the recorded response 
c(t) then the ratio of the transform of strain with the trans-
form of stress yields directly the desired modulus in analy· 
tical form expressed continuously as a complex function of 
frequency. The first part of the mathematical analysis be-
low deals with the development of the concept of equivalent 
static stress and its validity in representing the dynamic 
creep data. The second part deals with the use of equivalent 
static stress for determination of viscoelastic coefficients 
and complex elastic modulus by a combination of analytical 
and graphical means. 
pynamic Creep and Equivalent Static Stress. (22) 
According to the theory of mechanical equation of state 
(18), the strain rate dc/dt of any material at any time tis 
a function of stress a, strain e:, and temperature T and is 
dependent on its past history, that is: 
d£ ) dt = F(a,e:,T (1) 
Such an equation is applicable to the case of creep of many 
kinds of engineering materials under varying stress at con-
stant temperature. The equation can also be used for the 
case of a cyclic stress of low frequency. At constant tem-
perature the equati~n can be simplified to! 
de:: 
= at F(o,e:) (2) 
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The creep st1ain in a static creep test can be expressed by 
the following equation: 
(3) 
Wltere Eo is the initial Strain, 6 is the time index Of tran-
sient cteep (ordinarily 0<8<1), b is its coefficient and C 
is the steady state creep rate. Bo, b, Care the functions 
of stress and B is a function independent of stress and time. 
The strain rate is obtained by differentiating equation (3) 
* =sbt-(l-B)+ C (4) 
The equation which will be obtained by eliminating t from the 
right hand sides of the equations (3) and (4) is the mech-
anical equation of state for this case, corresponding to eq-
equation (2). This equation can be reduced to a simpler form 
in special cases where the creep curve can be expressed by a 
transient component alone or transient and a steady state 
component. In case it is assumed that the transient component 
,alone represents the complete strain-time behavior of the 
material, equation (3) reduces to: 
putting b = acra 1 
(4a) 
where a, a 1 are the constants independent of stress and time. 
In the case where both transient and steady state com-
ponents are necessary to represent the behavior of the ma--
terial, equation (4a) can pe given as: 
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cx1 B a2 
s = aa t + a 1 cr t (5) 
where a 1 , a 2 are constants independent of stress and time 
and the time index of steady state creep is unity. Using 
equations (4) and (4a) the mechanical equation of state be-
comes: 
de 1 /S a 1 /S -(1-B)/S 
== Sa a s (ff (6) 
Integration of equation (6), assuming the initial condition 
as s = 0 for t = O, gives: 
[ft ai/S ]. 8 E = a 0 dt 
0 (7) 
Therefore, if the stress a is given as a function of time t, 
the strains can be obtained by using equation (7). 
Following the conditions for the tests performed, 
a = a + a sin wt 
m a 
where om is the mean static stress, 
(8) 
a is the alternating 
a 
stressm and w is the angular frequency of the alternating 
stress. By writing A= a /a (Stress Ratio), the strain can a m 
be expressed as: 
This cqu3tion reduces to: 
or 






sin wt)a. 1/Bd(wt) (9) 
(10) 
(11) 
Equation (10) has the same form as equation (4a). The dy-
n a rn i c c r c e p u n cl·:: r the m can s tr e s s 0 m a n d s t re s s rat i o A i s 
completely the same as under equivalent static stress oe de-
fined by equation (11). 
Equation (4a) reduces to: 
log a + S 
Ct 1 




( 11 a) 
for '". h i ch the 1 o g o - 1 o g.,. t di a g ram w i th a de fin i t. e v a 1 u e 
of € b e com c s a st r a i g ht 1 in e r e g a rd l e s s o f t 11 e r a t i o A and 
the frequency of the alternating stress. 
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The method of determining constants, the stress and time 
exponents for equation (lla) is shown in Appendix B· Con-
sequently, provided o 1 and S are known from the design data 
diagrams of the static creep tests, the dynamic cr~cp curve 
for any combination of mean and alternating stress is obtained 
as a static creep curve under the equivalent static stress ae 
calculated from equations (9) and (11). 
The numerical calculations for the determination of 
equivalent static stress in the nondimensional expressions 
E"=(o /o ) and V"=(o /o ) were carried out on IBM 360 com-
m e a e · 
puter. The format for this program is given in Appendix C. 
Tables D-1 through D-XVIII (Appendix D) give the calculated 
values of oe' E", and V", with A varying from 0.1 to 90.0 and 
a 1 /8 varying from 1 to 35. The mean static stress was taken 
as unity for each case. 
Figures 16 and 17 are the theoretical stress range diagrams 
for dynamic creep in the nondimensional expressions V" and E" 
with a 1 /B as a parameter. Any combination of aa and am on a 
line of Figures 16 and 17 gives the same amount of strain pro-
vided o is the same. For straight lines through the origin 
e 
the stress ratio is constant. Figures 16 and 17 provide a 
convenient means of determining the equivalent static stress 
o when data on static creep are available and the nature of 
e 
dynamic stress is known. 
In order to check the validity of the concept of equiv-
alent static stress, numerical calculations were made for the 
total dynamic strain at various intervals of time with 
> 
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Figure 16. Theoretical Stress Range Diagram for Dynamic 
Creep in Non-Dimensional Expressions E" and V" for_ odd 
Values of a1/a·, 
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Figure 17. Theoretical Stress Range Diagram for Dynamic 
Creep in Non-Dimensional Expressions E" and V" for even 
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equivalent stress varying from 500 to S,000 psi for low values 
of A and 100 to 1,000 psi for higher values of A. The com-
puted values in Tables D-XX to D-XXIX (Appendix D) show the dy-
namic strain calculated for values of A ranging from 0.1 to 
90.0 and for time from 0.1 hour to 80 hours. The stress and 
the time indices used for calculating the dynamic strain were 
taken from the transient state of static creep test on mortar. 
It was assumed that the same indices hold true for the steady 
state. The zero time values were also calculated and are 
shown in Table D-XIX (Appendix D). It was considered that at 
zero time the static load alone was applied to the specimen. 
Tables D-XXX to D-XXXIX (Appendix D) show similar calcu-
lated results for the case when the transient state was termi-
nated at 10 hours and the exponent of stress determined from 
the steady state portion of static creep curve of mortar was 
used for time between 10 and 100 hours. The time.index for 
the steady state portion of the creep curve was taken as unity. 
The formats used for the calculation of dynamic strains 
under transient and stead.y; state conditions are shown in Ap-
pendix C. After checking the validity of the concept of equi-
valent static stress, the second part of the problem was to 
determine the viscoelastic coefficients of the mechanical 
model which would best represent the dynamic creep behavior 
of mortar. 
Determination of Complex Elastic ,Moduli for Mortar. [ 20] 
* Mathematically the complex elastic modulus, E, relates 
the axial sinusoidal stress applied to the linear viscoelastic 
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strain. It is a complex number whose magnitude is the ratio 
of the amplitude of the applied sinusoidal stress to that of 
the resulting sinusoidal strain, and whose phase is the ~ngle 
by which the strain lags the stress. The complex elastic 
modulus is a function of frequency alone, since for a linear 
material the ratio of the amplitude of the stress to the strain 
and the phase angle change only with frequency. 
* Once E is established for a given body its response to 
any type of axial stress can be calculated by means of Fourier 
* * * or Laplace transforms by using E =a/£ (20). To obtain the 
Fourier transform of the response, it is easier and more ac-
curate to take the transform of the strain rate instead of 
strain. The accuracy comes about as a result of approximating 
the differential function £ (t) rather than original curve 
c (t). In transforming the axial response of mortar from the 
, 
time domain to the frequency domain, the curve representing 
the axial strain as a function of time is first differentiated 
graphically to obtain the curve of the rate of axial strain as 
a function of time. This curve is then approximated by a 
series of exponentials. The steps adopted for such an approx-
imation were as follows: 
1. The steady state rate of strain ~ss was subtracted 
throughout from the total rate of strain£ (t). 
2. The resulting curve was plotted on semilog paper with 
the rate of strain on the vertical l~g scale and the lowest 
portion of the curve was approximated by a straight line. 
3. The difference in the rate of strain between the 
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curve and the straight line was calculated as a function of 
tine and the result was again plotted en a sr:milog paper. 
4. The loHer portion of the curve ,\·as again approx-
imated by a straight line and a second difference calculated. 
5. The process was repeated until the remaining differ-
ence could be completely represented by a straight line. 
6. Exponentials representing each of the straight lines 
were determined and added to the constant rate to obtain an 
approximation of the original ~ (t) curve. The rate of strain 
as a function of time was expressed in the following form: 
(12) 
where A e-knt is the equation of the straight line and ~ is 
n SS 
the constant rate of strain. To obtain the Fo:.iricr transform 
of the curve represented by the approximated rate of strain, 
the following transfonnation was used: 
00 
F [ ~ (t) J = : (jiu) =la ~ (t) e-jwt dt (13) 
It was assumed that the strain and hence the rc.te of strain 
was zero for t < 0. Integrating equation (13) by parts: 
00 
+ j"-' .£ dt) e-jwt dt (14) 
[quation (14), as it sta:r.<ls, docs not cN~verge at its upper 
1 i m i t u n 1 c s s £ ( t ) -:- 0 , w h i ch i s no t ~ ~-ic~ c 3. ~ e h c r e . I n o rd c r 
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to overcome this difficulty, the related function 
; ( t ) e at 1 \ 1· 1° t 11 " " . t . f d 
c;. • a a s a po s i iv e con s tan t ".a s t ran s - o rm c 
to give: 
00 
F [ ~(t)e-at] = 1 ~(t)e(-a+jw)t dt + ~* (a+jw) (15) 
Integrating it by parts: 
Now this expression will converge to zero at its upper limit 
for any positive value of ''a'', no matter how small, provided 
t:: (t). does not grow large as rapidly as an exponential func-
* tion such as t bcco~nes infinite. Defining e:(jw) as the limit 
* o f the t ran s form s (a + j w) when ''a'' a ppr o a.ch es zero : 
* * c(j1.u) = - e:(o) + jw e:(jw) (17) 
where e:(o) is the instantaneous strain. 
Using equation (13), equation (12) is transformed to: 
~ ( j w) = A ifo: -kt e - j wt d t + A 2 .{ _e - kt e - j wt d t + ••• e: SS 
(18) 
Equation (18) can be represented in the follo~ing form: 
* . A A Ar, e: s s 
E (J w) :--: ~- + 1---?- + • • • + -k-:--;-J~-w + ( 19) 
k l + J co .-: 2 + J w n J w 
Using equation (17) for the tr3nsform of strsin equation (19) 
becomes: 
~(jw) =(ijw) + • • • + 
If a ( t) = Oo for t > 0 
and o(t) = 0 for t < 0 
Using fundamentals: 
* 
* * a (jw) = 
a 
e 
jw and E (j (u) = o(jw) * e: (j w) 
* 
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E (j w) = ~l __ A2 An (55 + + ••• + --- + + c(O) 
k1+jw k2 +j w k +j w jw n 
(21) 
or 
* E(jw) = 1 
(22) 
Equation (22) is the fundamental relation sought. This cqua-
tion represents the transformed response of the material from 
the time <lomain to the frequency domain. Using electrical 
analog concept (Appendix E), equation (22) is transformed to: 
* E (j w) (23) 
A comparison of equations (2~) and (2:;) sho\'.'5 that they are 
:i cl c n t i c a 1 in f o rm . Th c re for c , t he n e ch 2 n i c1 l b ch 2 v i or o f 
mortar can be approximated by a mcc1~3nical ~nocel of the type 
shown _.tn figure 18. The magnitudes of diffc-rcnt r:·H3.mctcrs 
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Figure 18. M~~chanical ?\h"'<lel Representing the Behavior of Mortar. 
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311d (23). The various viscoelastic coefficients of such a 
model can be determined by the following relationships: 
where l = 1 to n. 
E. = K.o /A. 
i i e i 
A. = 0 I A. 
1 e 1 
E = oe/E(O) 0 
:\ = 0e/~ss 0 
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CHAPTER V 
INTERPRETATION AND CORRELATION OF RESULTS 
In making the correlation between the theoretical and 
experimental results for the dynamic creep behavior of mortar 
the following points were kept in mind: 
1. Since mortar is a somewhat heterogeneous material it 
is difficult to obtain the same results for two similar speci-
mens of the same block under identical conditions of loading. 
This ·effect is apparent in Table I which shows the total com-
pressive strength of several samples from different batches. 
2. The dynamic strain at zero time cannot be calculated 
mathematically since the whole equation becomes zero at that 
. 
time, therefore, the value of strain obtained experimentally 
under static loading conditions was used in the dynamic strain-
.time plots. 
3. After the application of static load on the specimen 
the dynamic load was superimposed as early as possible. A 
small delay in the application of this load caused lower strain 
values than those predicted_ by the mathematical equation which 
assumes that the dynamic and static stresses are applied at 
the same instant. 
4. During the course of experiment, a slight relaxation 
of the spring occured due to the deformation in the specimen. 
This caused a decrease in the effective stress and hence a 
. 
lower value of the resulting dynamic strain. 
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5. The readings obtained on the Hathaway strain indi-
cator represented the average dynamic strain over a cycle, 
since there was a little time delay between the readings 
taken on the Brush recorder and on the Hathaway strain indi-
cator, a small difference in the dynamic strain values was 
observed. 
Figure 19 is based on the transient state data. It shows 
a straight line relationship between log dynamic strain and 
log equivalent static stress for the time from· 0.1 to 80 hours. 
Since this relationship is valid for all stress ratios A, sub-
sequently, if the equivalent static stress is known, it is 
possible to predict the dynamic strain for any positive value 
of time. Similarly Figure 20 represents the relationship be-
tween log dynamic strain and log equivalent static stress for 
~he steady state condition, which extends from 10 to 70 hours . 
. Figures D-1 to D-9 (Appendix D) represent the dynamic 
creep of mortar over a period of 70 hours for different static 
stress levels and varying values of the stress ratio A. These 
figures are based on the theoretical results obtained from 
both the transient and steady state data of the static creep 
curves. 
To determine the effect of frequency of dynamic excitation 
and superimposed dynamic loads, a series of tests was run in 
which the specimens were loaded with identical static and dy-
namic stress levels. For low magnitude dynamic excitations 
(Dynamic Load of Type I) frequencies of 150,225 and 250 rpm 
were used whereas for superimposed dynamic loads (Type II) 
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Figure 20. Relationship between Log Dynamic Strain and Log Equivalent 
Static Stress for Steady State Solution 
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frequencies of 150 and 225 rpm were used. Tables II and III 
show the experimental results obtained for each frequency. 
The results indicate that for the lower frequency the dynamic 
strain was more dependent on the level of static and dynamic 
load rather than the frequency. However a shift from a low 
to an intermediate or high frequency caused considerable 
difference in dynamic strain. 
The results in Tables II and III also indicate that for 
smaller frequency the dynamic strain was lower than for the 
higter frequency. The total difference, however, did not a-
mount to more than 3 to 4 percent in the first case and S to 
18 percent in the second type of applied dynamic loads. 
Tables IV and V show the theoretical results obtained 
under dynamic excitations of low magnitude. It was observed 
that in all cases where low levels of static stress were ap-
plied an agreement between the theoretical and experimental 
results could be obtained only if both transient and steady 
state solutions predicted by the mathematical analysis were 
used. The experimental results in all cases were found to be 
slightly lower than the theoretical results. 
Tables VI and VII show a similar comparison between theo-
retical and experimental results for superimposed dynamic loads. 
It was observed t11at in this case the mathematical analysis 
based on the transient state data of static creep compared very 
favorably for all stress ratios and all levels of static stress. 
Table VIII presents the results of two experiments in which 
the sum of static and alternating stress (Type II) was kept the 
IADL.C. I I 
EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON TI-ffi DYNAMIC CREEP FOR THE SAME EQUIVALENT STATIC STRESS 
DYNAMIC LOAD (TYPE I) 
I = 150 rpm 
II = 225 rpm 
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TABLE II I 
EFFECT OF FREQUENCY ON DYNAMIC CREEP 
FOR SUPERIMPOSED DYNAMIC LOAD 
OF TYPE II 
= 2,000 psi a = 1,200 psi 
a 
cre = 2,995 psi A = 0.6 
DYNAMIC STRAIN (µ in.fin.) 
THEORETICAL EXPERIMENTAL 
225 rpm 150 rpm 
292 281 237 
313 284 246 
323 299 249 
332 317 260 
344 326 272 
355 342 281 
351 290 





THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMG\JTAL CQ\1PARISON OF DYNAMIC CREEP 
FOR DIFFERENT STATIC k\JD ALTER!'JATING STRESSES WITI-I CONSI'ANT 
STRESS RATIO A= 0.3 
I. a = 1,086 psi o = 326 psi n = 97 psi 
s a e 
II. 0 = 2,172 0 = 652 0 = 250 
s a e 
III. (J = 3,258 (J = 978 0 = 433 
s a e 
DYNAMIC STRAIN (µ in. /in.) 
TIME TRANS IE.iVf Sf ATE STEADY Sf ATE EXPERIMENTAL 
(Hours) 
I II III I II III I II III 
0.1 97 250 433 115 238 405 
0.5 104 267 463 117 260 410 
1.0 107 275 476 118 272 430 
2.0 110 283 490 118 275 442 
5.0 115 294 509 119 290 465 
10.0 118 302 524 120 291 480 
17.0 118 303 530 119 305 493 
20.0 121 311 540 118 304 532 120 306 497 
30.0 123 317 549 119 305 540 121 308 500 
40.0 125 320 556 119 306 547 121 502 
50.0 126 323 561 119 307 555 122 506 
60.0 127 326 565 120 309 563 510 
70.0 128 328 569 120 310 570 512 




'THEORETICAL Al~TI EXPERI~'TAL ffi\:lPARISON OF DYNA\1IC CREEP 
FOR DIFFERENT STATIC Ai'JD ALTERNATING STRESSES wrrn CONSTAJVI' 
STRESS RATIO A= 0.5 
I. CJ = 650 psi CJ = 325 psi CJ = 914 psi s a e 
II. CJ = 1,575 CJ = 787 CJ = 2,215 s a e 
III. CJ = 2,500 CJ = 1,250 CJ = 3,516 s a e 
' - .J 
DYNAMIC STRAIN ( µ in./ in. ) 
TIME TRANSIBIT STATE STEADY STATE EXPERIMENTAL 
(Hours) 
I II III I II III I II III 
0.1 58 194 364 57 190 370 
0.5 62 208 389 58 197 380 
1.0 64 214 400 59 205 390 
2.0 66 220 412 60 215 405 
5.0 68 229 429 62 224 425 
10.0 70 235 441 63 230 439 
17.0 71 236 444 64 235 448 
20.0 72 242 454 71 236 445 65 240 452 
30.0 75 247 467 71 237 449 65 248 457 
40.0 76 250 472 71 237 454 65 252 462 
50.0 76 252 472 71 238 458 257 
60.0 77 254 475 71 238 462 
70.0 77 256 479 71 239 467 




THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL CORRELATION OF RESULTS 
FOR SUPERIMPOSED DYNAMIC LOADS WITH VARIOUS 
STRESS RATIOS A 
I . cr s = 415 psi cr a = 830 psi cr e = 1,160 psi A = 2.0 
I I. C1 s = 1,500 a a = 1,200 cr e = 2,522 A = 0.8 
III. C1 s = 2,000 C1 = 1,200 a e 2,995 A = 0.6 a 
DYNAMIC STRAIN (µ in./in.) 
TIME TRANSIENT STATE STEADY STATE EXPERIMENTAL 
(Hours) 
I II III I II III I II III 
0.1 81 232 292 101 241 281 
0.5 86 248 313 105 249 284 
1.0 89 255 323 109 254 299 
2.0 91 262 332 111 268 317 
5.0 95 273 344 115 279 326 
10.0 97 281 355 119 291 342 
17.0 98 281 356 122 351 
20.0 100 289 365 98 282 357 122 297 359 
30.0 102 294 372 98 283 359 127 
40.0 104 298 376 98 284 361 
50.0 105 30°1 379 98 285 364 
TABLE VII 
















DYNAMIC LOADS (EFFECT OF DYNAMIC STRESS) 
os = 1,500 psi 













oa = 1,200 psi 
oa = 2,000 
ae = 2,522 psi 
ae = 3,256 
DYNAMIC STRAIN (µ in./in.) 
STATE STEADY STATE 








409 282 400 
416 283 403 
421 284 406 
425 285 409 
A = 0.8 















THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DYNAMIC CREEP COMPARISON 
FOR THE SAME COMBINED STATIC AND DYNAMIC STRESS 
AND DIFFERENT EQUIVALENT STRESS 
I. a 5 = 1,500 psi cra = 1,200 psi 
cra = 2,000 
a +a = 2,700 psi 
s a cre = 2,522 psi 














a +a = Z,700 
s a 
DYNAMIC STRAIN (µ in./in.) 
. - --
TRANSIENT STATE STEADY STATE 








289 287 282 280 
294 292 283. 281 
298 295 284 282 












A = 0.8 




same but the stress ratio A was different. It was observed 
that even th~ugh the peak stress in both the cases was the 
same the theoretical and experimental results were different. 
The results of the experimental investigation confirmed the 
validity of the concept of equivalent static stress to re-
present the dynamic behavior of mortar for any stress ratio 
over a period of time extending up to SO hours. The experi-
mental results further indicate that in order to have a 
good agreement with the theoretical results for superimposed 
dynamic loading conditions, a mathematical solution based on 
the transient state data of static creep is sufficient. 
The concept of equivalent static stress was also used 
to predict the mathematical model that would best fit the 
experimental results. Since the stress in the time domain 
is related to strain by means of differential operators, which 
are difficult to handle, it is easier to represent them in the 
frequency domain in which the relationships are algebraic and 
hence easier to manipulate. The complex modulus is thus ex-
pressed from a single static test covering a wide range of 
time. The dual dynamic and static stress is replaced with an 
equivalent static stress which is then used to determine the 
complex modulus of the material. This approach gives an an-
alytic expression for the modulus as a continuous function of 
frequency. Once the complex modulus has been obtained in the 
analytical form it is possible to use the concept of an elect-
rical analog to replace it by a mechanical model, all the 
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parameters of which can be easily found. The model represen-
tation of the time-dependent behavior of mortar under an equiv-
alent static stress of 3,993 psi is presented in Appendix F. 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The objectives of this investigation were: 
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1. To determine the dynamic creep behavior of mortar 
specimens under cyclic loads of low frequency. 
2. To obtain a mathematical solution which would fit 
the experimental results. 
3. To present a mechanical model which would approxi-
mate the dynamic creep behavior of mortar under simultaneous 
static and dynamic loads. 
Summary. 
The experimental results indicate that the behavior of 
mortar under dynamic excitation of low magnitude and super-
imposed dynamic loads do not vary considerably with change 
of frequency from one low level to another. Within the 
range of frequencies used, a maximum change of 3 to 4 per-
cent for the former and 5 to 18 percent for the later type 
of dynamic loads was observed. 
The study indicated ~~at for all stress ratios, A, the 
dynamic creep of mortar can be expressed in terms of equiv-
alent static stress, .which represents the behavior for low 
magnitude dynamic excitations as well as for superimposed 
dynamic loads. Furtl1ermore, it was observed that the dy-
namic response under dual loads is not equal to the simple 
sum of the stresses but is a function of the stress ratio A 
and the static stress level. The dynamic behavior is ex-
pressed as a relationship between equivalent static stress, 
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dynamic strain and tim~. The experimental results indicate 
that the creep behavior of mortar under superimposed dynamic 
loads approximates the mathematical equivalent solution ob-
tained from the transient state of static creep data. 
To determine the complex elastic modulus of mortar at 
any frequency level the equivalent static stress was used to 
find an analytical expression for the modulus as a continuous 
function of frequency. Once the complex modulus is obtained 
in an analytical form it may be replaced by a mechanical 
model of known parameters by means of an electrical analog. 
It was found that mortar, at levels of static and dynamic 
stress sufficiently low compared to its ultimate compressive 
strength approximated a linear viscoelastic body whose strain-




The conclusions derived from this investigation are: 
1. With all other conditions of loading being the same, 
a nominal increase in frequency caused 3 to 5 percent in-
crease in creep in dynamic strain for low magnitude dynamic 
excitations and an increase of 5 to 18 percent for super-
imposed dynamic loads. 
2. The time dependent behavior of mortar under dynamic 
stress of Type I can be approximated by a combined mathematical 
transient and steady state solutions. 
3. For superimposed loads (Type II) the mathematical 
solution based on the transient state data of static creep 
compares favorably for the entire length of the experiment. 
The steady state portion of the mathematical solution gives 
lower results than those obtained experimentally. 
4. The dynamic creep behavior of mortar is effectively 
represented by the concept of equivalent static stress pro-
vided the dynamic and static stress levels are kept consider-
ably lower than the total compres~ive strength of the material. 
5. The total effective stress giving the dynamic strain 
values is not a simple sum of the static and dynamic stress 
but is a function of the static stress and the stress ratio A. 
6. The equivalent static stress may be used successfully 
to determine the frequency governed complex modulus of mortar, 
which in turn can be represented by a mechanical model by means 
of an electrical analog. 
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Recommendations. 
Areas of further investigation which many be taken on the 
subject are: 
1. An investigation of the dynamic creep behavior of 
mortar under an intermediate and high frequency range for an 
exact determination of the role of frequency. 
2. A design of a hydraulic system for the application 
of static load on the specimen in which the precise load 
level could be maintained. 
3. A suitable design of a system by which static and 
dynamic loads could be applied and recorded instantaneously 
on a fast moving chart paper. 
4. An application of various forms of dynamic loads and 
their relationship with the time-dependent dynamic creep. 
S. Investigation of the dynamic creep characteristics 
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One of the useful methods of representing the behavior 
of a viscoelastic material on a phenomenological level is by 
means of mechanical models. A model may consist of various 
combinations of Hookian springs and Newtonian dashpots in 
which each unit represents a particular type of material re-
sponse. The two basic combinations of elastic and viscous 
elements are the Maxwell and Kelvin or Voigt unit. Figures 
A-1 and A-4 show the arrangement of each of these models. 
Maxwell Unit. 
A Maxwell unit is composed of a spring and a dashpot 
connected in series. The stress in the two elements of this 
.unit is the same, whereas the strains and the rates of strains 
are additive. Denoting a as constant stress and € as strain 
the mathematical equation can be written as: 
a 
E: = Jr = (A-1) 
m 
where E and n are the coefficients of the elastic and vis-
m m 
cous elements respectively, and £ represents the strain rate 




Under a suddenly applied constant stress 0 0 equation (A-2) 
reduces to: 
+ (A-3) 
Figure A-2 shows the response of this function for o = O 0 • 
When a constant value of strain c 1s applied then f = O 
p p 
and equation (A-1) becomes: 
Solving this equation for o we get: 
0 = 
-t/i Ae m 
for t = 0 c = c and o = E£ 
, p p 
Therefore A = Ee p 
-t/i 




Equation (A-6) indicates that under a constant deformation 
the stress relaxes exponentially and reaches l/e of its value 
in T units of time (Figure A-3). The parameter Tm is called 
m 
the "Relaxation Time" of the unit. 
Kelvin or Voigt Unit. 
A Kelvin unit is composed of a spring and a dashpot in 
parallel. In this case the strains and the rates of strains 
are the same for both the elements, whereas, the stresses are 
additive. The mathematical equation for such a model is: 
(A-7) 
If a constant stress o
0 
is applied, equation (A-7) becomes: 
for O<t<t1 
CT 
nm E m 
Figure A-1. The Maxwell Unit. 
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t t 
Figure A-2. The RespunsE; oi !viaxwell Unit to a Constant Strcs!:i. 
t 
Figure A-3. The Response of Maxwell Unit to a Constant Strain. 
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The general solution of the above equation is in integral 
form and can be written as: 
cro -t/-rk 
Ek (1 - e ) £ = 
(A- 8) 
Figure (A-5) shows a plot of this function for T 1 + 00 • It 
can be seen that the strain approaches the purely elastic 
value oo/Ek, for large times. 
If the stress cro is removed when e: = so. Then 
-t/T 
E = e:oe k 
This shows that the re~overy proceeds exponentially such 
that l/e of the initial strain is unrecovered after a lapse 
of Tk uni ts of time. Tk is called the "Retardation Time" 
of the unit . 
. Burger's Model 
This model consists of a single Maxwell unit attached 
in series to a Kelvin or Voigt unit. In a series coupling, 
the strains and the rates of strains are additive, while 
the stress is same for both the units. The following equa-
tion holds for a Burger's model. 
[ D2 ~: + ( l+ E~ + ~: ) D + ~: ] a = [ nkD2 + EkD J E (A-9) 
where D indicates a derivative with respect to time. 
If a constant stress 0 0 is applied to the unstrained model 
at t = 0 the solution of equation (A-9) yields: 
a a a -t/T 
0 0 0 k (A-10) e: = Em + 
+ Ek (1-e ) nm 
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T1 k 
Figure A-4. The Voigt Unit. 
t 
Figure A-5. Strain Response to a Stress Puls c for t
1 
= oO • 
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where: 
The arrangement and the response of a Burger's model to a· 
constant stress pulse are shown in Figures (A-6) and (A-7) 
respectively. 
The quantitative representation of the behavior of a 
viscoelastic material requires the use of more complicated 
models. However, a viscoelastic body may be uniquely re-
presented either by an infinite number of Kelvin units con-
nected in series with a single Maxwell unit, or by an in-
finite number of Maxwell units connected in parallel with 
a single Kelvin unit. For a model with n Kelvin units, con-
nected in series with one Maxwell unit, the deformation un-
der a constant stress oo can be given by the following equa-
tion: 









-t/T k.) e 1 (A-11) 
By making n sufficiently large, any degree of approximation 
can be achieved. 
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.,__ __ ~ 
m 
Figure A-6. The Burger's Model. 
t 




Figure A--:7. Strain Response to a Constant Stress Pulse 
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APPENDIX B 
DESIGN DATA DIAGRAMS 
Design data diagrams are of particular interest since 
they are used for determination of constants from the general 
creep equation of mortar under static loads. Static creep 
tests each of 30 hours duration were run for different stress 
levels. The strain-time record of four such tests (Figure B-1) 
can be represented by the following equation: 
a B 
0 
€ = c1a + At + 
a 1 a 
where a 2 a10 t 
and 
= strain at 10 hours 
= strain rate per hour. 
(B-1) 
The stress index and constant c 1 of the first term of equation 
is determined by plotting log strain vs. log stress at zero 
. .,. 
time (Figure B-2). The time index 8 of the transient state, 
represented by the second term of the equation is determined 
by plotting strain vs. time on log-log paper (Figure B-3). 
The constant A, determined from Figure B-2, is a function of 
stress. The manner in which A varies is shown in Figure B-4. 
This relationship between log strain and log stress at unit 
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Figure B-4. Cross plot of Figurc-B-1 
at One Hour. 
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where a is constant and a 1 is the stress index 1n the transient 
state. The transient state can now be represented completely 
by the second term of equation B-1. 
The steady state portion of equation B-1 is represented 
by the third term. The strain rate at 10 hours is determined 
by plotting log strain vs. log stress (Figure B-5). The total 
steady state strain after 10 hours can be represented by the 
number of hours elapsed beyond 10 hours. The values of various 
constants determined by the above methods are: 
C1 = 0.0019519 
a = 0.00615 
a1 = 0.59171 x 10-16 
Cl = 1.49 
0 
Cl l = 1.3576 
Cl 2 = 4.48 
8 = 0.0417 




























Log Stress {psi} 
Figure B-5. Constant-Stress Creep Behavior of 1-fortar 





THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC PARAMETERS V" AND E" FOR 
VARIOUS VALUES OF o 1 /e RATIO 
~ L ? H h = CU ~ S T h NT I "-JO E P c ~ lD E \J T 0 F S P~ E S S A ND T I ME 
GETl..=Tlr~E HWEX 
KK=/ILPHA/8ETA _ ____ ------------------------------·--· _________ -·---
~=hlTERN~TlNG STRESS/STATIC STRESS 
X , C , l At~ D D :. h NG UL /\ R F R F 0 U F ~.JC Y r-1, U l T l Pl 1 E D 8 Y T I ~ E 
________ _! J (~_l_=y,\_l_l!_~ __ C_F __ J~~T-~~-~~~--1_______ --------------
5 f S= ST AT TC STRESS,TAKE~ AS l.O 
E0.S=EOUTV~lfNT STATIC STRESS 
DI>~[ r~s I ON F ( 2()0, 's___~ __ 2 __ qq ) _ __,J__l_ J_:~_QQ_)_ __ ------------- -----·--- .. --- ... ·-· - - ----
1 R [ ,\ P ( l , 1 0 ) A 
r~ P. I T f ( 3 , l l ) 
________ WR_I T ~_(}_,_~ )_ ________ _ 
hRITEf3 1 3)A 
h'r~ITE(3,4) 
KK=l 
00 2 1(;;f,35--·------ - -- -- ---------- ---------- - ----------------------- ---- --- -- ----- ----- ---
T=O.O 
------~:= _9_~_Q _____________ --
X = O. 0 
N=200 
R-= ( 1 .O+l\*S JN ( X)) **KK -----------------------------·----C = 6 .- 28 3i 8-53 --- -- -- ----- -------------------
r T = C l.O+A*SIN(Cl l**KK 
H=(C-X)/200.0 
-- ·-----·--· - -·. ·---···---------L = N-1 
DO 5 .I=l,L,2 
P=I l =X+-p:fl-i ___ ------- --------------- - -- --------------------- --- ----------
. F ( I ) = ( l. 0 +A~: SIN ( Z) ) * *K K 
5 G= G+ F ( I) . 
---- - c;;;·N~-2---. 
DO 7 J=2,L,2 
P=J 
---
D = x +·P·* H -- ----- ------- --------- ------- --- :---- ---------
s < J l = ( l. 0 ._A* SIN ( D) ) * *K K 
1·T=T+S(J, 
--------- l fT 1/} ;-rr c- x frr76 9 .91118 ) * ( R + F T µ~:-<f·-;;G + 2 • 0 * T ) 
Q=KK ' 
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20 CALL _F ~IT·---------------------·------ ----------
3 F G r{ ~ A T ( 4 1 X 3 <; HA L T ER l\ A T HJ G S 1 R E S S I S T AT I C S T R ES S RA T I 0 = , F 6 • 2 ) 
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q F () R ~.~ .~ T ( I 5 0 X 1 7 H S T h T I C S TR f S S -= l • 0 I ) 
10 ~UP,i"iAT(El8.8) 
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END 
PROGRAM II 
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC CREEP OF MORTAR AT ZERO TIME. 
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-------------------- -----· --- --· - - --· - - -
---- __ \!_7:J~'._~~~:~!·_::!.J\·!__l_)_J_J _____ ~--------------------------------------·- -- ·--·- -- ---- . -
'·; r) I T r: ( ? , « ) I<' '< , . T , t 0 S , V 
:<_ Y = K l\ + 7 S () • 
I I 1 ~- ! T T ~ .11 I r: :.__. _ ___:..~____:;c:..-__________________ --------------------. 
. 1 0 '.) C ~ i ~J T I f JI J [ 
C!'.l_L FX IT 
___ '!_LC~~~~\T_f_1_,_!_ ___________ -··-------- ___________________ lJ_?_r;_J ~; ___ ~ ~S'~ J_ ~ S. ___ ~ 
J n.o•/) 
~ F~F~~T(?4YJ~,nx1~,s~r1?.~,s~~12.4J 
1 ;? ~qr,,,.~!.. T ( ~ '\ y '~ p s T .~TI r, 'I+'< 1 l'' '' T ~ L~ r-~1 T ~~.Jr,' '"Ix, :'q f-"".~ f_'.' ,\ L r_:..•T ~-~~J:)V~~:"~~ J ~J __ _ 
l 3 F ("" r-·. •• '. .'\ T f :? ._,, x 1 (~ H s l p ~- t; s ~., ~ ! ' ?. y 1 ·1 h ~ T ·~ r. ~ s r) s I ' /. x 1 0 h ~ T :~ f s ~; r <: T t -;> Y. ] 7 H s r ~~ .\ ' 
Hi l' I<: R !l ft~ I P" I ) 
___ fJJfl __________ -- -· - ---·-- ----·---· ·-------·-----·-···- ·--------
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PROGRAM III 
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF DYNAMIC CREEP OF MORTAR BASED ON 
CONSTANT STRESS CREEP DATA 
"TRANSIENT SOLUTION" 
n I ~, :- \ 1 S l ~ '\! F ( ~ n ) , ~ ( 6 ') ) , T I t ~) ·J ) , S 1 { ~ 0 ) , S 2 ( f, '1 ) , c 1 ( !... ·J J , F 2 ( 6 0 > 
I c:· F- /\ n ( l , l _~J ~ J _ t , l J -~ __ 
rn t<V) 'H=l,4 
~=C.l 
____ y_~LTJ_J_l,~----------------------------------
4 r_ ~ r:: "1 f\ T ( 1 l 1 I I / / I I / / t ') 1 X , 1 T h ~ l E ' / ) 
h~T TE {3,~?).~ 
- __ 2? r- ',1 P: '.~ _T ( /_~_X} ~ ~_!_.\_L_Tf ~- r~ .\T I \)r, s T p ( s s I s T ~ T r~_S__!_B_f_S $__:=_~=_,!!_ ~-'=-~-~_?._l __ _ 
i: R I n: { ~ , 1 1 ) I Jl t U 2 
~·· ~ J n: < 1, 17 > 
_____ '...: 0:_] _T F .J-3..i 1 3 , 
lT=500. 
r.n 2 K=l,70 
t·' = 1 • 3_5_711 --
!:l: f'. fH) o 15 
t=0.0417 
~-~I=0~0:__ _____ ~-·~---~--~~-~-------~~ 
G=O.O 
Y-=O. 0 
-- - -------~-::_O __ .J ______ _ 
N=60 
P?=(l.O+A*S!~(X))**3l 
___ _E_L::_U. 0 +!.I :'.:ST'~ ( x) l t.:* 31 
t'=(ql+q2)/2. 
r=6.?811853 
___________ r-_ T_? ::J J_._0 !"-~-~~5 J_ttLf. l > * * 3 2 




nn 5 r=t,L,2 
----- ---~-=-l ... 
Z=X+P*H 
F ? C I l = ( 1 • 0 + A ~= S I ~J ( 7 ) ) * * 3 2 
__ F l_ ( I ) _= ( 1 • 0 + r~ * S ! "J f 7 l ) * * ~ 1 
r f I ) = l F 1 ( I) +F 2 ( I) > / 2. 
5 r,:::G~F(T) 
____ L __ =~L=-~-----
DO 7 J=:?,L,2 
P=J 
~---~~,---X+P*·~4-=--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--~~~~~~~ 




_____ "l J __ {_v_i .-::. .. UL- Y l /_l_l_~'l • c 7 -~· r, '-t} :': ( ~ + r Ti'•• :p~ ._'•"*Tl 
r ,-~ ~ = l T :.<.: T i C K ) * * ( 1 • I 3 ? • 5 ) 
V l = ( ;:'> * ( ~ r} <: t.: t.: ( ~ i ) ) ) * U l ::-: * ( F J 





--- -- --··--·- -·- -------___________________________ .,..._ _ 
7 c-; r n I ~! u '= 
1 ·) n ( 'J ~~ T I ~ U E 
__ _1 r- <_11- ~~!.·.!J _,_ ?_9-__!_? __ o _____ _ 
? 0 C 8 ~~TT r-JIJ E ---------
C '1 L l EXIT 
___ ~ ~~~I-~ T ( 1 4 \' F 1. • l , t; Y F 0 • 1 , 7 Y r: l 2 • Ii , C\ X ~ l ? • 1, , O X F l ? • 4 ) 
11 rnc•'f.T(?[}~.9J 
1 1 F ,11 . .- · .• !~ r ' / ? P Y I 4 Hr r ,, E r N H n 1 J " s = , 1 o x ~ P • ~ , l 2 x i:: ~ • 2 1 1 , 
l? c; F . It.! { 1 ~- Xf. !~-~I.~~ I C~?:_l 1 H ,, LT [RN·~ T I t\J';' s x 1 O~H: (~ u Iv .. ~ L F NT '9 x 7 H"'l v :'-J .~'A I c ' l l 
l X71-i~)Yt\Jh'Hf.) ------------- ------------ -
l 3 F r1 r . ~ f\ T ( 1 3 X 1 •.1 H ST P F S S 0 c; I , 1 X l () 11 ST R F S S P S I , '3 X 1 0 H ST R [ S S P <; I , 3 X 1 71' S TR A J 
________ l_! ~ _ v I r Q_fl I "J I I '~ ! , 6 Y 1 7 H S TR ~ I "J t~ I C ~ 'J I \J I I \J I ) 
~ND 
PROGRAM IV 
THEORETICAL CALCULATION OF DYNA!v1IC CREEP OF MORTAR BASED ON 
CONSTANT-STRESS CREEP DATA "STEADY STATE SOLUTION" 
n I t' EN S I 0 N F ( 6 0 ) , S ( 6 0 ) , T I ( f:- 0 ) , S 1 ( 6 0 l , S 2 ( 6 fJ ) , F 1 ( 6 0 ) , F 2 .( 6 0 ) 
J __ Pf A 0 ( l, _ l OJ U_l_, ~i ___________________ -------------------------- ------- ______________ _:_ 
00 100 "JT=l.4 
A=O.l 
----~'(~} lfJ ~-t~J. -------------
4 F 'J F' r~ f\ T C • 1 ' I I I I I I I I , 5 1 '! , ' T A BL E ' I ) 
y;qJT[ (3,29)A 
2 q F 0 k '·'; f\ T ( 2 8 X 3 8 H h L T f R N AT I NG ST RE SS I S T A T_T~ _ ST~ ~.S .. ~ __ : _~= '-~ X_f: ~- • . 2 J. __________ _ 
..... -- - - - - - --- ---- -- ---- ---·- -- ----~-- --- ·- ---- - ·--·------ -----
l J3 = U l + l O 
U1t= U2+1 0 
--~·i ~ l T EJ~tlJLV-3 , u 4 
TT= 500. 
h'RJT'=(3,121 
___ J\ ~ 1 TE_(~,_ 1 __ 3 ) _____ _:_ ____________________ ------------------ ________ -------------- -----·-----
DO 7 K-=l,20 
h'=l.3576 





A =O. l 
~! = (; 0 
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----~~ z-~-(-1- ~-0-+-;,-*-·SI-N l x > > *_*_32 ____ _ -~------ ------------
kl= { 1.('+fl*S PH X)) **33 
_P :: ( ~ 1 + r> 7- ) / 2 • ________ -----------· __ 
C=·~.2R~l?53 
f- T ? = ( l • fJ + f~ * S I ~J( C ) ) * * 3 Z 
_ _f __ TJ_=J_, ~ g~~~.?_I_~_L( > > **33 
----------FT= ( F Tl +f=T2 )/2. 
~=(C-X)/60.0 
L=N-1 f")O -·5 ·f;·(~-C;_2 ___ ------------------------- ------------------ ----------- ----- ----------
P=I 
Z=X+P*4 
- - --·-- ... - -----------·-
F 2 (I l=( 1.0+/\t-SPH ZJ >**32 
F 1 { 1 ) = ( 1 • 0 + f}. * S I '~ ( Z ) ) * * 3 3 
F(l ):(Cl( I)+F2( J) J/2. 5 G=I- +F (I) - . ------- -- - -- --- -------------- ----------------------- -----·· ----------··--------. - ---· 
l=N-2 





____ ;d_~_ L::.J5_1_ ( J, + s? < J > > 12. __ _ 
7 T=T+S(J) 
T I ( K l = ( ( C - X ) I 1 l 3 0 • 9 7 3 5 1+ ) * ( q, + F T + 4 • 0 * G + 2 • 0 * T I 
. E ~ S = T T ~ T I J t(_ ) * * ( l _ !_ /}? ._~_ )_ ___ _ 
V=(R*(EOS**(W)))*lO.O**(f) 






·--·-------·--- --------------------· ----------------- --·--·---- ---·----- ··--·----
VK? = V +G K2 
SS=TT*A 
___ h'_~ !_!_~ _ __(_}_ !~J_'f T, SS, f Q S ! VK l, V~2 
TT=TT+.?50. 
2 CONT I "JUE 
.00 CONTINUE 1F(u-go.,1, ?-o~io __________________ -- ------------------------------------- ---- · ----------- ---------------
20 CONTINUE 
-------~-~L-~--~-X_I_!_ ________ _ 
B FOR~AT(l4YF6.l,5XFO.l,7XFl~.4,5XFl2.4,~XFl?.4) 
10 FOR~'hTC2Fl8.A) 
1 1 F 0 P r; ft T ( I ?. P. X l '1 HT I MF I N H CUR S = , l <; X (- 8 • ? , l 2 Y; F 8. 21 I ) 
l ?. r 0 R ~: A f ( l 5 '( 6 H s T A T T c.; 4 x ·1 1 J ~ 6 L t F.' p r~· ~ T ·r N (; ~- f:. x i. 0 .H F (~ u I v AL F)! f ~ 0 x 7 l't>Y ~ A,, It' -i 4 
1X7H~YN~MIC) r 
11 F;)P"iAT( l3XlOHSTPFSS PST ,3Xl0HSTRESS PST ,8XlOHSTQ.FSS ?~I ,3Xl 7~•STRAI 
---T1'r·-~~ J c-P.-rYiNiit~~~,;x-i-71-iS--TR '1 fNMfC-P n' ~ii "J /I --------------
ENO 
APPENDIX D 
THEORETICAL RESULTS OF DYNAMIC CREEP OF MORTAR 
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Figure D-1. Dynamic Creep Curves of Mortar under a Dynamic Stress of Stress 
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Figure D- z. Dynamic Creep Curves of l\1ortar under a Dynamic Stress of Stress 
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Figure D-5. Dynamic Creep Curves of Mortar under a Dynamic Stress of Stress 
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Figure D-7. Dynamic Creep Curves of Mortar under a Dynamic Stress of Stress 
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Figure D-8. Dynamic Creep Curves of Mortar under a Dyn~mic Stress of Stress 
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Figure D-9. Dynamic Creep Curves of Mortar under a Dynamic Stress of Stress 
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·?, ?.5 \) . 0 
3500 . 0 
3 75·0. 0 
4000.0 
4?50 . 0 
.. l+500.() 
47:;0.o 
5000 . 0 · 
5?50 . () 
-5500 . 0 
· 5750 . 0 
(-,000 . () 
6?50.0 
6500.0 
6750 . 0 
7000 . 0 
7~50 . 0 
HOURS= 
f-:OUTV i\LFNT 
S TRF .~S PST 
: 
2~0l.5B9R 
30s1.. 71+ 8 2 
~ v~ 1 ·• 90 RO 
3()1.t 2 . 0669 
:1<1?..?. ?.?5~ 
lt20?. • . ~ 820, 
lt482 . 5430 
1+ 7 6 2 • (> f) 9 ?. 
-
5321 . 01.95 
5601 . 1797 
5fHll."3}5g 
6 1(1 3 • 11 <) 6 l 
6 4 It 3 • (-, c; 6 2 
.r, 7 ?. 3 • ~-~ 1 2 5 
700"3 . 9727 
7284.13?.S 
7564 . ?.WH 
-, £3 l1.lt • l t 4 9 2 
~ l 2 4 . 60(}1-t 
-
n - YY1TT T 
STRESS = ~\:::: 5 . 00 
0 . 10 
DY~J.1MI r. 
STRA I N MTCROIN/IN 
267.5?.76 
3 01 • • 4?.? <) 
"'..\'•?. . (,(,ll;. 
.3 fl 1 • <) '? 5 6 
1+?? . 4277 
'·6 3 . Q05 R. 
506. 3Bn0 
5.t,q . 826?. 
639 . 4465 
. 685.'56.?5 
7?:?. • 5 09 3 
-uW .2629 
8 ?A ; r.005 
R7i1.0Q7<1 
9?8 .1 357 
<?78 . 8953 
1030.3560 
1082 . ~)054 





STRAIN M T C~OIN/IN 
286 . 0986 
125 . 61<)1. · 
11)6 . 4l+ 78 
1t013 . 5125 
451. .• 7512 
496.1086 
51t l . 5 3 76 
587 . 99 :v, 
635 . 1+3B5 
683 . 8350 
733.15?1 
783 . -.~577 
83'• . 42 65 
886.3335 
93CJ . 0527 
992 . 5640 
1046 . 8 117?. 
ll.Ol.8801 
115 7 . 6494 




STAT I C 
ST Pt: SS PS I 
500 . 0 
5 5 (J . 0 
A 1)() . () 
r, 5 o . o 
7 ITO . f") 
750 . 0 
80 0 . 0 
f"l')() . I} 
Cl ,}() . () 
qc:;o . o 
1000 . () 
1G50 . 0 
11()0 . 0 
lJ'l O . O 
1 7.0 () , () 
1? 50 . 0 
)."'l.0() . 0 
TM·H F D-XXVII (Cont .) 
h LT EPN~ Tf~G STPFSS I STATIC S T ~ESS =A= 5 . 00 
T 1 MF. Jt,J HOIJ~ S = 
AL TfRNA T IN(. 
STP. F. SS PST 
2500 . 0 
??S O. O 
?>000 . () 
. -·--~;?~'ir) . () 
-~~oo . o 
~ 1 r;n . n 
1, 000 . n 
11? 51) . 0 
'•s on . o 
/,t7 c; 0 . 0 
5000 . 0 
');?'-)() . () 
'iSOO . 0 
i; 7r;;o . o 
r) n no . n 
6?'50 . 0 
() ') 0 0 • () 
r-.1so. o 
!.: Q LI T V i4d_ f- ~~ I 
s r r:!=SS PSI 
l . nn 
IJ YNAM Tr: 
STRAI N MTCRO IN/T N 
? . 00 
O Y"JMI re 
STR~TN M T CP~ I N /I N 
2f301 . 5nq13 / C"Jl1 . 48P.8 303 . J.250 
~n ~ t . 7~ n~ 1,S . 1685 144 . 9Q 76 
1 -~ f, l • <1 (l P.') ·n 7 • 1 0. I+ 1 ) A 13 • ? ') 5 <) 
364? . 0A~9 420 . 49? 7 ~3~ . 87. 47 
1022 . ?2 5q ~ 6~. 09GS 478.636? 
4?07. . ~ A?~ 5 10 . A577 ~25 . 6 13 3 
~~ B? . 5~30 5 ~ 7.41 R0 5 73 . 7659 
~76~ . ~ qq7 60t; . 2 37 1 672 . 9R6 3 
50~? . R5 9 h 654 . 07~ ~ 671 . 2~51 
S~ ~3 . 01Q~ 7 03 . QR02 724 . 51 15 
5603 . 1797 7 54 . 6~?6 77~.7 8 17 
s qq1 . 1~ S <J ROA . 3306 B29 . Q773 
6 \A~ . ~ Q6 1 B5R . H9 7 0 RA4 . 0B52 
~4~ ~. 6567 Ot /.1?6? 93Q . OR13 
~ 7? 1 . q 1 ?5 Q~A . ~0 1 6 qq 4 , 9 ~ A? 
7 0 0 "'> • q 7 7 7 l 0 2 1 • (1 7? l l 0 5 l • IJ 31t 0 
7 7~4 .l ~?~ 1 077 . 5 ~71 l l ()q . 1477 
, -,,50 . 0 
) '• ')() . ") 7 ()(H) , Q 
71)() 1! . 2AO l lJ 3 lt.lC"J l+1 11 6 7 , lt 558 
______ ;__~_:__---------=-=-=--=---=-----------:=-::--:--:-----:-'"--:--=---------~=--.:...:::..--~----------~ 7 $34 1~ . 1+ 492 11 <J l . 59 fq 1 226 . 5442 
11,so . o 7 ;~50 . 0 8 124 . 6094 1 24C"J .7~02 1 286 . 390~ 
ST I\ TIC 
ST RE<I S rsr 
500 . 0 
')5() . 0 
6 •) () • () 
6">() . 0 
7() 0 . 0 
75 0 . 0 
800 . 0 
f150 . 0 
<V)\) . 0 
<>')() . () 
1000 . 0 
105\1 . fl 
l urn . o 
l l 50 . 0 
l ? 00 . () 
1? SO . I) 
1 3'10 . 0 
l "V50 . n 
1. 1+• ) () . 0 
1450 . 0 
Tl\ }~l F D- XXVII ( Cont ) 
t. L TERN!1Tl\!G ST f~F=SS I S TJ\TIC S TR0SS =A= r. . on 
T P 1f It~ HOllRS= 
~ l. T F K 1': I\ T I N G 
ST P. FSS PSI 
?SOO . O 
?.750 . 0 
A.()()<1 . () 
-,751) . 0 
3SOO . () 
37'l0 . 0 
'· 000 . 0 
117<)0 . 0 
i+soo . n 
1, 7 <; 0 . 0 
~000 . 0 
s?so . n 
')?no . n 
'57')0 . () 
ri n nn . o 
(,? 'i 0 . 0 
6SOO . O 
6 750 . 0 
7000 . 0 
7 ? 5 0 . 0 
F.QU lV!\LF!'lT 
STP.F.SS PS T 
?fl0J . S"'1 8 
10°1 . 74R 8 
1161 . <JOfln 
7\l , I.~? . 1)(, 6<) 
1"2? . ?.?.~ ~ 
11 ?. n ~ • 1 M ? R 
4 'tf:P • 5 ri 3 n 
4 7 (1 2 • r-, (1 9 2 
5 1Vt ? . ~ S<i4 
s12:. . 01c:i5 
5A0"1. . l7CJ 7 
~ 1Hi 3 . 1?.'iC) 
6 l 6 "'i . 1.,0 r-, 1 
() '• 4 1 • 6 f) 6 ? 
67/:>, . H l?.') 
1 00 -~ . '1727 
7? n4 . l 1?0 
7 564 . 2 8<) l 
7 ~ l+ I+ • 1+ l 1 9 2 
Bl 24 . 60q 1t 
~ . oo 
DY tJ.!\ f.1 J C 
S T R~ I N MICRn IN/T N 
10R . ?.<l17 
150 . f1fH)4 
~ Cl4 • f1 7 6 7_ 
1t 11 0 • 2 0 1•· ?, 
4P.6 .7 '17(., 
5 31+ . 5 </6? 
sr.3 . s1. 01 
633 . nOG l 
t)fVt . 7 340 
736 . t-1~'17 
7 00 . 0 ;> <J l 
13 41, . l 2 9 lt 
()<)'1 .1602 
C)t)S . ()01+ 0 
10 11. 90 .H 
1060 . 5 6 ')<1 
ll?.R . 060 1 
l l P. 7. 3625 
l 2 4 7 • 11 5 r, 3 
l 10P . J25? 
5 . 00 
DYNA\: TC 
STRA TN MICRO IN/I N 
1 1 11 . 9 3 1 2 
3 5 8 • 1+ 'V+ !3 
4<)3 . 37 7 C) 
1~ '· 9 . I'.:,~ 1 q 
4')7. 27 fq 
51. n. to 60 
596 . 11 33 
64 7 . 7.~07 
60C? . 4773 
7'j2 . 1 s .10 
R0 7. 038 1 
f!6 2 . ~ens 
<118 . 5 1 813 
0 7 5 . 65 70 
1031 . 6Rg/ 
1092 . 5935 
l 15 2 . 34 1 ? 
12 1 ? . Q7-63 
l ?. 7 4 . 3 1 50 
1 316 . 1, 9 )lt 
~-------------------------------------------T~A~n~t~r:...___n...._-x ........ x·~v~r~r--~c~c~a~n~t~):--------------------------~----~ 
ST:\.TIC 
STR ESS PS J 
500 . 0 
"50 . 0 
(', f)() . 0 
() c; 0 • () 
7 <)0 . 0 
750 . 0 
ooo . o 
850 . 0 
C)'.)0 . () 
950 . 0 
t ooo . o· 
1050 . f) 
1 100 . f) 
1 1 50 . 0 
1?00.0 
1 2'10 . 0 
1 ?-00 . 0 
1 350 . 0 
l Ii()() . 0 
1 4S O . O 
/\l.TF:RNAT I NG STRESS I ST/\fTC STRESS =fi.= 5 . 0n 
T J M E I N l·I rJ lJ!~ S-= 
f!.l. TF RNAT IN\. 
srr.rss PS I 
;~ 500 . 0 
27'10 . 0 
-~non . o 
3250 . f) 
1S00 . 0 
':\750 . 0 
4 QOO . 0 
11- 2 5 0 . () 
11 !i o o. n 
47'i0.0 
5000 . 0 
5250 . 1) 
5500 . 0 
5750 . 0 
r~ no 1) . o 
A?50 . 0 
6500 . 0 
(, 75 0 . () 
700 0 . 0 
7? 50 . 0 
E 0U f\/ .~I. [NT 
SfRC:SS PSI 
2eo 1 . 58<1R 
3fJ81 . 7t1RA. 
"), v, t • 0 o a o 
3 6 L. 2 • (l (, () 9 
·~ ~} 2 2 • ? ? 5 q 
11 ?. 0 2 • 3 Q 2 ~3 
't 't f1 2 • 5 4 ~rn 
I+ 76?. . 609? 
') Q It ? • ~l ~ 0 t~ 
53?1 . 0 195 
"1601 .1 79 7 
s g w~ . 1 3"59 
(, l 6 3 . 't <) 6 l 
f-,(tl1 ) . 6567 
(')7~1 . q l 25 
7003 . CJ727 
7.?S34 . l 32~ 
7 S f, 11 • 2 R 0 l 
7 rJ 11 11 • 1t 4 Q 2 
8 l 21t . f-iO'JI+ 
7 . 00 
f) Y f\J I' 1-'1 I r: 
STRA I N ~ICR O I N /I N 
·31 9 . 3 8() q 
· 363 . 4qno 
'~OCJ . 0 774 
45~') . 0351:> 
5 cv • • 3 QI.+ It 
551 . ~2?.0 
60 11. 5 35 <) 
A56 . 3<:;5R 
7()0 . Jf-.()4 
7 A1 . 1f!.6 7 
~lR . 4409 
A74 . 4fl7 1 
93l .'t 968 
9R '7 . 44? 1 
1 () 4 fl • ? <)It{~ 
llfl R . 03 1.() 
ll 6R . 6 2 8 CJ .._ 
1230 . 0640 
129? . 32 1() 
1 355 . 3 77 0 
10 . 00 
OY"U\M I C 
STRA TN MICRO I N/I N 
~~2<1 . 1667 
16 13 • 9 It() 0 
415 . 2073 
46/. . 869 1 
5 11. 86 11 
56?. .1 208 
613 . 5q4 7 
6A6 . 23 1q 
71q . q900 
774. !3259 
83 0 . 7051 
88 7.S'1 13 
945 . 4 5 53 
1 ocv ... ?.690 
10'14.0012 
.l l ?.t+ . 6348 
1 18 () . llt 06 
l ?. 1+8 .4q63 
] 31. l . 6863 
1 375 . 6873 
STAT TC 
ST Rt SS PS I 
500 . 0 
550 . 1) 
600 . () 
6'50 . 0 
700.0 
7SO . O 
800 . 0 
fl50 . 0 
C)(')() . () 
950 . 0 
l 000 . 0 
1050.0 
i100 . n 
l 150 . 0 
1 200 . 0 
1 2 50 . 0 
1 300 . 0 
115!) . () 
l'1 ~) () . 0 
1450.() 
Tl\!11. E D-XXVII (C 
ALTERNATl~G STRfSS I STATIC STRF.SS =A= c:;.oo 
TI MF. I!'! HIJUR S = 20 . no 
/\l TE '< NAT ING J=UUTV~LfNT . DYN .f\MIC 
STl<FSS PSI <;n;r.:ss PS T STRAIN r·1 I CR Cl IN I I N 
2500 . 0 2fl01 . 58°U 3:·n . 61~ 1 
?.7SO . 0 :\O S l .7!.dP, 379 . 7661 
\ ()00 . () <·~ .-· -~ V> l . 9000 ft?. 7. 3 R.3 n 
3?50 . <) 3642 . 0669 1., 7A . 44'36 
3500 .0 30?? . 22 5~ 5 ;>r, . ~ 721 
-:i,7~)0 . f) lt?OZ. ·~~\28 '3 7 R . (o., 0 AO 
4000 . 0 1t 1tB 2 . ·5 tt 30 61l.~ 89 1t 
'• ~5 0. () 4762 . 6q')?._ 6P.5 . 7700 
'• 5 on . o :-; 0 4 / • Fl 5 q l.t 7G.l.]()t,7 
1t 75 0 . 0 53? 3 . 0 l <J5 797.5411!1 
5000 . 0 5603 . 1797 R 55 . 06fi9 
5~50 . 0 ')$1~~ - 3359 Cll .. L6? 1 l. 
5500 . 0 6 J. 6 1 • 4 9 () l 973 . lR?l 
5750 . 0 · A4'1 ~ . A5.S~ 1031 . 7?07 
60C")(). () 6723 . 8 1 25 l0°S . ?Oh5 
6?.50 . () 100-; . q121 ll':i7 . 6 1h? 
6500 . 0 7?..rllt . l3?R 1?20 . 02(:.0 
f-.75() . 0 75A4 . ?.Aql J ?. A 5 • l lC'l 't 
7000 . 0 7 H44 . 't.lf9? 1350 . 1536 
7? 5 ') . 0 8 1 ? 4 • f, 0 q '• ll+l.6 . 0310 
10 . 00 
OYNAMIC 
STRAIN MTCRO JN/JN 
33Q.3630 
'386 . z1, 11 
1,.34 . 67 llt 
'• 8 4 . 56 76 
"i35 . 8564 
58R . 4722 
642 . 358<1 
6<:i7.4636 
75 ·3. 74 17 
R 1. l. l 4 84 
f36q.647?. 
9ZCJ . 2000 
989 . 776'+ 
J 051 . 34 72 
1113 . HR16 
1177 . 3555 





. ' . 
.. . 
STAT JC 
•.•. STP.f:SS r SI 
" 500 . 0 
550.0 
(-,()().0 
650 . 0 
700 . 0 
. . . 
· 750.0 
800 . 0 
. :·. r.so . o 
0()() . 0 
950 . () 
1000 . 0 









· rt~B1.E n-xxvrr _(_c.a ..... · ...._..... _________________ _ 
ALTERN~TT~G STRESS I STATIC STRESS =A= 5 . 00 
TIME TN HOUP-S= 
i\L TFR.NAT JNG 
ST~ESS PSI 
'2500 . 0 
2 7~ 0 . 0 
~000.0 
3%50 . 0 
3c:;oo.o 
'3750 . 0 
1, 000. 0 






5?50 . 0 
5500.0 
.5750 . 0 
6000 . 0 
f.250 . 0 
6500 . 0 
67')0 . 0 
7000 . 0 
7250.0 
F.QUIVALENT 
S TP.ESS PST 
~ srn 1 . saq~ 
3 0 P. l • 7 It ~\t\ 
. ~ 3 61 . 0 0BO 
~61-t2.0669 
30?.?. . 2?50 
't ?. n. .?. • ''.3 8 2 B 
44f1?..5430 
4762 . A9q2 
501.t/ . Bl)C)t,. 
~5321 . 0195 
~)603 . 1 797 
?H83.3 :~59 
6 1 6 3 • 4 <) (d. 
64113 . 6562 
672.3 . 11L?.5 
700'3 . Q727 
7 ?. 8 't. l 3 2 8 
75611. ?.891 
7P-'1.tt .44Q?. 
8 1 ?.4 . 609 1+ 
t,o. oo 
fW!'JiHH C 
STRi\IN MTCROIN/ JN 
3'~3 . lt5 8 7 
'190 . 002~ 
1,30.q17~ 
1+90 • 'd 5 5 
51, 2 . 3 ?.3 5 
5q5 . 571~0 
650 .lll.l 
705.f38()0 · 
7 (~?_. R 3fl 1. 
P,?_Q . '?377 
8AO ~l 1+23 
940 . tt 13 A 
l 0 0 l • 7 2 l '• 
10(; 4.0354 
1.1?7.32'• 5 
1 j 9] • 56 't 2 
12 ~6. 7305 
J.3?.2.7974 
1 3 fl Q • 7 ' • 7 8 
1457.5574 
50 . 00 
OYNl\MIC 
STRAIN MICROIN /IN 
11t6.6694 
39 11. 55 71 
4ltft. 02 g5 
1+95 . 0000 
547 . 3931 
601 . l'• 14 
656. 1$382 




94 9 . 2048 
l01 l . OB54 
l. 073 . 9819 
l117.An?5 
1 202 . 70/.9 
126~ .• lt'7 85 
1·33 5.·1626 
140~.7390 
1 4 71. 18 26 
.. · 
. . 
TAB1 . E n-xxVrr (Cont.) 
ALT~RNATTNG STR~SS I STATIC STRFSS =A= 5 . 00 
T I MF I 1-.J H 0 U ~ S = 
ST~TIC · ALTERNATING 
' STRl:SS PSf STRFSS PSI 
·: . 
500 . 0 
550 . 0 
f) () ( ) • 0 





<:i.10 • 0 
· sc;o . o 
1000.0 . 
1050 . 0 
1100.0 
.ll'>O . O 
17.00.() 
1:?50 . 0 
l 300 . 0 
1 ~50 . 0 
· 1'1 0o .n 
l 450 . 0 
2500 . 0 
2750.0 
~('l()r) . () 
3? !)() . 0 
3~00 . 0 
3750 . 0 
4000 . 0 
4 ?.50 . 0 
1+5no . o 








6750 . 0 
7000.0 
7250.0 
F.QUlV .J\L ENT 
STP.F.SS PS.I 
2so1 . r,~<rn 
1OR1 . ·71, 8S 
3V)l.91J~O 
-~642 . 066-:> 
-=\q22.7.7.~8 
'•207 . 3828 . 
4Lt8 2 • 5430 
4 7f.1?. .(,9<)/. 
51V-1 /. . ~1594 
53?.3 . 01.95 
'560 ·~ . l 707 
')~83. 3359 
6163 . 1+96 1 
64"6.3 . 656? 
(i7?~ . R l ?') 
1003 . q121 
72fll.+. 13?.8 
7'.>64 . ?.~g} 
7H44 . t+ti92 
~ 1 2 1t • 6 0 9 lt 
OY~IAMT\. 
STRAIN Mf(ROIN/JN 
149 . } l 5?. 
307 . 56$34 
It l1 7 • I ... l r 5 
'• 911 .• 7 77 8 
551 . 5708 
()05. 7 ?G 5 
661.1965 
7]7.917 2 






l l 't6. 5 11 ()9 
l?. 11. 8821 
121r..1s<:n 
1345. 3530 
1 4 J. °3 • 11 I t 5 1 
14 P.2. 4109 
70 . 00 
DYNAMIC 
STRAIN· MI CROIN/TN 
35 l. 56 79 
1100. 11?.3 
1150.10~7 
501 . 9944 
555 .1 279 
(,Q 9 . 6357 
665 . 4604 
722 . 5469 
700 . 81t9l 
8't0 .• 3203 
QOl) . <)?.?.9 
962 . ·61 72 
1025.3721 
108 9 .1575 
1153 .9409 
1 219 . 6')73 
1286.4023 
l 35't. 0288 
1'+22 . 560 1 




- S T PES~ PSI 
'10() . 0 
5c;0 . c1 
. 600 . () 
650 . 0 
700 . 0 
·7 5 () • () 
P.'J!). 0 
850 . 0 
S00..0 
q50 . n 
lOf)O . O. 
1 o~o . o 
l 1 00 . () 
1150 . 0 
1. ?'10 . f) 
. 1.250 . 0 
1100 . 0 
115() . f) 
1400 . 0 
' 1450 . 0 
T1'BI E D- XXVII (Cont . 
ALT~RN~T I NG STRFSS I STAT IC STRESS =A= 5 . 00 
TIME JN HOURS= 
i\L TERf\iAT Ti\IG 
STR~SS PS T 
7500 . () 
;?750 . 0 
1000 . 0 
3?50 . 0 
3500 . C 
3750 . 0 
4000 . 0 
47.50.1) 
'•!')I")') • () 
1, 750 . 0 
sono . n 
~?<.:>n.-o 
~j 5 00 . 0 
'.>7'.>0 . 0 
6000 . 1) 
6?50 . 0 
6500 . 0 
6750 . 0 
7000 . 0 
7250.0 
Et~UIV,\LF.NT 
ST'-'ESS PS I 
2~0l . 5~9f3 
3 0 P. 1. • 7 tt 11 R 
YV") 1 . qon,o 
3642 . _0669 
30?2 . 2258 
t+20?. . 387B 
It 4 fl 2 • ') 4 3 0 
4767 . 699?. 
')/')4? . ~5()4 
5373 . 0195 
5 (, ()3 • l 7 9 7 
I) iJ 8 3 . 3"3 59 
f.,.)63.496 1. 
6 1t It 3 • 6 5 6 2 
(, 7 ?. ., • ~ l 2 ~ 
7003 . 9 7 ;~7 
72P.4 .1. 32B 
7 '564 . 2 gen 
7l1't4 . 4497-
~ 12 11· . 6094 
P,0.00 
nv.Nt:iM I c 
STRAIN Ml CRO TN/T N 
353 . 531.0 
402. 3 (16 7 
45 2 . fl 18 ' • 
504 . 7976 
55B . 2275 
(»L~ . 0 39 f3 
669 . 1761 
7?6 . 5B l 5 
7flt:; . ?OG? 
A45 . 0!25 
qos . 0531. 
967 . 9921+ 
103 1. 0'?79 
.1095 . ~393 
1 160. ?>P.t, 3 
1226 . 50H I 
1293 . 585'+ 
1361. 58q6 
14 30 . 5037 
1500 . 30 l 8 
qo . oo · 
OYN.l\MTC 
STR/\TN MICR OIN /I N . 
· ~ ~ 5 . 2 7 1 7 
l+04 . 34 77 
lt 5') . 047Q 
507 . 2830 
~>"6 0 • '·H 61 
6 l 6 . 05A3 
677. . 47 12 
730 .1 589 
78 9 . 07 5lt 
!349 .l731 




1 166 . 0977 
1?.32 . 5'~ 69 
1299 . 9546 
1368 . 293 7 
1 437. 5'~ 69 
150 7. 6887 
T I\ FH f D- XXV I I I 
. /\I.TEP Nil TT NI, STP.t S-s-··15 T AT fc ··-STR F.~rs-- :;; I\= . - .. -·-·-·1 <)° .-O"(:f -· ·--
T I~r: IN HllURS= 0 . 10 0 . 50 
ST t\ T TC t\ 1. TE l1 N .\ T I flJ G [(.)lJ!Vt1L[\JT DYNAMIC OYNAM TC 
ST R F S S P 5 T ST R ~ S S P S I -- -·s-yR-[S s- p Si ___ STRtd N Mfr. P.O (NI n( ---·-· s"IFfA I N·-M I CR.OTN-/ l N-- ·-- - - ·-
50 . 0 GGQ.O 5 16 . 61R9 2~ . 0523 ?A . A7 ~2 
7 5-_-0 - - - - . ----- 7 s r)-; o·- . --- 7 7 't. t:> ')~Vi t, h . T3 6 6 4 q . 9 8 10 
100 . ~ 1 000 . 0 101~ . 27A l ~9 . 06 7 6 73.8620 
J?S . n 125n . o 1?0 1. 50 7 4 93 . 505Q ga . qq63 
------1-i.;o . o l c; o o . o -----·-(51;<? .-9 f 1cr··- -·------ ·119 . 7 665 ---·-- - · --·-·-· ·-·· 1?. 8 ." oa 03 ·-- - ·--
1° 7 ') • 0 1 7 5 () • 0 l ~ () n • ;> 1 ()(_, , · l'+ 7 • (l 4 6 3 l 5 7 • A 9 5 4 
?00 . () ?.000 . 0 2~)(,6 . :>56? 176 . 90 14· 189 . 2771, 
- ··----- ·- 2?S .-0·----·---··?.;:>~)°()"~-()- ----··-· -- . 2324 . rn')S ?07 . 6RO<J 222.097'5 
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..... 
. \.O · 
VI 
----·----·- ---·-------;--- -. -~---
' 
---------· --·-~--· ·· ·- - -- --··- - · - ··- - · ····- ·-- - ---- - - -- - - . ----- .. - . . . . .. -·· . - -···--------- - --·-·- - --· --- - -.- -
Tl\ f1l ~ D- XXX (Cont. ) 
- ·----- - . ··--- - - /\ L TFPNf\T l NG STR ESS 1 ' sT/\TTC ?. TP.r:S ~ =t\= n .1 0 
TI ME I N HOURS= 30 . 0<) Lt() • <)() 
--·--- - -·---------------- - - -- ---. ··- - - - ---------
STAT I C /\l T ERN.l\TING EOU f Vf\L C:N T f'Yrl i\f1JC nYNAM JC 
- ---~:!°-~E S S . P ?_I __ ----~-IR_f_ SS . _P S_I _________ ?_TR r: SS PS I __ ... ~ TR A I N M_ I C KOT NI IN .. ___ S ! RI\ J ~I M 1CR0 I N I IN _ _ ___ _ 
500 . 0 50 . 0 5?6 . 4R?9 31 . 5079 3, . 5087 
____ 7 5 o. O 7 5 • .Q __ _ ?_F3_9 __ ._?_J!.•!.-t 5~-~ JJ . .?.._O .?..8-•_U.l~--------
l 000 . 0 100 . 0 l05? . Q661 B5 . nn13 85 . q208 
1 250 . 0 1?5 . 0 1316 . 2075 116.34<J l 116 . 4021 
_ ___ .1500 • 0 150 • _0 _____ _____ 1_5_7 9. 4 1t90 _____ ,. ____ ___ l 49 • 1?C:1. -·-------·--·--l4<J __ ._2Lt qq·--···- ·-·---- ----- --· 
1750 . 0 175 . 0 l 842 . 6Q07 1R4 . 026B 184 . 266<1 
2000.0 ?00 . 0 2105 . Q3?1 220 . 8q94 ?21 . 3345 
___ ,2_?_2._Q . (l 2?.5 . 0 ~3(>9. 1736 ?_50 ~:'.56_5 2(,() . 3040 _______ _ 
2500.0 250.0 2632 . 4 153 300.2476 30 1. 4299 
2750 . 0 275.0 ~895 . 6567 342 . 6~55 344 . 4675 
3000 . o 3~0 ._o_ 3 1 _5_8 ._89~ _2 _______ _ _ 3_fl6 ._o_c:>_36 _________ ___ 1~ 9 ._56 96 ___________ _ _ 
- --- 3250-. 0 325 . 0 3lt?2 .1 396 43.? . <19~li.l 436 . 82<'.J l 
3500 . 0 ~50 . 0 16~~.3Al3 4Pl . 03~' 48 6 .3738 
3750 . 0 375 . 0 194R . 622R 531 . 0 06 7 538 . 3586 
-'-- ----4000 . 0 400 . 0 4211.8633 563 . ,629 592 . 972q 
47.50.0 425 . 0 44 7 5 .1 055 637 . 6929 650 .432q 
4500 . 0 450 . 0 4738 . 3437 6<)4 . 5273 710.~85~ -4 7 5 0 • 0 --- ·-·---4-7 5 .-0------ ----5"o'o1:·5 8 5 9 7 5 ~ • <) 3 p." 5 - ---------7 7 i;·. 'cfo" i 5----- ----··-- -. - -
5000 . 0 500.0 S264 . 828 1 e l6 . l213 R42 . 5076 
5250 . 0 525.0 55?8 . 0703 Pe l. 2R91 9 14 .1 216 





ALTERNATING STRESS I STAT IC STRESS =A-= 0.10 
--·-------· --
TIME HJ HOURS-= 
STATIC ALTERNATING 
STRESS PST . STRESS PSI 





STR~ I N Ml(ROIN/ I N 
60.00 
DYNAMIC 
STRAIN MICRO I N/TN 
500~0 50.0 5?6.4829 ~3.5096 33 . 5105 
7 5 0 • 0 7 5 • 0 -~~-.- . .. 7 8 9 • 7 2 '• 4 5 8 • l 2 2 R 5 8 • l ? 8 1 .. 
---- ------------1000. 0 100.0 l052.q66l 85.9403 85.9590 
1250.0 125.0 1316.2075 116.4551 116.5081 
1500.0 150.0 1579.4490 149.3689 149.48~8 . 
- , -. - --::c15·o·:·o- T'(s-~-o 1 ~F;:r:-69-07 ·-up .. -;5-o"5-2-- -------y~f4 .11,-45--
2 ooo. o .200.0 ~105 . 9321 221 . 7696 722 . 204a 
2 2 5 0 .. 0 2 2 5. 0 . ' 2 3 6 9. 173 6 2 6) • 131 6 ?~~ f16 _<_? l _______ _ 
2500.0 250 . 0 2632.4153 302.6123 · 303.7947 
~750. ·0 275.0 2895.6567 346 . 2798 3~0 . 0920 
3000.0 300 . 0 .1158.8982 ' 3G2.2456 . .'391-t.92(6 
.fi s·o: b 2;·i 5 :--o : f 4 ?.'i:T3<f6 4·4 ci-;-t.;5«~ 1t----··------·--4 ;;·i;:·4-[fcf7-----·--·- .- -=---
. ·· . . 
35 o o. o 350 . 0 16 85 .3813 491.7122 497.0505 
3750 .0 375.0 39'd.\.6228 5f;5.f:_3Q(, 552.90,?{, 
----4. 000 . O 'tOO . 0 4?.l C~-863~ 602 . ()~3 l 612. 393-J-. -------
. · 4 2 5 Q • Q It ? 5 • 0 4 4 7 5 • 1 0 5 5 6 6 3 • l 7 3 l 6 7 5 • 91 3 1 . 
. ,· ·., .. '": . ---~.:5 oo_. o_· --·------· ·t·~~-~--g--- -------- - ~;-6~6 ~-~-; -~_:;~------·--·- :-~~-~ :-~~~ ~ - ------ - ------·--·--·-·------~~-!,-:·~~-·~~--______________ _ 
.- .- - -. ' 4 750. 0 
,.. ~ : . . 5000.0 500.0 5?64.8281 863 .8936 895 . 2798 




- --·-----··- - - -· --··-----··--·-·--------------------- .. ·- ---·-···--·-·· -- ----. -· - - · -·-- -- -···----·· ·---------------·· -----------···---- - ··· ---·- ·--·----· ---·-
.·. 
_____________ .:_ ____ _A.~_"!"_ E. R J~_AJ) _ _N_Q __ ~J.13 £ S_~ _ { --~-!. A.T .. J. f:: --~-~ R ~-~ S .• -::=. t\ =. 0 .1 0 
' . . TI ME IN HOURS= 70. 00 . 80 . 00 
.STAT IC ALTERNATING EQUIVALENT DYNAMJ( DYNAMIC 
____ S_T_RESS PSI STRESS PSJ -____ SJ.~_E_S _  ? __ ~_SJ_ _ _ ~:r~~JJ!_ _M_tC~_0J~J-~ ____ $_T_~A.LtL !~J C_f~ _QJ.t-J/J.J:L _________ _ 
500.0 50 . 0 526 . 4829 33 . 5114 33.5122 
750.0 ' 75.0 7 89.7244 5? .1 335 5R.1369 
----- -·-------:--~ ------
. i ooo.o ioo . o· 1052.9661 85 . 9793 B5 . 99BB 
' 
1250.0 . 125.0 1316.2075 1 16.561 1 11 6 . 614 1 
1500 . 0 150.0 1579.4490 J.4q . 6087 149.7207 . . 
..,.---- - · ······-· ----- ·- -·· --· ·--··--·-·------···-· .. -··-······-- -- ---------.--------- - ------ -----1750. 0 175.0___ 1842.6907 184.9837 .185.2229 
2000 . 0 200.0 .2105.932 1 ?22.63<:"19 . 223 . 0750 
----~~~-~o;__ ___ --'?.~?.~5_._o _____ ~z~3~6_g_.~1_7_3_6 ____ -=2_6~2_._6_0A_1 _______ ~_2 _  6_3~?4_40,_· _ ~-----
2soo.o 250.0 2632 . ltl53 , 304 . 971'1 306.159'+ 
2750 .0 21s . o- 2895 . 6567 ?\49 . 9041 351 . 7163 
? 9_qg_~g 300. o 3J.?_~_!_E3_~_:? ____ _..;.3-.?.J_._?..?..?_7______ _ ---~t_<?._Q_~_2_7}_?. ___ _ 
--- -3250.0 325 . 0 3422.1396 448 . 3201 452 . 1"501 
3500.0 350.0 3685.1813 502 . 3R92 507.72 7 5 
3750.0 375 . 0--~. 3948 . 6?.28 560 .1 11 .. 3 567 .'+463 
._ 4000 . o~---..,---'4-o-'--0-.-0-----4211. 8633 022 . 1030 .. 63 l. 013·0 .:, 
" .. 
. . · ... . 
4250.0 425.0 4475 .1 055 6RR . 653l 70-1.3931 .. 







4 75. o- - ----5 oo i-. ~f o59 ____ o 37·~-8T42 __________ 858 . 7if3-6--------.~-o-
5000 . 0 500 . 0 5264.8281 921 . 6660 948 . 0520 
5250~0 525.0 5528.0703 10 12.6 194 1045.4519 
. . . 
. \D 
00 . 
. . . 
. . ~ ,. 
Tl\~LF D- XXX (Cont.) 
_ ____ ___ l\ ~T F.RNJ!T T N(. _s~Rt~S _ /__·_ S T /\ Tl ~ _ .s1r~r:ss =f\= 0 .1 0 
TI MF. I N HOIJ RS = 90 . 00 100 . 00 
ST AT I C AL T f rt N h T 1 NG E Q U I VA l ENT 0 Y NA M J C 0 Y N .HH C 
____ ST_R_f~.?_.P S "-I -~-TR ~_s ? __ _P.?J _ __ _ _ __ S_T_p._E_S_S _ p _ S_I _ _ _ ~Ifu\ _I_t-~. M_l CPO IN / I ~-····· · ·- ____ S_IR!\ I N_ MI CRO r_t1J/ I f':l _ -· . - -· _ ... 
500 . 0 50.0 526 . 4R2Q 31 . 51~1 33 . 5 140 
7 5 0 . 0 7 5 . 0 7 8 9 . 7 ?..lt '•- - - - - -'-5 !l.~J 41, 3 5 8 . 1. 4;_9;_();__ ______ _ 
1000 . n ioo . o 1052 . 966 1 r.A . 0 1n3 ~6 . 0378 
1 250 . 0 1?5. 0 11 16 . 2075 116 . 6671 ll h.7200 
1soo . o 150 . o 1579 . 4490 l40 . 84r6 149 . 9685 
- - ----·· . ·- -· - · - - - - - - . ··------- ·-- ·-- -·--· · .. . .. ·-. . . ... ·-----·- -·-·-- ·· .. . .. . --- ----------- -----1750 . 0 175 . 0 1 842 . n907 185 . 462 1 185 .70 14 
2000 . 0 200 . 0 2105.q32 1 ?21 . 510 1 223 . 9452 
---~2?_?0 . 0 2 25 .,_0'-------'?'-3_6_9 __ • 1736 ?64 . 08 15 264 . Al 91 
2500 . 0 250.0 2632 . 4153 307. 34 18 30~ . 5242 
21so . o 21s.o 2n95 . 6567 353 . 5~06 355 . 3406 
----~_q_q9_~_0 _ _ _ 3_9_~~-q ?_ l_?._S}_._!3_9_8_2_____ 1:.t.J!.?--.. -..<J.'t.<J ! __ ;_ _ __________ 4_9? _ •.()~ 'F ___ ._ ____ ___ _ 
3250.0 325 . 0 3422 .t 3g6 l155 . 9P05 4'>CJ.EH0f\ . 
3500 . 0 350 . 0 368 5.38 11 5 13.0659 518 .4045 
3750 . 0 3 7 5 . 0 - ~ 39118 . 6228 574 . 7lf\3 58 1. 9'102 
-~-~ '-----.-----4000 . 0 400 . 0 421 1. 6631 641.5232 . 651 . 2337 
·: ' : 
4250 . 0 425.0 4475 . 1055 714 . 1333 7?6. R713 
45_9..Q_~9" _ _ _ _ _ 4--'-50. o 473_8_. 1_~_37 ?_9J:..!...?.I~_€j ~-9_9~}-~!•_?. __ _____ ____ _ 
4 7 50 . 0 lt7 5.0 500 1 .5859 879.7520 900 . 7209 . 
5000 . 0 500 . 0 5264 . 828 1 974 . 4182 1000.R242 
5250 . 0 525 . 0 5528 . 0703 1 07~ . 284 7 11 11 .1172 
- ---------- ----
.·.. -. ··.-
.~ ~ <~·:~_ -~.: .. ~-; -~ .. -~.:-· ~ -:--:_· 
.. . -.. ~ · .. -:-·: ·--=~::,· ·~.: -· 
. . -.. 
. . . . 
: . ·. . ... ... . 
.. ' 
.. ST/\TI(: 
ST Rs__5S PSI 
500 . 0 
750 . 0 
1000 . 0 
1250 . 0 
L?_QQ_!_Q_ 
· 1750.0 
.. 2000 . 0 
?250 . 0 
2500 . 0 
2750.0 
3 00_'2.! 0 
3/50.0 
3500.0 
3 750 . 0 
' 




5 000 . 0 
5?.50~0 
: .. .. :... . 
TABLE D-XXXI 
ALTERNATING ST~ESS I STATIC STRESS =A= 0 . 20 
Tl~E IM HOURS= 17 . 00 .. 20.00 
/\L TERN1.\T ING · EQUIVALFNT DYN;\MlC: OYNAMIC 
STRf')S rs1 STRESS PSI STR!.\ IN MICRO IN/IN STRAIN MTCRflIN/IN . 
100 . 0 568 . 5957 37 .1 967 37.1Q71 
.l 50. 0 852.0938 64 . 5047 64.5070 
200 . 0 1137.1917 95.3366 9 5 • 3Lt1+9 
:? 50 .• 0 1 1+21 . 4805 12g . Q96l l29. ll86 
300 . 0 1705 . 7876 165·.4035 165.4543 
350.0 1990.0854 ?.03. CJQ7 l ?. 0 '• • O<:l 8 4 
'•00 . 0 2274 . 3835 24't. 6~90 \' 244 . 8731 
'~ 5 0 . 0 2558 . 6Bllt 287 . v~oa · 787 . 65".:\l " 
500.0 2~4?..9797- 33 1. 851+0 312 . 3547 
. 550 . 0 '127 . ?.77.1 37P. .1 562 ""J,78.9?.3n 
600.() ·:v+l l. 5752 1+26 . 2012 427.3342 
650 . 0 .~605. R.730 4 75. 96 l q 477 .• SR.1+0 
700.0 3980 . 1711 C)/.7 .4 202 52 9 .6·9.02 
750;0 4?64.46f\7 5 e. 0 • (, 1 1 ] 583.6qo7 
BOO.O 1+548. 7656 615 . 57.83 639.6404 
850 . 0 '•R33 . 0625 692 . 21~3 697 . 6135 
900.0 5117 • .3594 .75(). 7305 75 7. 7002. 
c50.o 5'1Q l. 6607 Bl.1 . 1272 820. 0073 
l ooo. 0 5(>85. CJ570 . 873.4822 fH34 .65 65 





----- - -·· --· 
. . . 
" 
TABLE D- XXXI (Cont.) 
ALTERNATTNG STRESS · / STATIC STRESS =A= 0 . 20 
Tl ME 1N HOURS= 
STATIC: ;\ l. TERNiH ING 
STRl,;_SS PS I STRF.SS PSI 
500. 0 " 100.0 
75 0 .0 150.0 
1000 . 0 ?.oo . o. 
'12 50. 0 ?50.0 
------------------------·--- --
EQl.l IV 1'\ L FNT 
STRF.SS . PS I 
568 . 5957 
R52 . 8938 
1137 . 1q 17 
14 7. l • l+ 89 5 . 
.1 7 0 5 • 7 8 7 (> 
'30 . 00 
OYNAMIC 
STRAIN MIC:ROIN/IN 
~7 . 198) 
b4 . 5146 
q5 . 372'1· 
179 . 1934 
165 . 6230 
40 . 00 
OYNi\MlC 
STRAIN MICROIN/ I N 
37 .1995 
64 . 57-?.2 
95 . 3999 
129 . ?.682 
165.7928 1500·. 0 300 . 0 
·~~--~~.;:..._--~~~~---------~~~~~~~~~~~~ --~~~~~~~ 
1750.0 35.0. 0 
2000 . 0 400.0 -
22c:;o.o It 5 () • 0 
2500.0 500.0 
2750 . 0 550 . 0 
3000.0 600.() 
3250.0 650 .0 
3500 . 0 700.0 
?175<).0 750.0 
4000 . 0 noo.o 
'•2')0 . 0 850.0 
4~..9_Q . 0 qoo . n 
'+750 . 0 950.0 
5000.0 1 000.0 
. 5?.50 . 0 t o5n . o 
1 q </ 0 • 0 ~ 5 /t ?.04.4361 
227'+ • "1H35 ?45 · '+875 
~I) 5 ~ . 6 Al'• :urn . 6<:41 
2 ~1.2. q 792' 331.t. 02:i<J 
31?..7 . ?.773 3A 1 • '• 8 l 9 
34 11 . 5752 It 3 l • l } l f3 
3695.0730 '•8?..c:>q10 
JC'lfl0.17 1 1 537 . ??f, l 
'•2 64 . 46fl.7 503.9558 
4548 . 7 656 653. 34 7 't 
1+833 . 06?.5 715.5<?77 
511 7 . 3591. 780 . 9331 
5401.6602 849 . 6077 
5685 . 9570 ';.'7. l. Q038 
5970.?.51() '198 .1 348 
· 20tt . 77 3D 
' 2'~6 . 1017 
;>89.7351 
335 . 6929 
384 . 0400 
l.t34 . 8A CJ4 
4fl8 . 3979 
541 .. 7620 
. 604.?.21?. 
667.0542 
733 . 5818 
EW 1+ • l A 5·$3 
8 79 . 2080 
<759 .1 511 




.... ...:. , 
... . __ .. 
.. . -
- ; 
TABLE D-XXXI (Cont . ) 
_ _ _ _ ______ _ A-=l -'-T-'-f-'R--'N J\ i T ~Jr, 5 JR t S S I ST •\ T J C.~ RES ~ = J\ ::_ 0 • ?. 0 
·.· T J MF. JN 
STAT I C: AL TFRi\fAT TNG 
ST ~ F. S5._~~J STRF$S PSI 
500 . 0 100 . r 
750 . 0 1 50.<1 
1 000 . 0 200 . 0 
1 250.0 250 . 0 
l~OQ . O 300 . 0 
l 750 . 0 150 . 0 
2ono.o ttOO . 0 
22'>0 . 0 1.-so . o 
2500 . 0 500 . () 
2750.0 ')50.0 
~.9_QO ~_Q 600 . 0 
3250 . 0 650.0 
3500 . 0 700 . 0 
1750.0 750 . 0 
-4000 . 0 AOO . O 
' t25Q . O 850 . 0 
42.00 . 0 900 . () 
't 75o . o · 950 . 0 
5000 . 0 1 000 . 0 




S TD.F.SS PS I 
'>6~ . 5957 
n'J'J . ~q3n 
l l 37 . l917 
l'• 2 l • 1 ... n 9 5 
1705 . 7876 
1990 . ()P,51t 
2?.1'· · 3835 
~55~ . 6A 1.ft 
2 P.1+? . 9792 
J l. ?.7 . '1.773 
34 11. 5752 
3695 . 8"730 
39AO . l7 11 
'• 2 1)4 • 1.r, 8 7 
lt54f3 . 7656 
483'~ . 0625 
5 l 1 7 • 1 5 ') '• 
"i40 1. 6602 
5685 . '>570 
') 97 0 . 2 5 3q 
50 . QO 
OY N ,\ MIC 
STRAIN MICP.O TN/T N 




60 . 00 
OYNM1T C 
STRAI N MICRO IN/I N 
3 7 . 20 20 
64.5371 
95. 4 550 
12 q • ' • l 77 
1_65 ._962 1 ~=-=-~~~~~~~1~66 . 11 1 4 _____ ~ 
/.05 .1 1 1"5 
?It A . 716 0 
2 90 . 77 6'• 
337 . 36?. l 
~P.A.59A l 
43fl . 6670 
49) . fJ049 
5 52. 2~n9 
6 1.'t . '·~63 
680 .76 1 2 
7 5 1. 565<) 
~z1. ::1,qa1 
90A . 8081 
9 96 . 19 f3 't 
1.090.R?.9~ 
205 . ~tlt 92 
24 7 . 3302 
2'1 1. 8 1 7'• 
339.0312 
389 .1 562 
442 • ' t 4't 6 
. lt99 . 7- l l 7 
ss CJ . ·~n :n 
624. -15 17 
694 . 46.8 () 
7 69 . 5503 
850 . 63 16 . 
-------~ 93Fl . 4084 . 
., 1033. 64 60 
1 11 7.17 65 
- • ~ • I - • .. 
T1\Rl.E D-XXXI (Cont.) 
__________________ ALT EP. N1\_T Jr'.JG __ STR F. SS I ST I\ TIC STRESS ==A= 0 . 2 O 
----------------~ 
TI1'-'E TN HOlJ!~S= 70.00 80.00 
~ STATIC ALTERNATING 
__ ST R E_~.:<i_ P SI ST R E SS PS T 
F:QU IV f\L f!'-JT 
STRESS PSI 
DYNl1MJC 
STRAIN MICROIN/ I N 
DYNAMIC 
STRAI~ MTCROIN/IN __..;;.....;;;.,_...:__;,_ ___ _ 
500 . 0 100 . 0 568 . 5957 37 . 2Q32 37.2045 
_ ___ 7._c::_, O_. (_) ____ _..l._'3_0_._0 .-·~.-_ •.• __ _...;;B~5....;.'?.:....;· •:;..;R_(';-'13;;_'3.::_ ___ __.:;.6....:..4..::.• ..::...5....:.4_;.'+_;.CJ _______ .....:6::._r....:._t •.:_5.::..;5:.:...;::,;25::;.._ __ --'----
l O OO . O 200.0 1137.1917 q5.4B?.5 95 . 5 100 
1250.0 250 . 0 1421.4895 129 .4 925 129.5673 
___ -:1.2.Q_Q_. 0 _____ 3_0_0. __ 0______ 1_1_0.s . 7Pi76 166 . ~001 166.46qq · . 
1750.0 350 . 0 1990.0954 ~05 . 7860 206 .1 246 " 
?000.0 400.0 2274 . 3835 ?.47.9444 ?4 8.5586 
. 2?50 . 0 450 . 0 255R.681~ ?. 0 ? . R584 291.no97 
2500 . 0 500.0 ~842 . 97q2 340.700?. 34?. . 3694 
2750 . 0 550 . 0 3 127 . 2773 391 .7144 394 . 2722 
3 0 0 0 • 0 6 Q 0 • 0 ' 3 4 l l • 5 7 5 2 I+ 4 6 • ? 2 7. 2 4 It CJ • 9 o 9 0 . 
---_-3·25(f:O 650.0 3695.R730 50lt . 6lP.7 510 .0?56 
3500 . 0 700.0 . 1980.1711 ?67 . 3696 574.~055 
· 3 7 t; 0 • 0 7 5 0 • n 1t 7. 6't • 1• 6 8 7 6 3 5 • 0 1 6 R 6 4 5 • 2 R ?. 0 
4000 .0 ROO . O 4548.7656 70R.1750 ·721.881R 
4250 . 0 B50 . 0 4933.0625 787.5344 B05 . 5186 
4500.0 qoo . o s111.1594 R73 . ~A43 ~97.0960 
-----4750-:0 050. 0 'i401. 6A02 9f~8 . 00-_8_8 ________ 9_9_7. 60~9 
sooo . o l OOo.o 56R5.9570 1n1n.e933 1100.1404 
5?.'iO.O 1050.0 5970 . ?.519 ll n3 . 57.39 1229.870~ 
· N · 
0 
~ 
. ' . -
. - l 
----. ----~- -- ------· 
... 
', .. ;· . ' r~BLE n~xxxr (Cont . ) 
ALTFRNATING STRESS / - STATlC STRFSS =A= 0.20 




. .. . . 
TIME IN HOURS= C)Q.00 100 . Q() 
.STATIC ALTERNAT I NG -· EQUIV~LENT DYNAM I C 




. . . 500.0 . 100.0 . 568 . 5Q57 37.?057 37 . ~069 
. ·750.-0 150 . 0 A.5?.893R 64.1)601 61+ . 5677 
1000.0 7.00.0 - 1137 . 1917 95 . 537h 95.5651 
1250 . 0 . 250 . 0 1421 . 4695 129.6421 1?9 . 7169 
~--~5QS~~o--~---'3~0~0 __ .~o_;c_ ___ __;o1 __ 1_o~s_._1_a_1_0 _____ 1_l_~6.6392--'--______ l-=-6_6-=-_ ._R-=-_ o~a~. 5=-------~ 
1750.Q . . 350 . 0 l<)OQ . ()854 · 206 . 4623 - ?_06.7999 
2000.0 400~0 ~-- ?.274 . 3035 249 . 1729 . 24<) . 7871 
?750 . 0 · 450.n ~5~A . 6Al4 ?04 . 9407 · 295.QA17 
_ . . 2500.0 ~oo.o . 7.842.97Q2 344 . 0383 345.7075 
2750 . 0 550 . 0 3127 . 2773 396 . 0306 399 . 3884 
3000 . 0 600 . 0 · 34 1 1.5752 453 . 7771 457 . 5549 
---
.3250 . 0 650 . 0 36<)').f\730 515.43?.6 520 . 8394 
·.·· 3500 . 0 700 . 0 39A0 . 17ll 582.44llt SSCJ . 9775 
3750.0 750.0 ·'t?.64 . 4687 (--,~~ - 547/t 665.8125 - · 
_..,:__ _ _=:.....:__::....:::....=__:__;_.;__ _ --'--;_::_;o_:.:._-:-::-- -~~.;:_;_~~..;,_.-___;_~~..:..:..:..:.:.:...:...:::.....:.....:_:.._ ~~~--;_;;;_:.;_;;_;;;_::_=-:;_ _ ~~~-~ 
.- 4000.0 noo . o 4548 . 7656 735 . 5BB9 71+Q.2959 
4250.0 R50.0 4833.0625 A23.50?.7 841 . 4868 
~~4-~_;oo ._o~ ____ o_._<_)0_ . o __ ~--'-----5~1~1_7....:...•....:...3~5_:_9_4 __ ~--n~2:....:..:...o .• 1_?_q_a_~--=--~~~0--4~3_._5_6_2_7~--~~~ 
-4750.0 950.0 5401.6602 1027 . 2092 1056 . 8096 
5000.0 1000 . 0 5685.9570 1145.3879 1182.6353 
.·, 5?50.0 1050 . 0 ')Q70 . :Z519 . 1276 . 2185 132/..5657. 
. ' · 
- ' - - ... - --· 
.. ~ .. 
.. :..-· 
. . ... ---1 
---------------·---·--·----------------- -------
--- ·------ · ---·---------.. ----------- - --- ... --- ·- --- -- .. - - - ··- ··--···--··- ------·- ···--- --·--------------- -·-- -
Tt\BLE D-XXXII 
AL°TERNATING STRESS / ---STATIC STRfSS -:: .fJ.= 0 • . 10 
TIME IN HOURS= 1.7 . 00 20 . 00 
.. STAT JC AL TERNATJNG EQUIV/\LEi\JT OYN/\MTC . . DYNAMIC 
__ _JJB_~_~_s __ ,~.!.._-2.IB_ E s_~_yiL_ ____ S.T._R_E ~~-~~_!__ __ ~ TRA ...!.~':! .. . !"} .C:~ n . .J.t:J_J !_T~-----~.!.!3.~_ I .~!__~l I-~-~·-'2 I NJ.J..~-----
. .. . 
500.0 
750.0 




" 1500 . 0 
-
' 
.. r t s'<Y ~-o 
.. 2.000. 0 
2250.0 
.. 
' .... 2500 . 0 
·2750.0 
., 3000 . 0 ... 
.- · 3i5cr: o 
.. 
.. 3500 . 0 
' 3750 . 0 
4000 . 0 
4 2_50 . 0 
4500 . 0 
;;·rs-o·:-o 
5 000. 0 . 
· 5250 . 0 
• .. .. 
-~-- .. 
150.0 ' 612.8420 
225 . 0 <)19 . 2 6"29 
----300 . 0 . 1.225.6841 
375 . 0 1532.1050 
lt50. 0 1838 . 5261 
525-~-6 2 u;-;;~ «~-4· =,-3 
600'~ o--... 2451 . 3682 
675.0 ?..757 . 7893 
750 . 0 3064.210?. 
825.0 3370. 631.3 
900 . 0 3677 . 0525 
. ~;7 ·5--;0 3-9{f3-.7;=;3· 1 • 
1050.0 4289 . 89't5 
1125.0 4596.3125 
1200.0 · 4902.7344 
i21s . o 5?.09.1562 
1350.0 5515 . 5781 
14::(5-:o ss2T-:9"i6Y 
1500.0 6128 . 4l00 
1575 . 0 6434.8390 
41 . 1803 
71..41 1+0 






367 . 7329 
419.1755 
472 . 6155 
5-iif. o3"r) r) 
5 85 . lt509 
644 . 8850 
706.3867 
770.02?.9 





105 . 5635 
1It2 • 96 78 
183 . 22 2lt 
·-ii6-.-(f 541 
. ·2fl. 27 56 
318 . 76?.0 
368.4336 
1~20. 2493 
4 74. 20.07 
-- -~ ·· ··~--·- ··- - ··-530. 3057 
588 . 6135 
649 . 1<}31 
712. i 3q,4 
777.5708 
~45 . 6233 
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TARLF: ·D- XXXII (Cont . ) 
ALT ERNAT I NG STRESS I STATIC STRESS =A= 0 . 30 
---·--·-·····-------···----- ·---·----- ·····--·--- -·- -------····-·--··· ··-·· - ·--··- . ·-·--··- - ·- - -·-··-- ···-···-- ·- -· -- ---- -·-······· -- ---··--- - ·- - - ··-- -
TIME IN HOURS= 30.00 1-tO . 00 
. ~ .. ' . 
, -·· · S T J\TIC . /\L TERNAT ING EOU I V/\LENT OY~AMIC DYNAM I C 
.- ', ... S TRESS PSI S TRESS PS I 
-····--· - - ·---·-----··-·--- --
?JR~~--~5..1. ____ STR'\}_r:! .. !~ .I-~?.Q. I_~l_L_!_~-----·--~-I!Y~.lt.~ __ 1'-i_ t~-~Q- ~!j_!_!.~-------
.· .. 
. 
,, .. 500 . 0 150 . 0 612 . ~420 41 . 1825 41 . 1843 
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1500 . 0 . · 450 . o 1830 . 5261 1_~_3_"._'~'?_9_?._,··--------~ ~}-~_6_~-~~o ___ _ 
--- 1··1s ·o-:o c;2·5·:-o 2-i-L,_4·: 91.;73--- 226 . s 2115 22 6 . ')9 eq 
. 2000 . 0 600 . 0 245 1.3682 ~72.1350 212 . go41 
2250 . 0 67 5 . 0 2757 . 7893 320 . 2 1? 5 321 . 6 748 
- -- ·--·- - ---------
.. 
. · 
2500 . 0 750 . 0 3064 . 2102 370 . 76 8 6 373 . 103S 
2 7 50 . 0 825 . 0 3370 . 63 13 423 . 0279 42 7. 4065 
3000 . 0 900 . 0 . 367 7 . 0525 479 . 4 ~ 54 . 4R4 . 7700 
---32.-5 if :··o- <fYrs-:c,- -- - --39 E3 Y~-i~Y3 r;---·- -- 5~;;,7-_-p, .. t,-cf6-----------.- -- s··4· s· :·4 :f 36 __ _ 
•.' 3500 . 0 .1oso. o 42og . s945 599 . 1550 609 . 6980 
. . 3750 . 0 1 1.25 . 0 4596 . 3125 '· 663.5537 677 . 9143 
-----.--"-::,~-::ooo . o 1200 . 0 4902 . 7344 731. ~ .1 45 15o . '+tf9-5:------ ---
4250 . o 1 275.0 5209 . 1562 ~02 . 7297 827 . A839 
4500 . 0 ' 1350.0 . . 5515 . 578 1 878 .1 256 . ~ 1 0 . 6265 . 
----4·75·0-:0·----p;75~~-o-----·--s·a·7. "t'~ "<iq_6_f _ ______ <J_5 1· ~·"f 7 6i+·--··-··-------·-------9-9. cf:"2"7"9 .t:i"------.--:----.·-:-
sooo . o 1 500 . 0 6 128 .41 80 10 1+2 . 3 706 l 091t . 477-l 
52 50 . 0 1575 . 0 6 4 34. 8398 11 32 . 0 7 9 1 11 96.9 167 · 
. . --· __ , __ .. __ .... _._ 
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. o · 
°' 
·--··------------ ----------- -------
TA8LE D-XXXII (Cont.) 
ALTERNA TI NG STRESS I -STATIC STRF.SS =.1-= . 0.10 
. .---------T-;M~--~-~-~O~~~-~-------- ··-- ····---- - ·-·----- · ··- ... ~-0 ~ ~ ~---·-{. -- ..... ·-·-·-···· - ~-~ .-~~--·-·-··-·-·~ ----·---·-···- ·-··-··· 
STATIC ALTERNATING 






STRAIN MICROIN/ .IN 
-- · ·---·---·---------·--·-·- ··- - - ----- ·----------·--···-----·---.. - ·--· .. -·- ..... ·-· ... ... . . ... ------··--·- --~ -·-·--· ··----···· ·- -·----··-----·---·------·-
500.0 150.0 612.8420 41 .l R60 I (t 1 . 18 77 
. . 750;0 225 . 0 919.26lQ 71 . ~490 71.4596 
---- -- ----- ------- - ---------1000. o · "300.0 122.5 . 6f341 105 . 679 0 105. 7175 
. 1250.0 3 75 . 0 1532.1 050 143.2Rl7 143.3R64 
1500 . 0 450 . 0 1838.5261 1 A3 . 93?.8 1 8 4 .1 696 . 
--- ·f7'5d ~-0 5-25 ... (f 2 i-4·4:-9·4 7y-------i?.f.-;.-11 ·;;----~---·- 221 ·.-9·4 38 _____ ·- ---·-
2000 . o 600 .-0 -~- . 24.51 . 3682 273.85::\5 27 1t. 71.2n 
2 2 5 0 . 0 6 7 5 . 0 ?. 7 5 7. 7 8 9 3 . 3 2 ~ • l 3 l 3 ?.Z.~_._5.!} ,_6 _______ _ 
----2500.0 750.0 306't.2102 375 . 4385 377.7734-
2750.0 825 . 0 3370 . 6311 ~30.9 8 51 434.5640 
3000 . 0 900 . 0 3677 . 0525 490 . 0547 495 . 3~94 
---3-250-:«:> ·<Yf s;.·-0· :f983-.-4-7·34 5--52-.-9-cr-r f..·-- -----···550-.-~rr;T3-~---
3500 . o l 05o . o 47.89.8945 r~ zo.?402 630.7~?5 ·· 
. 3750 . 0 1125.0 4596.3125 692 . 7749 706.6355 
---~4:-:6(f6 . () l 2 00 . 0 4 90-2:73-44 7 6 9 • 6 6't 6 ,7 8 7}~3 ~ 9-(-l ----------
4250. 0 1275 . 0 5209 .1 56?. B53 . 0479 87B . 206~ 
4500.0 1350 . 0 . 5515.5781 943.128? 975.6299 
- - - - ·it-1·s"o-·.-o f4is-:-o - -~nf2T:-<i'i6f ___ __ ro,;o-; ·6·a9·2-·-----·------T oa-?.-:-o-9·a-;:, 
5000 . 0 1500.0 612-8 .41 ~0 ~146.58~5 1198.6899 
5250.0 1575.0 . 6434 . 8398 .1261.7544 1326.5923 -
0 . 
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----·--·------ -- ·------- - -------
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TABLE D-XXXII (Cont.) 
ALT ERNATING STRESS I STATIC STRESS =A= 0 . 30 
- ----
TI MF. TN HOURS= 
STATIC ALTERNATING EQUIVALENT 
STRESS PSI STRESS PS I ' STPESS PSI 
70.00 
nYNl\M I C 
STRAIN MICRO IN/IN 
no.oo 
OYNAMTC 
STRAIN MICROIN/ I N 
- -- ·--------- ----·· ----------·--·---··- ·------·--···-·· --~- ·-~- ·--· ··----------· ·· ·· -- - . - ----------- ---- -- -- ---- --- - ·-· 
500.0 150.0 . 612.8420 41.1094 41.1912 
750.0 ~25.0 g19.2629 71.4702 . 71.4009 
---~ ----- -------- ---------1 o o o. o 300 .0 1225.6841 105.7560 105.7946 
1250.0 375.0 153~.1050 1~3.4910 143.5956 
- i soo_. o 't5'o. o l_q.? _~.:-?.s6 !_ __ -~~~ -· ~~~~!-?.=·-----··--- 1 ~ -1~ .... ~4..3.?:._, __ 
- --1750 . 0 525 .0 2144.9473 . ?.28 .4 162 220.8886 
2000.0 600 .0··---- 2'•51 . 3682 275 .5720 216·.4312 
2250.0 675 . 0 · 2757 . '7893 326 .041t 2 'j27 . 5005 
--- ~ ;. ._.;_______________ - - -----
. · · 2 5 0 0 • 0 7 5 0. 0 . 3 0 6 '• • 2 10 2 3 6 0 • 1 0 R 4 3 R 2 • 1+4 3lt 
21so.o 825.o 3310. 61 13 43R .1 426 441.1212 
3000.0 900.0 3677 .0 525 500 ~ 6240 505.9087 
- --.- :f2"5 o-:-o cf7"~r.-0·-----39-~f3-. ·i;i :Vt s·6 8··.-f?.5_2_______ . 5Y~-.-6.tFf2~-------
. · 3 5 0 0 • 0 l 0 5 0 • 0 4 2 8 9 • 8 <J '+ 5 6 4 l • 3 2 4 7 6 5 1 • H 6 6 9 
3750.0 11?.5.0 1+596.3125 720.9961 73'5·.356°7 
~~---: ----~ ~-.-. -... ~-· ------ ----------'--~ 4000.0 1200 . 0 4902.7344 808 . 0146 .827 .1 895 
4250.0 1~75.0 5209 .1 562 903 . 3660 928 . 5249 
4500.0 1350.0 5515.5781 1008. 1311 1040.6328 
~----:4·7· 5-o-~-o i 4-2~5-.-b 5"'if.2T :-9<f6·f - f r2-3· ~--~.>"of 8·--·- ---··----·-ri--6-4 .-cff7 2- . -
5 0 0 0 • 0 l s 0 0 • 0 6 l 2 8 ~ 4 l s 0. 12 5 0 • 7 9 6 6 <. 1 3 0 2 • 9 0 2 8 
5250.0 · 1575 . 0 6434 . A398 - 139l.'t2<?9 1456.2673· 
·. 
--
· . . 
0 
CX>. 
·--- --------- ----- - ------ ---- ---- -- - - ---- -
TAnL F. D-XXXII (Cont.) 
L __________ _!'~L T_~_f3 ~l!~I_L".JG_ S_Tf3_J_:5 ~ _I s T /\ T [ ( ~ TP. F s s = f\-= <) . 30 
T I ME I N HOURS= <)() . 00 l 00 . 00 
ST~T rC ALTERNATING E0UIV~LENT DYN~MTC nYNAMIC 
l __ s T R_F,: s s _!?_ S!. ___ 2._TgJ_S s_ ~s .l _____ _s_T_p.E s s p s l ____ ?.T~A. T_N MI CR 0 IN/ IN ---·--- _s "T:R A IN - MI c~ OJ NI I N_ 
I 5 0 0 . 0 15 0 . 0 6 l 2 • R ft;:> 0 1, 1 • l 9 2 ') 4 1 • l ')Lt(> 
l. ____ 750.0 (}_5.0_.-.J ··' qiq.?.6~! 7J.lt0 1 _~ _ ______ _ 7_1.50~1 
1000 . 0 300 . 0 1225 . 6841 105 . R~31 105 . 8716 
1250 . 0 375.0 15 3~ .1050 143.7003 143.Ad~9 
___ 1_5_ oo .• _:_') _ _ __ ·_ '· 5 o_. o_. _____ 1n1R . 52 n l 1 R4. n 8 o o ____ ________ _1!:\5 . 1 1 61~ _ ____________ _ 
1750 . 0 5?5 . 0 214~ . 9473 ?? 0 . 3A l0 ?29 . R334 
2000 . 0 600 . 0 2451 . 36R2 ?77.2Q05 ~78 .1499 
___ ?250 . 0 675 . 0 2757.7Bq3 3?P, . g570 ~10 . ~13_1 ______ _ 
2500 . 0 750 . 0 106~ . 2102 3R4.77~1 387 .1 131 
2750.0 8?5 . 0 3 .':!.70 . 63 1 ~ 41,5.;:>q<l8 t,tt 8 . H7R 7 
3000 . 0 ao~ .o ~677 . 0525 ~11 .1 q34 ~16 . 4780 
---3-~5o. o-------9-,-5-. ro-- 3-qA-3-.-4-734 5f\3 . i~3 2-···-------- 59o : ,~:ff7 1-·---·----- -
3500. 0 i oso.o 4znq . g945 662 . 40qz A72 . 9514 
3750.0 1125. 0 45g6.3125 7~9 . 717~ 7~4.0770 
~~- --~----4000 . 0 1?00 . 0 4902.7344 ~46 . 364 7 A~5 . 539R 
4250 . 0 1275.0 5209.1562 953 . 6R38 97R . 842R 
4500 . 0 1350 . 0 5515 . 578 1 1073.1~45 1105.6362 
- --4150 . o -1·,;2·s .. :a· ,5gz·1-~ ·9ri6-1----·-1206 . 3261 .. _ ---·-··---······--124·1 .-1.fss----··:--------- -··· 
5000 . ·0 1500 . 0 6128 . Ltl fiO 1355.0095 1'+07 . 1160 




-----·- -· -··----------- ----------~·- ·---···- ---.. ------·--·------·--···---
ST t1T IC 
ST RESS ;> ST 
----
500 . 0 
75 0 . 0 
l 000 . 0 
1250 . 0 
_!_? ~-() .• () 
1750 . 0 
?.01)() . 0 
22'10 . 0 
2500 . () 
?. 7 50 .·o 
3 ()()() . () 
_ ... ·- ·- · 
1750 . 0 
3500 . <) 
3 7 50 .0 
'+ ono . o 
1, ?. 5 () • () 
It 5 I) 0 • () 




f\LT ERN~TTNG STRESS I ST ATIC STRESS =f\= n . so 
T 1 t-',F TN Hour\ S= 
ol L TF R i\,! f\ T T w; EC.:ll TV AU:MT 
~TRESS PS1 STRFS S PSI 
7.50 . 0 70 3 . ?:$17 
175 . 0 .-·.J ... 1054.8026 
500 . 0 11+06 . '1?3 7 
625 . 0 l75~.lS45 
7 50 . 0 /.109. 7 85L1 
8 75.0 2 lt A l • I+ l 6 3 
t rioo . o .?. R l 3 • 0 4 7 It 
11 25 . n 3lt,1+.f:>782 
17 50 . 0 1516 . ?>0<J l 
1375 . 0 '.:\qA7 . 9402 
1500 . 0 4719.570"'.\ 
l A. ?5 .n 4 57 1.1 99?. 
l 750 . 0 It CJ 2?. . A 120 
lfl.75 . 0 ')274.L+6()q 
? 000 .n 5626.0937 
?l?.') . () 5971 . 1? z ·r 
?.250 . 0 6?-?<"l . 1555 
2375 . 0 '16H0.9844 
2500 . 0 70:3?. . 6 172 
?.62':>.0 718 1+. ?.46 1 
·---
17 . 00 
Dy /\J t.r1I r. 
ST RA I N MICRO lN/I N 
1, ri • f, 1, () 7 
f-~ . Ofl91 
1?.7.?529 
17?..3471 
2?0 . RfUl 
?72 . 5352 
3/.7 . 0R73 
'2,P.4 . 3 777 
It 4 4 • 3 3 It 0 
506 . 907 7 
577 . 0 <169 
() 19 . 9'3 7 '3 
71 0 . 4,...,411 
7 83 . fl,677 
860 . 1 865 
039 . 6040 
1022 . 3071 
l l Of.\ . 5 11?. 




ST RA IN MTC RO IN/T N 
----- ·-------
It 0 . f:> l1 l. 7 
Rr:i . 0052 
1?7. 2 7 42 
172 . 405? 
??.1 . 0 147 
2 7 2 . 7g76 
32 7 . 55q8 
385 . 1073 
lt45.6316 
50B . 13Q65 
575 . 013<) 
- - -----6 4 '+. l Lt09 
716.3533 
7 9 l . 840f· 
A70 . 8't30 
c;15"3 . 58 62. 
1. OltO. 3 70 l 
- ----· --- - - ·------l 131 . 524q 





TARL~ D-XXXIII (Cont.) 
ALTFRN~T I NG STRFSS I ST ATJr STRESS =~ = 0 . 50 -----'"~=--=----· 
T 1'·1 F. HI 1-i n UR S-= 
STATIC ALTERN~TJNG 
---=SJ_~-~55 ___ ~-~ I __ s T R_J_~s p s I 
500 . () ?.~O . O 
7 SO . O 3 75 . () 
1000 . f) 500 . 0 
1 2S0 . 0 A?5 . 0 
t ? . .:?.0:..~ ~ 750 . () 
17SO . O E1 75 . 0 
zoon . o lono . o 
7750 . () 1 t zc:; . o 
2501").0 1250 . 0 
?. 7 50 . 0 117 5 . 0 
F.0ll JV !\L ENT 
STRFSS PS_T 
-----------
~o . on 40.00 
nYN~MlC O YNA~ T C 
STRAIN MIC RO IM/IN STRAIN MI CROIN /IN 
----- ------- ·----
703 ~ 26 17 49 . 6 ~40 4g.64PJ 
1054. 89?6 R6 .1 14 8 86 .l 14S 
1406.5237 1?7. 3~5 6 ] ~7 . 416Q 
1758.1 545 172 . 599 1 17 2 . 792~ 
21 09 . 1Rs4 _ ______ ~_2 t_~~~_53_1+ _ _____ ___:2=?_L·_s_g 2__1 _· _______ _ 
2461 . 416; 773 . A720 274 . 54 79 
? B1 3 . 0 474 3?Q.l5 16 330. 7434 
~l64 . 67R?. 3R7 . RA53 ~90 . 5A33 
~ 516 . lOql 1,1+q.957) 454.?.R.?7 
386 7 . 0 4 02 515 . 52Al 522 .1 555 
3 000 . () 1500 . 0 4219 . 5701 5~4. 8?40 5q4. 6i18 -~-~--~~-~~~--~--~~~~--_;__ ~~~-~~~~- -~-------
3250. . () l(.>75 .0 ~~ 71 . 1. 9 G? 6~R .1 5~1 6 7l.l 655 
3500 . 0 17Sf).0 492? . ~120 735.A 03 l 755 . 4126 
37'>0 . 0 1 B75 . 0 5? 74.460~ " 18 .4 519 845 . 0552 
400 0 . 0 2000 . 0 5~?6 . 00J7 OOA . 3657 Q4l . A8 7 5 
4?50 . 0 ?1.?5 . 0 5Q7 7. 7?2 7 1000 . 1038 1046. 80 15 
!t_'.?00 . 0 2?50 . 0 6329.3555 11 00 . 5P.O l 116 0 .7 898 
4750 . 0 2375 . 0 66R0 . 9A44 l? OP . 23h6 12 84 . 94R2 
5000 . 0 ?.500 . 0 7032 . 6 172 1121 . q43R 142.0 .4736 
5250.0 2A25.0 73 R4 . 246l . 144 8 . 5530 156R. 6663 
T ti. : ~t. t D-XXXII I (Cont . ) 
AL T fPN~TJNG STRESS I STJ\TI( STRFSS =A= 0 . 50 
-- --·-----~--· 
TI Mf If\! HOURS= 50 . 00 
~TAT TC .1\1. TERNt T ING 
ST P-F. SS PST STRES<: r><;T 
E t)lJ l V l\L E1'JT 
ST RE SS PS I 
OY!\J/\MTC 
STRAIN MICRO I N/I N 
---
5 on . 0 
750 . () 
?'50.0 
17S . n 
--------
701 . ~617 
l0S4. fl 0 ? 6 
1406 . 5737 
1 7 C) P. • l 5 It ') 
49 . 6'5 1 ? 
A. f, . l S'-t 2 
127 . 411 8?. 
172 . <rn6A 
1 000 . 0 
1250 . () 
15no.0 
---
50() . 0 
625 . 0 
7"l0 . 0 ? 2?.. ~30B 
_____ ?..:...;· J () 0 ._y_~,_5 ~·-----
1750.0 8 7S . O 24Al .~1 6~ 2 7~) • I+/~] 
;>n on . 0 1non . 0 2B 13 . 0474 332 . 335?. 
?7">0 . n 11~5 . o 1164 . 670?. ~ 0 3 . 2815 
----?5'10 . 0 1/"lO . O :1~ 1 6 . 1001 4? 8 . nOP.4 
?.7~0 . 0 1375 . 0 1A67 . 04Q7 szn .7 8'">? 
r, 04 . 401 R 
6R6 . 1777 
j () ') Q • () l '1 Q () • 0 It 2 l 9 • 5 7 () 1 
----3? 5"0 .-o-·-----16is . 0 4 5 7 l . l q C't/-. ___ ___ :__;:_ 
3~00 . 0 1750.n 497.2 . 8 120 7 71 •• <?42 4 
17so . n 1 075 .n 5274 . 4~oq R7 l.65 04 
4000 . 0 2000 . 0 5626 . 0Q37 9 77 . 4 09 7 
4 250 . 0 ?125 . 0 5Q77 . 72?7 l0<13 . 408q 
1??0 . 9C)C)fl 41)()0 . () ?.?50 . 0 6320 . 1555 
--- -- - ·---·--- ----------------------~_..::_ 4750.o ?.17~ . n A~Rn . gn44 136l . 6S<t9 
sonn . o ?50o . o 7032 . 6 17 ?. 1 5 17.0034 
5250 . 0 26?5 . 0 7384 . 2461 l.6R~ . 770 3 




f.l 6 . l 7 3n 
l27 . 5~>CJ6 
l7 3 . 1A06 
2?2 . 7695 
?. 1 6 . zq n:1 
~ 31 . 9270 
1</ I) • 97 95 
4 62 . 'J34l 
535 . '+14? 
614 . lq36 
700 . 11~99 
79'+.4722 
AC)R . 2617 
l 0 1 2 . 9 31(> 
1140. 0 166 
l 7-8 1. :.?O 97 . 
1430.-~71. 0 
1611 . 5132 




-·: . . 
------··- --- -- - -----.. _ . _:._ ------... --· - ------------
T!\?.1.i:· D- XXXIII (Cont.) 
ALTEPNATT~G ST~ESS I STATIC S TK E~S =A= 0 . 50 
T IM·E I N HCllJRS= 70 . 00 80 . 00 
ST t. T IC ALT C: fH! t-. T P.H~ F. 0 tJ l V ~ L E J\I T I) Y NP., M 1 C 0 Y NAM I C 
ST RFSS rs1 STRFSS PST STR~SS PSI ST~AlN MJC ROJN/ I N STRAIN MICRO IN/IN 
- ----·-·--- ·--"-"----' - -----'----'----'---·- -- ·------- ---- -
500 . 0 ?50 . 0 703.~617 49.6576 4q.6608 
7 ') 0 • () "'.l. 7 5 • () l 0 5 1, • 8 9 2 6 F~ A • 1 g 15 8 6 • 2 1 3 1 
1000.0 ')00 . 0 1406 . 5?17 1?7 . 6309 127.702? 
12 s n . o A?5 . n 17 5 8 . 1545 173 . 3744 17 3 . 56R3 
l. 5_9_['._ ~_Q _ _ __ 7 ? 0-:o.. _0 ____ --'?. ! _  () G_._7_;-~ S 4 _____ 2 2 3 • 2 O_f-_. 2 _____ _ --=2 ,U~_§_4_6 ~ 
17~0 . n A75.o 2461 . 4163 ?77.17 3 3 ~78 . 0486 
2000 . 0 1000 . 0 ?A l 3 . 0474 335 . 5188 137.1106 
--~--?_2_S O . O _ ___ ~l~l~. ?.~5_._0.~ _____ 3_l_A_4_. _~>_7_8_? _ _ ___ 1_G_P_ .• ~6_7_7_S _ _ _____ ,_t0-'-"-l~·~3_7~5~5------~ 
?. 500 . 0 1250 . 0 15l6 . 1nq 1 4A7 .? 595 471 . 5R5? 
~750 . 0 1 3 7~.0 3AA7 . 0 40? 54? . 044? 548 . A718 
3 ooo . o ____ __;c;1_ .:_5<.:_rn_.c_. c~J _____ 421 q. 570'3 621 . g ~ 3 A 6 3 3 . 1134 
·-------~ --------3?. 50. 0 1~ 2 5 . 0 4571.1°02 7]4.?074 7?~ . 214A 
3500 . 0 17SO . O 492? . 8~ 20 Rl4 . 0017 A33 . 5 3 15 
3 7 50 . 0 1 R7S . O 5274 . 4609 9 24. A650 951 .4680 
· 4000 . 0 ?000 . 0 5626 . 09~7 l 04~ .4 53Q 1081 . 975 & 
4250 .0 2125 . 0 5 977 .7 277 11 ~6 . 6243 1231 . 7314 
,, 5 o o • o_. _ __ 2 7- 5 o • n '> 3 2 q • 3 5 5 5 l 3 4 1 • 4 l 9 4 l 1t o l • 6?. 9?. . 
------ 4-1·s-0 :·o ? 3 75 . o 6680 . 9n41t ts 1c:;. 0R1s 1 59 1. 7<:J'19 ____ _ 
5000.0 2500 . 0 7032.Al72 1710 . 0630 1806 . 5023 
5 2 5 n • q ? r~? s • o 7 3 R '• • ?. 1t 6 1 1 g ? <:> • o o 5 6 ?. o i+ 9 • l l n z 
.- -!. 
... . "';_ .. 
-----·--... -·---------
.. 
Tl\ f.\ L E D- XXXIII (Cont . ) 
____ ________ A L T~~N .~THJG STRESS I ST/\T1C STRESS =/\= ___ o_._5_C_) _ _______ _ 
T f i·H:: T ~l HnURS= 
STt.T.IC AL TF.RN .l\T TNG 
STR_F_s_~ f2' I STRESS PST 
500 . () 750 . 0 
75 0 . 0 "),75 . 0 
1 000 . () 500 . 0 
12'>0 . 0 6 7 5 . 0 
15()() . () 7 5() . 0 
---·-· 
17?0 . 0 P. 75.0 
7000 . 0 100 0 . 0 
22')0 . 0 11?5 . (l 
7500 . 0 1250 . 0 
2750 . () 1375. 0 
--300() . 0 1 50() . () 
- - - --3250.0 l h7-5 .0 
3500 .0 1 7 50. () 
3 7 50 . 0 1 n 1 s . o 
4000 . 0 20()() . 0 
11 250 . 0 ? 125 . 0 
FQlJ I V AL F:l'JT 
STPF.:SS PS T 
703 . ?..6 17 
1 0 5 '1 • R q ? f> 
1406 . '>237 
l 7'5 A. 15 Lt5 
2 109 . 1n 54 
'1- 1+6 1. 1+1 63 
2811 . 04 74 
1 1 () It • 6 7 0 2 
1516 . 3091 
3<367 . 040?. 
I+ 2 1 <} • 5 1 () 3 
'+571 . 1 qqz 
l+ Q2~ . 11320 
'52 74.4 609 
5626 . ()93 7 
5977 . 72 27 
0,Q . ()() 100 . 00 
DYN1'.M I C 
ST RAIN M T C P 0 T "-l I T N 
f) YNAi1 IC 
STRAIN MI CRO JN /I N ~----- ~~~~~-
4<"1 . 6f.4 0 
06 . 2378 
177 . 7 7 3 () 
. 173 .76?.. l 
4 9 . 6(1 7 2 
86 . 2525 
2? 4 . 0f.l56 
1. 2 7 . 844q 
173 . 9'1 '> 9 
2?4 . 5243 
~-'-~~~--~--_:c_ ~~~~~~ 
? 1n . 021~ 
3-i.n .1024 
404.07 37 
4 7~ . ".l l ()q 
555 . 1035 
6 '+ 3 • ') (1 .3 5 
?7 9 .7988 
V+0 . 2942 
1+06.7717 
480 . 2363 
561 . g??.9 
f.')3 . 3533 
.~---~~--11~?. . Z7 6n 
853 . 0610 
01n . 0 1 1 5 
l 1 l CJ .1+ 983 
l ? 7q . 8391+ 
756 .~ 393 
8 72 . 5C/01) 
l 00 4 . 67 1tA 
1155 . 0201 
132 6. 4 1t6 f.3 
___ ,!_ '>.D.D ~-Q 2.250 . 0 6329 . 35')5 1461 . 81</l 
2375 . 0 6680 . 994 4 1668 . 5068 
~~---=:::...:-=-::-:--=-- ~--~~---'-~-~--~__:__.:..::..:_::....:._.:__~,~-~~~-~l~~~-?~ ~ · 0_4_~_A _ _ ~~~~~-
l 74 5 . 2 185 4750 . 0 
50 ()0 . 0 ?.5 00 . 0 
525().1) 26?5.0 
7032 . 6172 
7~84 . 246 1 
1 90~ . 1 226 
2 1 69 . ?~17 
1999 . 6521 




--- --·- --- . ·--.. ---· - ·-··-·-- ··-. -- . ·- -- ··--- .. ·-· ...... ··--- - --- . - ·---- ' - ··-
----- -- ----- ---- - ... .. · ··--· - --- - - - ------------
TABLf D-XXXIV 
ALTERNATING STRESS I STATIC STRESS =A= 0.80 
TIME !N. HOURS= 1.7.00 20.00 
STAT TC ALTERNATING FQUIVJ\LEN T GYN/\MTC OYNAMIC 
STRF.SS PSI STRFSS PS I STRESS PSI STRAIN MICRnIN/ I N STRAIN MICROIN/IN 
-- - -··- ·- - - · -· - - -- --- ·- -- - ' - .. ·- ......... _ .. ____ --
400.o 3?o . o 672 . 5330 ~6 .71 90 46 .11qn 
600 . 0 ' 4BO.O 100 8 . 7993 Rl . 0?12 81.0260 
----- -- --·---- - ---- ·---- - · · ·-- ·- ---·-·-·--------000 . 0 640 . 0 1 345 . 0659 119 . 7576 119.7751 
1000 . 0 800 . 0 1681.3325 16?..1876 162.?.357 
l?.00.0 960 . 0 ?.01 7. 598q 707 . 0459 ?.07 . 9537 
---- fti-00 . 0 - - - --Cl 20 :o- - 2~153 . B~ 55 _____ - 2 56 . lt?.O 7----------·---i5 6 . 63 55·------ ------ -
l 6p0. 0 1280 . 0 2690.1321 107 . 6 06 0 lOR.0869 
1800.0 !440 . 0 3026 . 3q84 361.5251 3~2. 1 n77 
---~ - ---- - - ------ -~--------2 o o o. o 1600.0 J3A2 . 6650 417.8127 418.0750 
2200.0 1760.0 1698.Q316 476 . 5063 478 . 1343 
2400 . 0 1920.0 403s.1qao 531 . sr1q 53q . qqz2 
----2()00 . 0- 20P.O . <f -·-,+37t°.4609 _ ______ 601 . 072H -- --- ·---- ----604.-5-1 .19 ---·------. 
2~00.0 ?240 . 0 4707.7105 667 . 005~ 67l.R015 
3000 . 0 2400 . 0 S043 .996l 735 . 4S4~ 741.9A75 
----:: 2 o 0-.-0 2 5 6 o. o 5 3-130-.-2-n 17 _ ____ ft_0_6_. 5 u~ 2-------<i"C~ . 2 3-is---------
3400 . o ?.720.0 5716.5~73 ~~O . ~Oft3 89 1.754?. 
3600.0 28~0.0 6052 .7969 g56 . 97f5 971.7646 . 
. -3800-. 0 3"() 1;0:0 --- -----·-6 389 . 06-25 10.36 . 69?6 ------- l 05 5. 53·12 --. ---------------
4000. 0 ~200.0 6725 . 3?.8 1 lll 9.641R 1143.3477 
4200 . 0 3360.0 7061.5937 l?.06. 0400 1215 . 5374 
------------------'---'--~---'------~~-
- - - -·--- -·-..--·~·--·---------
----------- --- --- ·- --- -- ------ - -·--- ----
TJ\RL E D- XXXIV (Cont.) 
___ ____ AL _"f_F._R_~~J_!_~J~ __ S.I_~~-~ -S_ /_ STATIC STRESS =fl = 0 . 130 
. - -
TIME TN HOURS= 10.00 40.00 
STATiC AL TERNATING ECUIVJ\LENT OYNAMTC DYNAMTC 
____ S_T_~E~~ P SI ___ ST~fSS PS l _ ____ S1R E_SS ... PS I ---~J_JA IN ~. I CR OT f\i I 1_ N ----- ___ S}R_ /\ I f'l MI CR 0 I~/ I_N __ __ ______ _ 
4 00.0 320 . 0 672 . 5330 46.772~ 46 . 7?.50 
_ _ ____ 6_..o_o_._o 4 8 o ._o _ ____ _o:;._1 Q._o A_. _7_99J _____ R1_._il_:.] t r. J _. o 5 R 2.;.... ______ _ 
800 . 0 640 . 0 1345.0659 1 1Q . R335 1 1 9 . 90 19 
lOoo . o aoo . o 16Rl.33 25 162 . 3 938 162.5525 
____ 1200 . Q ___ _ _ G_~o .. ~.D 2011 . 59n9 ___ ------·- ___ ?os . 312 A- ---- . _________ ?.os. 611 q -·--·--· ------· 
1400 . 0 1120 . 0 ?.353 . 8655 257 . 35? 1 258.0604 
1600 . 0 1?80 . 0 2690. 1 321 30Q.389Q 310 . 692Q 
~---1~~0 .~o.;..._ ___ 1~4~4~0=-=-· .o~-----~1026 . 39~8~4 _____ .i9!L!3395 _ ______ 3~6!6oso 
2000 •. 0 1600 . 0 3 ·162 . 6650 4?? . 4160 425.9568 
2200 . 0 1760 . 0 3698 . 9116 4 81.5611 4 8B.9R83 
2400 . 0 1920 . n 4035 . 1980 54R.0061 556.0lOO 
- - --2 600 . 0 2 0 8 0 . 0 -··- ---1t3 7 l . '460q 61. "i . <)84't-- -·--··-- ---- 6?. 7 ~ 4548 ______ ---7 -
2800 . 0 2240.0 4707.7305 6B7 . 7RR6 703.7759 
3000 . 0 2400 . 0 5043 . 9961 76 3 . 7649 785 . 54?.2 ~~-~- ~~~~--~-
3200 . 0 2560 . 0 5~ 8 0 . 2617 R44 . 3167 ~73 . 3Q53 
3400 . 0 2720 . 0 5716.5273 °?.9 . 9070 968 .0598 
:?_~_99_._Q _?_~~_Q_._C) _ _________ .:69? ?- •..7 .. 9__69 ____ J_O_?l _. 05? 2 1070 . 31 CJ~ . • 3800 . 0 3040 . 0 (-,389 . 0625 1.118 . 3271 _ __ _________ tl. 0 1· ~· 1· 2-30 ··--···--··--··----
4000 . 0 3200 . 0 6725 . 3281 1222 . 3665 1301 . 3855 
420Q.O 3360 . n 7061 . 5937 1333 . 8613 1. 417. . 1855 
========== ====== ======::::::-:==============-=-=-=-=----·--·-·--· - --
TARLt: D-XXXIV (Cont.) 
______ ____________ p.L TEf-N:\ I_I ~ G_ SJ~~S_S _ _I _ST_AT IC STRESS =fl.= 0 . RO 
T~"'1E I N HOURS = 50 . 00 60 . 00 
STt\TIC ALTFRMAT I NG EQUIVl\LEMT OYN~M I C DYNAMIC 
SJRESS p_s_r · ·-- -~T_13ESS _ ~.?.I _____ 5rr<r:ss PS I STR!\I N MI CR 0 I_Nl.1':~!. _____ SJR_ I\ TN MT CR OT N /J_~ ---· ___ _ 
400 . 0 320 . 0 67? . 5130 46 . 7?76 46 . 7302 
_____ 6_ 0 .Q_!_Q 4 8 O_!_Q ____ ____;l 0 0 8 _._?_9 _:}_, R ~ • 0 7 't 3 l3l . 0-'-<)_0-''•--------
R 00 . 0 640 . 0 1 345.065q ll9 . G502 120 . 00Ro 
1 000 . 0 800 . 0 l6RI.13?.5 162 .7 112 162 . 8699 
1200.0 960 . 0 20 1 7 . 5989 209 . 0~ 1 0 zoq . 390 1 
~--- ------ ----·--·-- ----·-·-·----·--1400 . 0 ll?.O.O ?353 . 8655 25R.7849 ?~9 . 501?. 
1600 . 0 12~ 0 . 0 26<)0 .1 3?.l 3 11.9 9& 1 3 1 3 . 299 1 
____ l 8QO . 0 144_0 . 0 3 O? 6_'.'_3_9_A_'t 16~1.· f3 l .3 7 3 71_._02?~2'--------
2000. 0 1600 . 0 3162 . 6650 42q.~q1e 433 . 0386 
2200 . 0 1 760 . 0 3608 . 9316 4°4 . 4150 499 . 8420 
2400 . 0 1920 . 0 4035 .1 980 564 . 034~ 572 . 0~8 1 
----2600 . 0 ?.oeo . o 4111 .~ ~oq 630 . 0 ?53 6So.1q55 - --·----
2800 . 0 2?40 . 0 4707 . 7305 719 . 7629 735 . 7502 
_____ 3_0_0_<h._O 21~00 . 0 ?_04 3_._9q6J. A07 . 3196 87-9 . 096'1 ______ _ 
3 2 0 0 • 0 2 5,, 0 • 0 - 5 3 8 0 • ? 6 l 1 Q (\ 2 • ,, 7 'tl 9 3 l • 5 '> ? 7 
3400 . 0 2720 . 0 5716 . 5273 1006 . 2126 1044.3652 
_ ____ 3600 . o__ 2~~-0~0_ sos2 . 796() ______ 1119 . r.2_7_4 __________ 1168. CJl 50 
3800 . 0 3040 . 0 63 09 . 0625 1 243 . q189 1306 .. 7148 _____ -----·----
4 000. 0 3200 . 0 6725 . 328 1 13R0 . 4043 145 9 . 4231 
4200.0 3360.0 7061 . 5937 1530 . 5095 1628. 8137 
--- ·--·------e----
·------- - -- ... _ ... -· ·---·--. - --
TARLE D-XXXIV (Cont.) 
_ _____ ALJJ_~~_f\lLtJ_G __  ST_~J; SS __ / ___ ST AT I_~ ;> TR~S S =/\= 0 . 80 
TIME IN HOURS= 70.00 130 . 00 
STATIC ALTERNATING EQU IVAL EN T OYN/\MIC OYN/\M I C 
_ __ ST_f3ESS -~_.S _I _jT~f~_? _p~L_ _______ S_TR F.SS PSI _____ SJR~ I N MI CROTN /I N ST~AIN MfCRO_I N/ I_N __ ._ 
400 . 0 320 . 0 6 7 2 . 5310 46 .7 328 46.71S5 
____ 600 . 0 ~-~Q~Q. l O_Q 8 . 7!!_9_.} rq_._J_0f-,-'5 _ ______ A J_._1..7=.2f,_.' --------
800. 0 640.0 1345 . 0659 1 20 . 0670 120.1254 
1 000 . 0 800 . 0 1681 . 3125 163 . 0205 163.187/ 
___ 1 200. o _______ 960 • . o._. ________ 2011. '>989 __________ ?0° . 71, o 7 ___ _________ ? l o . l 01:v+ c... _______ __ _ 
1400 . 0 11 20 .0 ?.353 . B655 ?.60.7175 760 . q3 1+1 
1600 . 0 12RO.o 2690 .1 32 1 314 . 60? 1 315 . qoso 
____ Ul 9_0 . o 14'• o. o ? 0_2 6 . 3 9 84 1_-~J_ • .z_i1_9 ______ ~3 7_?_. 1110 5 _______ _ 
2000.0 1600. 0 3362 . 6650 436.57Q6 440 .1 206 
2200.0 1760 . 0 3698 . 9316 505 . 2690 510.695~ 
___ 2400 . 0 l<JZ0 . 0 _ _______ 4035 .1_980 ________ 5no . or,?o ____________ 5Rq . 076?. _______________ _ 
2 6 0 0 • 0 2 0 8 0 • 0 I+ 3 7 l • 4 6 0 9 6 (_, ) • ~ 6 6 0 6 7 °3 • 3 3 A 4 
2ROO.O 2240.0 4707 . 7105 751 . 7171 767 .7~ ~ 4 
_ ___ 300_0 . 0 2400 . 0 5043 . q96J Fl 50. P, 7L._3 f}].2__._!-' 5-'1~4 _______ _ 
3200.0 7560.C S3R0 . 26 J7 °60.6316 089 . 7102 
3400 . 0 2720.0 5716.5273 10?2.51 8 1 112 0.6707 
_ __ 3600 . o _2_Q_s_o_._o_ __6 _05_2_. 7~ 6_9 __________ 17.J q . ?026_ ___ __ 1267 . 4q0(' ________ _ 
3800.0 3040 . 0 h39Q . 06?5 1360 . 5 10 7 1412.3064 
4000.0 3200.0 6 725. 328 1 1 538 . 442 1 1617.4607 
4 200 . 0 3360 . 0 7061.5937 17?7.1 577 1825. 4 8 14 ____ _.:;....;.....;..._..;.~-'--- -
------------ -~------ -
-----·-·--. ------·-- ------ ---
---------- ----- . ·--· Th~LE D-XXXIV (Cont.) 
ALT~R NATI NI. STRE SS I ST~TI~ STRtSS =/\= 0 . ~o 
TI MF IN HOURS= oo . oo 100. ()() 
----------------
STATIC /\LTE RfJtiTING 
ST RE SS PSI STRFSS PS I 
---- --- -
E QI JJ V ,\ l EN T 
STP.FSS PS T 
DY N fu''. I\. 
STRh TN M T(R0TN/l~ 
nYN:\MI C 
STRAIN Ml CROIN/IN 
400 . 0 320 . 0 67?. . 5130 ~6.7 30 1 ~6 . 7~ 0 7 
___ _o;6_00 . o 4 _P_,_Q_'."_q_, '* 1_00 B .J 9J_3 ______ n _ _l_!_l_1 8 7 ________ n ) __ ~_'? ~f 7 _ ______ _ 
800 .0 640.0 1345.0659 l20 .1 0 1A l 20 . ?.42? 
1000 . 0 800 . 0 l6Rl . ~325 1 63 . 3 ~ 59 163 . 50 ~6 
____ 1200 . 0 960 . 0 _________ ?.017 . 5989 2 10 . lt 6 75 _ __ _ ?.10 . R/66 
1400 . 0 1120 . 0 2353 . 8655 ?61 . 650 4 262 . 3~67 
1600 . 0 lzqo . o 2690 . 13?1 311 . 2o u3 3 18 . 5112 
l 8 00. () l 44 0 . () 3 0_2_f-_!_3 9 R~ ..,, 7 7_. 6!!__:_<}__2 3 X-2. . '1'1A7 
----2000 . 0 l AOO.O 3362 . 6650 44~ . ~6 14 447 . 20?.4 
2200 . 0 1760 . Q 3698 . Q116 516 . l22A ~21 . 549R 
___ 2400 . 0 ________ 19?.0 . n 4015 .1 900 __ , ____ 5or, . ono1 __ ___ _ 604.10'•0 
2600 . 0 2080 . 0 437 1. 4609 684 . BO~q 6Q6 . 2773 
2ROO . O 2?40 . 0 4707 .7 105 7~3 . 7117 799.69 0 7 
___ _;c3.9.Q.O. 0 2lt00-"-. -"-0 _____ ..;..501-+ 3. <J99J f..<it . t, ?R 7 _______ <J_ l A_._?.flJi_l _______ _ 
3200 . 0 2560 . 0 5380 . 76 17 1018 .7 89 1 10~7 . 8677 
3 400 . 0 2720 . 0 571 6 . 5273 llS A. 821 7 11 96 . 9763 
3600 . o 28130 . o _____ 6_0_5_? . __ 7_<J_69 ______ J 3_16 . 7 77_6 _ -·-- _ l ?6(; . 065?. 
---- 3-Ro·0 :0----·3040-. o 6389 . 0625 l'tq5 . 1025 1ss·1 . A<?i:i2 ···· ·-
4 000 . 0 3200.0 6725 . 3281 1696 . 4797 177 5 . 498~ 





ST RESS PSI 
----· 
- - ---- ------ - - - -·- -- -TA fl LF D-XXXV 
ALTERNATING STRESS I STATIC STRFSS =~= 1. on 
TI MF. I N HOURS= 17.00 
ALTERNATING EQU l V~LFNT nYNAM J ( 
STRFSS PS I STRESS PS I STRAIN MICROIN/I ~ 
------- - ---- . 
?.0 . 00 
OYNl\MIC 
STHL\IN MICR.O I N/I N 
400 . 0 400 . 0 746 . 24 QR ~3 . R052 53 . 0064 
600.0 600 . 0 lllQ . 3745 93 . 3137 Q3 . J2 14 
----- ------ ---- -- . --· - ·-- ·---·-- -------600 . 0 800 . 0 149?. 499~ 117 . 0179 137.9658 
1 000 . 0 1000 . 0 1865 . 6241 l R6 . B335 l RA . 90~4 
1200 . 0 1200 . 0 2238 . 74 93 ?1Q.47 06 239 .6 50~ 
----1,;oo. o------f1,oo;·o------?6 l l. '3740 ____ ---- --· ?.9i:\ . !)105 - -----·-- 2q5 . En 10- --·---- · ·· ---- - -
1600 . 0 1 600 . 0 ?.9R 4.q990 154 .7639 ~55 . 3070 
____ 1_800_._0 ~-~-00 . 0 3 3 5 __ R_~_l_?}Y. L+ 1_!_~_9_3~!) 1+ 18 . ()() 25 _______ _ 
2000 . 0 2000 . 0 373 l . 248R 4 A2 . 2 7 3? 4B1 . 0A6 J 
2200 . 0 ?200 . 0 4104 . 3 711 ~ 50 . 4504 551 . 04 4 9 
2400.0 2400 . 0 . 1+4 77.4961 62 l. 59A/ 6/l).L1275 
---- 2-600 . o 260 0 ."o---·----·--4-850 . 621°1 .. ______ t:0s . 110 ( ----·-·- ·----· io l -. 2627 ----------- ... · · 
2000.0 ~800 . 0 5223.7461 77~ . 107Q 780 . 7 507 
3000 . 0 3000 . 0 55q~ . 87l l 8,3 . 7275 864 .1384 
~----: ·---~--~ 3 7 o o • o 3 2 o o • o 5 9 n 9 • ~ q 6 1 n ~ 1 • 13 7 4 5 . q 5 1 • 1 2 513 
3400 . 0 3~00 . 0 6341 . 12 11 1025 . 6147 104~ . 85 4 2 
3 6 0 0 • 0 3 6 0 0 • () 6 7 l. 6 • 2 4 6 l 11 1 7 • 3 5 7 2 . 1 14 0 • 91 <) 7 
---~3-800 ·~·0 ·-~-80·0~-o--- 70 P9-. -3·1yc·- --.. - Yif3 :·~403 ---------- - --·-1zit 3;3·,.;-11 ________________ _ 
4000. o 4000 . 0 7462 . 49Al 1313 . B87 0 1351.6628 
4200 . 0 4200 . 0 7835 . 6211 - 1419 . 3608 1466 . 36 57 
N 
0 
---- - ---- .... _...__ ________ _ -----·------------ ~-- ------ ---··-· - -·------·__...:.;--:----~--: ___ , __ 
T4~LF D-XKKV (Cont.) 
At1~RNA11~G Sl?.f~S J SIAllC S1R~SS =~= ) • 0[) 
--- - ---- -
T I NF TN HOURS= 3n . on 
ST~TCC ALTER NA TING FQU IV AL[NT nYN1v1 r c 
STRF.SS PS I STRF.SS PS I STRESS PS J ST R l\ I N M I C I~ 0 J N I I N 
--- - ---- - --- - - - -- --- -- - - --
4 o. ()(} 
0 YNM-1 re 
STR~ I N MICPO IN/I N 
400.0 400 . 0 746 . ? 49A 5J.~ I OA 53.0l~ P. 
60o . o ~oo . o 1119.3745 "J.3470 Q3 . 1727 
----- ------ ---- ----- - - ------- -------------800 . 0 ROO . O l49 2 . 4qg5 13~ . 05~8 l3 U. l5\9 
1000 . 0 1000 . 0 1~ 65 . 6243 18 7 . 16?3 187 . 4 15 1 
____ l 200~o ____ 1200 . 0 -------- _2238 . 74g-:i, -- --- - - 21.0 . 2 ?? 5 ---- ----- 21~0 . 794r, 
1400 . 0 1400 . 0 2611 . 0740 297 . 0146 290 .1 562 
1 600 . 0 1600.0 201'.ltt . 9990 'V::i7 . 't634 Y:iq . 5198 
1 8 on • o l A o o • O 11 5 11 • 1 2 3 n ~·_?'-1_. f _l.? 1 '+ 2 s • 1 3 l 6 
---~· --------2 o o o. o 2000.0 3731 . 24ij8 ~ DQ . 6086 495 . 25 15 
?200.0 2200 .0 4104 . 3711 S61. 693l ~70.3413 
2 4 0 0 • 0 2 '• 0 0 • 0 4 1t 7 7 • 1t 9 6 l 6 3 R • 1 9 H 0 6 5 () • 9 6 8 7 
- --- - 2600 . 0 - -----2660 . o ---·4ss·o: 6? 11 _____ -- -- 11o . s1.i1 s ---- - ----- -- - ----- 1:i. 1-. fi"?oi _____ ______ _ 
2800 . 0 ?.800 . 0 5??.3 . 7 1+61 P06 . ?7.68 f!31..703l 
3000 . 0 3000 . 0 5596 . R7 ll ~ 0~ . 8~ 1 3 q33 . ~444 ---- ___________ _;__. _____ _ 
3200 . 0 3200 . 0 5Q69 . 996l 9QR . 0640 1044 . 4021 
3400 . 0 3400 . 0 6~43 . 1211 11 04 . 65 21 1165 .4502 
3600 . 0 3600.0 67 16 . 2461 1?1Q . 4hl4 129A . 003? 3-a-0-0-. o------3Bo·o.-i5" _____ 1cfo-9-.-3i 11 ·----C34~ . 430't ______________ 11+1t1 . 1.9q5-- -------·--·----
4000 . o 4000 . 0 7462.4961 1477.58?5 1603 . 5022 





·----- ·-- ·- ---------·----~..!.-------
----·------- - ·-- --- -- ---·-· - - - - - ---------
Ti\ P>LE D-XXXV (Cont.) 
---- ----- -----·-
pLJ~R~~IING STRFSS I STATIC STRESS =A= t. 0() 
TJ:-1F. IN HOURS= 
ST~TlC ALTERNATI~G 
___ S_TRE SS P._~ I STRESS PS 1 
f'.;Q lJ IV Ill EN T 
STRESS rs I 
50.0Q 
DY t-J M'i I\. 
S T R /1 t ~ M 1 C: R fl I N I I N 
60 . 00 
0 Yl\J II 1 l r: 
STRA IN M I C: R OI~/IN 
4 o o • o t• n n • c: 11t 6 • 2 4 'Jn ,, 1 • e l n ° 5 1 • n 7 ·-1 t 
____ 6 o_o_._o (:_(1 p_. _p _ _ .. ..-:..,.._ _ 1 1_ 1_::_.i 7.!!..? _ _ ___ CJ_~_-2 9 P_ '.3 _______ 9 ~-. 4? ~,_n _______ _ 
noo . o aoo . o 1492 . 4q95 11H . ?449 t1 n. 33ro 
1000.0 1000 . 0 186, . 674' 1 °7 . 66~0 1 ~ 7 . 0?0A 
1200 . 0 1200.n 221 9 . 7493 Z ~l. 3671 ?~1.01 q3 
--- ------- ---·· ··---1 4 0 0 • 0 lit () 0 • 0 2 6 l l • 8 7 '• 0 ? 0 ') • ? <) 7 9 .3 () i) • ,, 3 9 5 
1 600 . 0 lhOO . n 2 '/R ~. qo~o ~~1 . ~ 1 ~7 ~A3 . Gq/~ 
____ l _R_O n ..!.Sl _ ___ l~ 0 0 ~ n 1 VHl . 1 7_1_~ _____ 1, 7 ~ • 6')l__l=--------'!.Js...!_1] O 7 _ ______ _ 
2000 . 0 7000 . f) 17"3 1. 74 88 500 . n'FtO 5 0-':-, . 5)60 
2~no . o 2200 . 0 4\04 . 1111 51q . qp~5 ~~1.~111 
___ 2400 . 0 ______ 2tt00 . 0 _ ________ "• 't77. 4<Jhl ·-· --- _ A(, 3 . 73<13 ___ . A76 . ) l t)0 _____ _ 
?600 . 0 7.600.0 ~ A~ O . AZ l l 1r. n . 099 1 774 . 177~ 
2ROO . O ?ROO . O ~?23 . 74hl 8 ~7 .1 70/ R02 . 6~5~ 
---~3 O.Q_Q_._0 19 09 . o 5 ?~ A 1 t_t'------ · o Ml ·..? 't T!-_______ 1. no ?_!_9_.'i n 1:.;._, ______ _
3200 . 0 3?00 . 0 SQ6q . 996 1 1000 . 74 0 2 11 37 . 078~ 
340 0 . 0 3400 . 0 ~341.1 2 11 l ??A . 74Q Q l 2A 7. 0~Al 
3 6 o o • o ____ 1 6 o o • o _ _ _ _ . _ 6 7 l 6 • ? '• 6 l ___ l 11 t. • 5 4 4 1 1 '• 5 ~ • n 13 h ' • 
3~00 . 0 3ROO . O 70R9 . 37L l 1 5~ ~ . sA qa 1 6~) . 6)79 
4000 . 0 4000 . 0 7462 . 40hl l7? 1 . ~2 1 0 l R55 . ,4 16 




,_ - ~- -. ----. 
. -
r~RlE D-XXXV (Cont .) 
ALT~PNATf NG STRESS I STAT[C STP-ESS ~~= 1.00 
Tt ME. l:N HOURS= 7 0 . 00 130 . 00 
ST~TtC ALTERN~T r NG EQUtV~LENT OYNAM [ ( nY~AMIC 
STRESS PSt STRESS PSI 
---- ------
STRF.S~ . ~S_I_. ___ S_°T:.f3~J_N M TC ROT N/1.~l - ·· ·- - ··-~IR.tdN M l CR()J~/Jll._·_ -··---··- _ 
400 . 0 400 . 0 746 . 24 ~~ 53 . R273 53.R314 
_ ____ 6_o_o_ ._o ____ 6_0 o . o t lJ_ 'J ! 11 ~ 'l <r~ • 4 4 9 ti 9 3 . 4 7 5}'--------
s o o. o soo.o 1 492 . ~995 138 . 4310 138 . 5241 
1 000 . 0 1000 . 0 1865.6?43 l RB .1 737 188 .42A5 
____ 1200 . 0 . ___ ).?OO. 0 ______ .2}_:?~ .. • __ 7 1+93 _______ 2_42. 511.~'------·---- _243 . O~ 19 _____________ __ __ _ 
1400 . 0 1400 . 0 26 11. 8 740 301 . 50 11 302 .7 227 
1600 . 0 1600 .0 2984 . 0°90 365 . 769 3 36 7. 8457 
____ 1 Roo ._0 _____ 1. noo. o 3 35 R . i 2~0 4~!':>_!-l!?O?. 't.:1-~_!_£0_'?_5,· _______ _ 
2000 . 0 2000 . 0 37ll . 2 ~ 8~ 512 . 1794 517.8220 
2200 . 0 2?00 . 0 4104 . 371 1 596 .?856 60 ~.9338· 
2 400 . o ___ 7: 490._o 't'-t 11 . 4 9c-. i ______ <>_P.9 . _2R0.5 --·--····--··--- -- .: 102 . o:> io···--··--------
2 noo . o 2&on . o 4R50 . &211 792 . 6567 R 1 0 . q~55 
2AOO . O 2ROO . O 5223 .7461 OOR .1 3 1 6 933 •. 60 77 
3000.0 3000 . 0 55<:)6.871]. 1037.653?> 1_07_2 . 1562 
~~-~ ------ --3200 . 0 3200 . 0 5969 . 996 1 l1A3.4 165 1229.7544 
3400 . 0 3400.0 6343 .12 11 1347. R44 0 1408.6418 
3600 . 0 3600 . 0 6716 . 7.46 1 1533 . £--282 1'6 1 2 . 1.694 . 
--·- - 3 rioo-. o 3-800·~-0 io·8-<f.-·-s-rc1 _____ 1i'· 3-.-:u ii3 - ------- 1843:11 6 i ·-- ---··------·----
4 ooo . o 400 0 . 0 7462 .4961 19 81 . 2A l 5 2101 .1 ~07 
4?00 . 0 4200.0 7835 .6211 224Q.782~ 2406 . 4648 





-------- -·- -------- ·- -···· -·. ···- - ---- -
T:\ BU: D- XXXV (Cont.) 
ALTERNATI~G STRESS I STATIC STRESS =h= 1 . 00 
-------- --- ----··· -- ··-- -- - . -- - · ·- ·--- -· --· - . .. -- - . 
TIMI'.: TN HOURS= 90 . 00 100 . 00 
. STATIC ALTERNA TI NG EOU IVAL ~N T OY~4M T C O YN~M CC 
__ ST_~E-~_s p SJ ___ S_T!3 Es_~ _P.~J.·---------~ TP. i::_s_s_ ~s I ___ ~_J.R~l.~. MT CPO HJ( I_!'l _________ _ SJ_f3. A I ~ MI CRpJ_~lJ ~- -----·-··-
4 00 . 0 400.0 74 6 .2408 53 . 03~6 ~3 . 83q8 
600.0 600.0 lll9.371t5 tJJ..!.:'>Q09 ')1.5265_. ------
800 . 0 aoo . o 1492 . 4095 l lR . &171 13A . 1102 
iooo . o lnan. o l R65 . 6243 tP R.67q4 tas . q~22 
___ 1 200 . 0 ____ _ 1200._0 ______ 2?38 . 71t9~ ______ ?41 ._6_5(~ l ________________ .?- 1+4 . 2284 ------·----------
1400.0 1400 . 0 7611.~740 101 . ~~~3 ~05 . 005g 
1600 . 0 l ~OO . O 2qn4.9g90 369 . Q22l 371 . ggo5 
----"1 8.Q9 . 0 l ~ OO. 0 ?135~_J_?_}R 44?. 7?92 l.'tLt 6 . 21+R5 ______ ____ 
2000 . 0 2 000 . 0 17~ l . ?4 8R 523 .~ 64A ~29 . 1 074 
2200 .0 2200 . 0 4l04 . 37 ll 6l3 . 5R70 b~2 . 2302 
2 40_0_. _0 _ _ __ 2 '•.0 .0 ._o__ 1+411. 1+9,6 l _______ __ _7_l~ _. ~ 2 l_P. ____ .. -·· _7?._.1. ._5 9 23 
?600 . 0 2600.0 4 R50 . 62 ll R~Q . 214 4 R4 7 . 4932 
2800 . 0 ? 800 . 0 5221 .7461 qsg . OA40 QC4 . 560l 
1000 . 0 1000 .n 5596 . 8 711 11 07 . 0593 1141 . 7625 
·~--- --~----~-3200 . n 3200.0 5060. 996 1 t 276 . o q2n 1172.4107 
3400 .0 3400 . 0 6343 .1211 l 469 . 43qq 1 530 .?17R 
----~-6_QQ_._Q )_60_0 ._0 _______ 67 1_6_._2_4_6) _____ 1_6_90 . 7_114 176C,. 25 29 . 
'.~800. 0 3 BOO. 0 7089 . 3 7 ll l 9'13 . 845 7 - --··--·--z"(l41 . 9 l 4S _____ - -·---·--··- --
4000 . 0 4 000 . 0 746~ . 4 96 1 2233.1 008 2359.0203• 
4200 . 0 4200 . 0 7835.6211 2563 . 14 89 2719 . 83 18 
- ---------- --- -----




1 J ,., r 1. HiJIJ ~ S= l 7 . nn 
'\LT'=Pi~/\TT":C; EQIJ IV\L F\!T 0 Y f\;A•'4 (( 
STKFSS PSi <;T q[ <;) PS T STrt\Hl Ml(YfiIN /I N 
--
2\) . ()() 
[) YN '\'-I l C 





TARLE D- XXXVI (Cont.) 
ALTERNATJNG STRFSS I STATIC STRESS :f\= 3 . 00 
TI ME IN HllURS= 30 . 00 
STl\Tl C ALT F.RN ATJ NG EOUJV f\ L F~JT DYNl\M TC 
STR ESS PSI STRfSS PSI STRESS PSI ST ~ AT N MIC ROIN /IN 
L+ 0 • 00 
OY"JAMIC 
STRAIN MICRO IN/IN 
------------- --------------~ - ------------------
500 . 0 1500. 0 1 8~3 . 15 20 1P6 . A?3 7 18 7 . 0750 
____ 5_50 . 0 1650 . 0 . -~~· _ .-· __ -::;2;:-::0;-::4;-::"..l--·-.'+,,.6,..,,8:;""'.?;-) ----....,.,2-...... 1r.?._ • ..,.11"'2~"..,.,''--------,2....,1r-3...-·_,2....,1_. 4.,.....,7,_,_ _____ _ 
·. n00 . 0 lP.00.0 ?. ?.3 5 . -l R3'~ ?39 . 7 8'.JY 24il.354H 
650.0 1950 . 0 24?2 . 0986 267.6709 26n . 4 ~ 51 
1 00 . 0 2100 . n ? 60~ .4141 296 . 4709 297 . 6060 
-------,-so-:-o-----?-?.5-<>:-o·-----=-2;q4 . rzC1·z-----771-;-nn··~J9~- -----321.7-z-6._,.,., ______ _ 
800 . 0 2 4 00 . 0 2Q R1.0447 356 . R035 35R . R6 77 
R50 . 0 ?5S O. O ~ 167 . 359° ~PA . 345° 19 1. 05 42 
900 . 0 ?700 . 0 3353 . 675~ 420.R250 42~.32 3 7 
qso . o ? R5o .o 1 539 . 9Q05 4 54.7612 45 n . 1 101 
1 000 . 0 ~ooo . o 37?6 . 3050 4 nn . AA10 4 q 4.z910 
----i"oso-. n 3·150 . o 39 1 2 . 621 1 52-1i-:-rT"s~ s-3r.o-9·91-------
11 on . o 3300 . 0 409~ . 9336 560 . 6ll R 569 . 2085 
-1 l 5 () • () 3 1t 5 0 • 0 4 ? A 5 • ?. 5 0 () ') Q fl • 2 0 '+ 1 6 0 0 • 6 0 5 3 
1 200 . 0 3AOO . O ~471 . 5664 ?36 . 9463 64 9 . 6414 
1 2~0 . 0 ~750 . 0 4A 5 7. R7 89 " 6 76 . 009Q 6 9 ?.13 23 
1 300 . 0 3°00 . 0 4A~4 .l 953 71 R. 00 69 73 6 .2676 
-----r3 5-0 . o ,, o-1ro . o r; rrnr::;i: 1 1 16D-:-6··.r2· 9""2-:T51Pt _____ _ 
1400 . 0 ~ ?00 . 0 52 16. 020 1 P04 . 5662 8 ~9 . 89 1 6 
1450 . 0 4 3 5 0 . 0 5 4 01 .1 406 R~9 . q 7 ~R 8 79 . 6 128 
T Mil E D-XXXV1 (Cont .) 
ALT ERNA TI NG STR ES S I STAT I C STRESS =A= 3 . 00 
TI MF IN 
STATIC l\L TEfHU1T IN\, 
STR ESS PST STRr=ss PST 
500 . 0 1500 . 0 
550 . 0 1 A50 . 0 
600 . 0 l f100 . 0 
6 50 . 0 1 <1'30 . 0 
700 . 0 71n o . n 
75-0-:0 ? ? 50-:0 
ROG . O 2 1tOO . O 
350 . 0 ?.5?0 . (1 
CJOO . O /.700 . 0 
0 5 0 . n ?. R5(l . 0 
l ono . n 1000 . 0 
1 n so~.-o "f 1 i;-o-:-o 
11 00 . 0 3300 . 0 
11 50 . 0 31150 . 0 
1200 . n .31)()() . () 
1250 . 0 375() . l) 
1 300 . n 1Q0() . 0 
11 50-. 0 - -- l~ 050~0 
lLtOO . O 1,, 200 . 0 




ST RE SS PS T 
l flf)3 . l5:? !3 
2 04<) . '•hfl1 
2 2 3 5 . 7 r,31. 
z1.2~ . oqB 6 
260H . 4l'tl 
2 r 9 4 • f'Fef/_ 
1 C) R l • 0 4 It 7 
3 l (, 7 . 15 qq 
3 1 ') -~ • (:, 7 ? ·1 
153 <J . 990S 
:1 7 ? 6 • ":\ 0 5 C) 
:\q l 2 . h2Tl 
1109~ . q))A 
4285 . 2500 
' • 1, 7 l • 5 (\ 6 4 
4657 . R7 09 
4 R4 tt . l <J5 1 
s-rn-o:--s-n-r 
52 16. 3 2 8 1 
5403 . 1406 
50 . 0 0 
DY NM·l 1 \. 
STR:\ I M MIC RO l N/I N 
18 7. 326 4 
? 13 . ')9 99 
2 4 0 . Q730 
2 69 . 29 9 3 
60 . 00 
OYNl\MIC 
S T R~ I N MIC RO JN/I N 
18 7 . 5 7 77 
?l3. 9R 52 
2'• 1. 4 q 25 
?70 .1 135 
29 R. 74 0 7 
32-o~·rr1-1 
?9<7 . '3755 
------~_00-.ffi~-6----~ 
360 . G31CJ 162 . 996 1 
3<::3 . 76?') 396 .4707 
4 27 . ~27 j 43L . 3?. 10 
1+63 . l 765 467 . 63 4 3 
4 Oq 0 9()0 I+ 
S-Tq~O/ .<C-, 
sn5 . 5oqc; 
.,_-------~-s-:-rrsA3~~~~~~ 
5 77 . f.\05 11 
Al 0 • U3A '-l 
66'l . J '\ u 4 
707 . 3 7 50 
754 . r+ 3P?. 
ITTJT.-~-61f0 
8 55 . ? 170 
O() C} . /4Cl5 
5 86 . tt O 2 3 
629 . 6777 
h7'1 . 03i5 
722 . 6 174 
77 ?. . 60 80 
2s . r ~s~-~-~-
880 . 5425 
9)8 . 8065 
. . . 
.. .,.. . . 
fARLE ~(Cont.) 
ALT ER N t\ T I ~I~ S 1 RESS I ST AT IC ST R ES S =A= 3 • 0 0 
TIM E IN HOURS= 70 . 00 80 . 00 
STATIC ALT ERNATI NG ~OU IV AL FNT DYNAM J( OYNAMIC 
ST R~SS PST STRESS PST STRESS PSI STRAI N MTC RnIN /J N STRAIN MI CRO f N/I N 
---- - -~-~----------------------------~ ~---
5 0 0 • 0 l 5 0 0 • 0 1 ~ 6 3 • V) 2 A 1 fl 7 • 8 2 q 1. 18.8 • 0 8 0 5 
550 . 0 1 6 50 . 0 2040 . 4683 214 . 3 704 214.7556 
600 . 0 1 800 . 0 2235 . 7R~4 242 . 06 14 242~6303 
650 . 0 1950 . 0 242 2 . 0986 270 . 0 277 2 71 . 74?.Z 
7 () 0 • 0 I 2 ) 0 0 • 0 ?. 6 0 ~ • lt-14 l } () 1 • 0 1 0 5 3 0 2 • 14 5 3 
----'is·o-:o ---z-z 50-.~o-----~. 794 . "fT?l7..- ----:r206,_,z;,..,5------~3-.'1'.~~ro4--~-----
Roo . o 2400 . 0 z9n 1 . 0447 365 . 0603 36i . 1 2 41 
850 . 0 ?5~0.0 l167.150Q 3°0 . 1792 401.8875 
900 . 0 ?.700 . 0 33 53 . 6753 4 3'-t. Ul<IO lt3 f3 . 31A4 
950 . 0 ?. 8 50 . 0 3539 . 9qo5 472 . 091R 476 . 54S6 
·rooo.o 3000 . o 11?6 . 105q su . 118 1 516 . 7?7 A 
----1 050 . o---- -31so . o 1<J12 . 62 11 ss2 . 03n~ ss9 . 011=3 _ _____ _ 
1 100 . 0 3 3 0 0 . 0 409R . Q3 36 ss~ . 9990 603 . 5959 
1150 . () 1L150 . 0 1+? 8 5 . 2500 6'~0 .1 6 89 650 . 6602 
1200.0 3600 . 0 4471 . 56 64 6 87 .7 266 700 .4 2 14 
1 250 . 0 3 75 0 . 0 46 5 7. 8 7 89 . 73 7 . 8599 753 . 1023 
1300 . Q 3G00 . 0 4 8 44 . 1053 7 90 . 7795 808 . 9502 
- --- i-:'.35 6-.-<) 1,6':;-o. 0 5036 . 5117 846 . 7014 06H . 2 20'"""'9~-----· 
1400 . 0 4?00.0 52 16 . 828 1 905 . H6 79 931 .193 1 





ST RESS PSI 
------------ --- ------- - --·- · --------
TAti LE D-XXXVI (Cont.) 
ALT ERNAT I NG ST RF SS I ST ATI C ST~E SS ; A= 3 . 00 
--~-------------- --
TI ME IN HO UHS= 
i\L T ERf\! i\T 1NG 
ST RESS PSI 
FQU IV l\Ll?.N T 
ST HE SS PS T 
<)0 . 00 
OYNl\ MI C 
STRAI N MI CRO TN/IN 
100 . 00 
DYNAMI C 
STRAI N MIC RO IN/I N 
500 . 0 l 50b . O 1 0A1 . l5 ? R l AA . 33 1R 188 . 5832 
550 . 0 1 650 . 0 2049 .46R1 ?1 5 . l4 0Q 2 1 5 . 526 1 
600 . 0 1 R00 . 0 2235 .7 ~3~ 243 .[ 9Q2 24 ~ . 7600 
~~o . o t qso . o 242 ?. 0986 21 2 . 556 4 2 1 1 .37 06 
7 00 . 0 ? 100 . 0 ?A08 . 4 141 103 . 2A01 304.41 50 
7 s·o:-0----2 2 s-0--:-0--- --'--2 1 9 4 . r"'l'/2-----:r3'3-;7;-5"6J-------3·"3r:oo-27.----
a oo . o z400 . o ?9R t. 04 4 7 369 .1 BR5 1 11 . 25 ?7 
850 . 0 2550 . 0 ~ 1 6 7. 35°9 40 4 . 59~ 7 4 07 . 30 40 
900 . 0 · 2700 . 0 :·H5 3 . 67 53 '• 'd . P. 171 44~ . '.-HSCI 
9 50 . 0 2850 . 0 ~539 . 9905 4~ 1. 00 71 485 .4 648 
1 000 . 0 3000 . 0 ~ 7 ?6 . 305° 522 . 33 72 52 7 . 9 4 63 
-'-----(050·: -o 3 ('.-() . O 3'1 tr.62"11 57>-').7)9TI . 1 ~?.-:-C'JTb_,_6 ____ _ 
i1 00 . o 3300 . 0 4oq n. Q136 6 12 . 19?9 &? 0 . 7896 
11 50.0 ~45o . o 42e 5. ?~oo &A l.1 5 14 671 . 6 4~ 6 
1 200 . 0 3~00 . 0 44 71 . ~664 71 ~ .11 6~ 725 . 8 ll5 
1 250 . 0 3 750 . 0 465 7 . 0789 76 8 . 3450 783 .5 8 74 
1 300 . 0 ~900 . 0 4R~4 .l Q53 R2 7.1 20R 8 4 5 . 2q l 5 
---c3 5 o-.-0 4 0-50:-0-- 5 D'3o-:-')TI 7 ffR9-:-7 TOH .'IT:-25b _____ __ _ 
14 00 . 0 4 200 . 0 52 16 . 0ZR l Q56 . 5 t Rn 98 1 . 8440 
1 450 . 0 ~ 3 50 . 0 540 3 .14 06 10? 7 . 79 71 1 05 7 . 4 338 
·-·---____ ,._ .. _ - ... 
TAl~LF D-XXXVII 
AL TE?-NAT I NG STRES S I SThTJ C STRES S =A= c; . 0 0 
TI ME IN HOURS= 17 . 00 20 . 00 
STATI C ALT ERNATI NG EQU I VA LEN T 
STRE SS PS I 
OYN~~ T C O YNA~ T C 
STRES S PS T STRFSS PS I STRA I N ~ T CRn I N /T N STRAIN MI CRO TN/I N 
- --- -- -- -·--""--·-- .. ·- - ·--- ---- -- --· - . -- - ___ .... -- ·--·--
5 0 0 • 0 2 5 0 0 • () 2 g 0 1 • 5 f3 9 8 . 3 '? 5 • ? (, 0 7 ? 7 5 • 7 2 Q 5 
550 . 0 2 750 . 0 l0R l.74 R8 370 . 6??R 37 1. 3~ 1 3 
---- - ------·- ·--- -·------·------- - ---- - - - ·-----------600 . 0 3000 . 0 ~36 l. 90RO ~ 1 7 . 6031 4 1 8 .7444 
650 . 0 3250 . 0 36~ '? . 0669 4 66. ~ 13 1 4 6 7 . 032 1 
7 0 0 • 0 .3 c:; 0 0 • 0 1C)2 2 • 2 2 5 11 5 16 • R 0 () 0 5 l f \ • 9 1. n 0 
--- --:-, 5 0 • 0------3 7 5 0 • 0------ -1~) 0 7. . 18 /. 8 -------- 'i 6 8 • ~ 4 0 Lt- - --------- 5 7 1 • 7 3 3 2---·--------· 
800 . 0 4000 . 0 44 A? . 5410 6?/ . c:;7q3 6'?6 .4790 
850 . 0 42SO . O 4762 . 699~ 67R . 0?03 68 3 . 07 23 
---- 90·0 . o 4 5()0-:--0 504z • .q504 11c:; . 2 1 r. 1 11~1 .14'4 _______ _ 
950 . 0 4 750 . 0 5323 . 0 195 7 94 . 2?B~ ~0? . ~437 
1 000 . 0 5000 . 0 5601 .1 797 R55 .l ~Oh AhS . 58 40 
l 050 . 0 - -·-5 ?50. a·-------· 5 R.f\ 3 . 3 'SCJ ------.. - q 1? . 9 7 1 '? -------- 030 . oq1 ;> -----
1100 . 0 55nn . o 6 l 63 . 40A l 9AZ . R 7~5 q99.9l l 4 
11 50 . 0 5 7 ~ 0 . 0 644l . 6562 1 04? . ~ ~ ~ A 1 069 . ~ 0 4~ 
---- (200-:-0 ~ 000 . 0 6 72 3 . Al 2--=-5----1-. l- 19 . Z 60 5 I. l't i :<ii. 24 _ ______ _ 
1250 . 0 6250 . 0 7003 . ~ 7 27 l l CO . QA05 12 19 . 4 146 
t ~on . o ti5oo . o 1 ?~u •• 1 3 ?A t ?h '> . 2? 11 l 291") .1 2 79 
--1 350 . 0 6 7 50 . 0 ______ 75f:> 1t . ?. f\Q l 1147. .. 15 6 () ------- - 13 132 .-2959 
1 400 . 0 7000 . 0 7 R ~4 . 44q2 14?1 . 9 19 0 l 469 .16?R 





----------------------~-_,,--..__,---- =•<' ---- · ~ -·-· .............. - - -- .----
TABLE D-XXXVII (Cont~) 
5 . 00 
T IME IN HOURS= 10 . 00 40.00 
STATIC 
STRESS PSI 
AL TFRNATTNG ~OUI V AL ENT DYNAM IC 
STRESS PSI STRESS PS I STRA I N MICROIN /T N 
OYNM·1 IC 
STRAIN MJCROI N/I N 
--- ·--· ------------- ---------- ---··--- -- ----·-·--· . . - - ~------- - ----- ---
500 . 0 2500 . n ?801.589~ 321 .z q 25 32g.~s55 
550 . 0 2750 . 0 3081.7488 371 .736 8 376 . 1323 
---- -- ---- --·------ ·------ -·-·--- ·-· - -------600 . 0 3000 . 0 3361 . 00RO 422 . 2817 4?.5 . Al Q3 
650 . 0 3250 . 0 3642 . 0669 472.0951 478 . 058~ 
700 . 0 3500 . 0 1922.2258 525.0746 533 . 0 3 12 
---7 5 6 ·;:-0 3 7 5 0 .-b- ----- -£~ 2 0-2 . 3H.213 ----·---- ·-5 8 l • 3 4 5 7 ---·- - -- -----5 9 0 ~ -9 5 R-0 ------ ---· - --
800 . 0 
850 . 0 
1.000.0. - ·- -
4250 . 0 
44 8 2 . 5410 639 . ?651 652 .1 003 
4762 . 6992 6 90 . <?l~P. 716.7534 
----------~---------GOO . O 4500. 0 5042 . 8594 7 63 . 5007 785 . ?561 
950.0 4750 . 0 532~ . 0195 830 . 2617 85 7 . 9795 
1 000 . 0 5000 . 0 5603 . 17Q7 900 . 4676 g35 . 341~ . 
--- i. 050 . ~O.. 5250 . 0------ 5-AA-3-:-) 35·q---- 974 . '91 1--·-·----- - --- l-Ol 7-. -79-10 ___ _ 
1100 . 0 5500 . 0 6163 . 4q6l 10 57 . 367 7 ll05 . R740 
1 150.0 5750 . 0 6443 . 6562 l131+ . 741)? ll<1ri . 9759 
---·-------· ·-··---- --- ·- ---·------- ~--------1200 . o 6000 . 0 A77 3.8 12 5 1221 . P.818 1300 . 8?. l O 
1250. 0 6250 . 0 7603 . 9 727 1314. JQ43 L~ OB . 9 741 
1300 . 0 6500 . 0 728't.1 328 1412 .1 155 15 25 . 1028 
---f350._0 _____ 61·s-o·~-o- 1s·64~-z139 1 _ _____ 1s 16 . oq5·1 Y6-'t9~-a·CJs5 
1400 ~ 0 7 000 . 0 7844 . 449~ 1626 . 6394 1784 .11 6~ 
1450 . 0 7750 . 0 ~ 1?4.6094 174 4 . 2590 1 928 . 5449 
--- ------
------------ -·-- -- ---·-----·------' 
TARLF D- XXXVI I (Cont.) 
ALTFR IATING STRFSS I ST.hT JC STR ESS = .1= 5.00 
TI ME IN HOURS= 50 . 00 60 . ()() 
STATIC hL TERNl\TJ NG EQU IVAL EN T OYNl\11 J r. DYN/\t1 J\. 
STRESS PS I STR~5S PSI STRF.SS PSI 
'--- -· ----- - ·--- -- ---
STRAIN ~TCROTN / IN STR~ I N MICRO I N/ TN 
500 . 0 2500.0 2"0 1. 5~QR 1lO . ~lP5 31 1. 08 14 
550 . 0 2750 . 0 10B l.74AA 37n . ~?7fl 3P.O . Q213 
----- ------ ·--- -- -4-- ------- ------ -- -------600 .0 3000 . 0 136 J. 90RO ~79 . 3567 41 z . n93~ 
650 . o 3zr,o . o 1642 . 0~AQ 4 81 .1 ?11 4nn .1 A43 
7 o o • o 3 s no ; o 1 9? ~ • 2 2 5 8 5 4 o • o s 7 q 5 1+ 7 • 11, ,, n 
- - 750.0 _____ 3750 . 0-- ------- 4?.02 . 3B?R - ·- --- h00 . 5706 610 . lA2 9 ______ _ 
eoo . o 4 000 . 0 44~2 . 5430 664.01~R 611 . 1110 
850 . 0 4250 . 0 476~ . 6Q92 733 . 5°40 750 . 4346 
----- - ------- - -· --- --- - ---------QOO . O 4500 . 0 5042 . 85q4 807 . 0 11 5 fl?.0 .766R 
950 . 0 4750 . 0 5321 . 0195 AH5.6075 q l3 . 4155 
1 000 . 0 ~000 . 0 5603. 1797 970 .? 200 l005.09R9 
---- 1 050. () 5250 . 0 5-883-. 1159 ---- 10(,l . l ql 2--·------·--- 11<1'· · 5'7 11 _ ________ _ 
i100 . o 5500 . o 6 163 . 4961 i1 5q.2n01 1 212.7161 
1150 . 0 5750 . 0 6443 . 65h2 1265 . 7114 133 0 . 4473 
---- 1 20·0:-o 6000 . o 612.1 . 8 1 25 117g . i6o_5 ______ 1 i;5-p_-.-6-o-q·7------
l ?.50 . 0 6?50 . 0 7003.9727 1503 .753Q 1500.5337 
1300.0 6500 . 0 7284 .1 328 1638 . 0903 1751 . 0 779 
--- y3·50 ___ 0 __ 6 -750 . 0---·--- - 7 5-64-."20-9l ___ __ i7 83 .-695 l _________ ---- l 9 1 7-.-t.9-t+<",-- ---- -·- - -~-
1400 . 0 7000.0 7R44.44g2 lq41 . ~928 ?.099 . 0696 




------------·----------- -----·-- . --- ______ _. - ·-·-·---·---
ThRLE D-XXXVII (Cont. ) 
TTME IN HOURS= 70.0() f.10 . {)() 
ST~TIC ALTERNATING EQUIVhLEN T rYNAMTC OYN.'\~1 I C: 
STRESS PST STPESS PSI STRESS PS I STRAIN MICRUIN/IN STR~IN MfCROIN/IN 
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APPENDIX E 
THE ELECTRICAL ANALOG 
In presenting the behavior of a linear viscoelastic 
material, the use of mechanical models with linearly com-
bined constants is well established. However, complex models 
are required to obtain a close approximation to the behavior 
of real materials, and the equations governing their response 
are difficult to manipulate. 
The solutions of mechanical models can be obtained by 
inspection in cases where the solution to analogous electri-
cal network already exists. The analogy between the electri-
cal and mechanical systems extends even further. In an elec-
trical circuit, energy.may be stored as magnetic or electri-
cal energy, and in addition may be converted to heat in the 
dissipative elements, corresponding to the three circuit 
elements of inductance, capacitance and resistance, respec-
tively. Similarly, in a mechanical system energy may be 
stored in its kinetic and potential forms, and may also be 
<lissipa~ed in the frictional elenents. The three correspond-
ing mechanical parameters are the mass, the elastic content, 
and the viscous element. 
The concept of impedance is basic in the electrical-
mechanical analogy. The impedance of an electrical network 
* denoted by Z(jw), which relates voltage to current and hence 
defines the response of the system to any kind of driving 
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function. It is a complex number whose magnitudes and phase 
change with frequency. At any given frequency, its magnitude 
is the ratio of the amplitudes of the electromotive force and 
current. The concept is very similar to the idea of the com-
plex modulus which defines the response of a viscoelastic 
~aterial. Since the response of a viscoelastic body may be 
represented by that of a mechanical model, the complex modu-
lus may be referred to as the mechanical impedance of the 
body. Table (E-I) shows the analogous relationships between 
the electrical networks and the mechanical models. 
Papazian (20) showed that the electrical analog can be 
used to simplify the representation of the behavior of a 
viscoelastic material. He considered an electrical network, 
.Figure (E-I), to be made up of n + 2 parallel branches, n of 
which have a resistance R and a capacitance C in series, 
while the other two have a single resistance R0 and a capaci-
~ance C . The impedance of a single resistance is R and that 
0 
of a capacitance is l/jwC. The total impedance of the net-
work is: 
Z (j w) 1 = I 1 1 1 1 
+ + ... + + + -
R1+ 1 R2 +_1_ R + 1 1 Ro n j wCn j wC 0 j wC1 j wC 2 
(E-1) 





Rate of Strain t 
Elasticity E 
Elastic Compliance I IE 
Viscosity 
Mas& in 
Complex Elastic °" 
Modul•.is E (jltJ) =:; ---t (j<J) 
Stress , add in 
Parallel 















Impedance z (jlJ) 
_Voltage, add in 
Series 





-.. (j t..t ) q 
----- - - - - - - - ---..--------
Rl Rz R R.·· 
v 
n c 0 
t 0 
=r Cl CZ .c n _J_~--------
Figure E-1. An Electrical Network Analogous to a ~'echanical 
Model 
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T11e electrical impednnce relates voltaac to charoe with the 
0 . 0 
follohing equation: * * * Z(jw) = V(jw)/i(jw), and the impedance 
id1 i ch . r e 1 a t c s v o 1 tag e to ch a r g e is : 
* * * zCjw) = V(jw)/q(jw). 
* Since i(t) = q(t) 
* * * therefore, i(jw) = q(jw) = jwq(jw) 
and hence: 
I(j w) * = ju.1Z(jw). 
The impedance of the netKork ~hich relates the voltage to 
charge is therefore given by: 
* 1 
-zCj w) = ----1 
1 . R 
-- + J ~ 1 C1 
-1-----------·-1-~· 1 
+ -------- + ••• + --------- + 





Translating this impedance of the mechanical model in accord-
* 
* an c e with Tab 1 e ( E - 1 ) , Z ( j w) is rep 1 a cc d by E (j u.1 ) , 1 IC i by 
E. and R. bY ;>... • The res'l1l ting cquat ion of the irr,pedance, 
1 1 " 1 . 
for the analogous mechanical model sho1m in Figure 18 can be 
expressed as: 
* E (j w) = 1 i ---i---. ·----
+ --- . ---·.-- + +----·------k ,-, 0 t J WO t • • • k 0 t j WO t 
.:.. e e -~--e--+-----~-
--·--_t\2 -+-A2 - An An 




1 3 (1)(.l -t 0 t 
e e 
--.------
e: s s c(O) 
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APPENDIX F 
~1ECIL\\ I CAL 1·'.CllE L REPR ESEJ\T I\ G BEllAVI OR OF MORTAR 
Static Stress = 3258 psi 
Alt0rnating Stress = 978 psi 
F.qu i \·21 en t Static Stress = 3993 psi 
Stress Ratio A = 0.3 
Initial Strain E ( Q) = 420 (U in/in.) 
FinJl of Strain 
. in I i n . I rn in) Rate E = O.OOi (U SS 
F.igure F-1 is a plot of dynamic strain versus time, 
~,· h i 1 c F :i g u r c F - 2 i s a p 1 o t of the r a t e o f cl;· n am i c s t rain ob -
t1~ncd from the previous curve by graphical integration. 
F i ~ u r c s F - 3 2. n d F - 4 sh°''- the step s in t he gr 2 p !: i ca 1 approx i -
1r~1 ~ :_'.)n discussed in Cl:apter IV. It can be seen frc:1 Figures 
F-3 :md F-4 that three ~!pproxirnations are rt~quired in this 
particular case. Thus, the equation repre:2nting the rate 
of Jyn.:tmic strain is found to be: 
~ ( t) = [ 6 _2 c-0.0076t + 9 _2 -0.0264t e 
+ 0.007] 10- 6 
-0.0868t 























CJe = 3993 psi. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 
Time ( Hours) 
Figure F-1. Dynamic Strain vs.' Time Plot of Mortar for an Equivalent 








































0. 1 0.2 0.4 1. 0 
Time (Hours 
Figure F-2. Hate of Dynamic Strain vs. Time Plot for ;..i.n Equ5.vah~r.t Static 
Stress of 3993 psi. 




































« = 3993 psi. 
e 
-.0076 t i: (t} 6.2 = e 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
FIGURE F-3. Equivalent Static StYcss Response; Approximation 
for First Term. 







































-..----.. -..... ~--. .. -·...,._ ... ~ .......... ~.I'--------------
Second and Thi:rcl Term: 
er = 3993 psi. 
e 
E { t} - 9 • 2 e - • 0 2 64 t + 6 5 • 0 e - • 0 8 6 9 t 
Term. 
1 2 
Time ( Hours ). 
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FIGURE F-4. Eq ui,·alcut St0 tic Stress Response; Approxin1ation 
for Second and Third Terms. 
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Using equation (19) we get: 
65.0 E(j ) - [ 6.2 9.2 
w - 0.0076 + jw + 0.0264 + jw + 0.0869 + jw 
J 
-6 
+ 0:007 10 
JW (F-2) 
Using equations (20) and (21) the complex elastic modulus 
can be expressed as: 
* 3993 x 10 6 E ( j w) = -· 6.2 9.2 65.0 0.007 





E (j w) ·- 1 1 1 
(4. 89+644. 03j w) + (11. 45+434. 02j w) + (5.33+61.46jw) 
10 6 
------
+ 1 1 
570 x io 3jw + 9.507 
(F-4) 
According to the concepts developed in Chapter IV this analy-
sis shows that the dynamic creep behavior of mortar at an 
equivalent static stress of 3,993 psi can be expressed by a 
mechanical model consisting of three Kelvin units connected 
in series with one Maxwell unit. The values of all the para-
meters.of the model Figure F-5 can be read from Equation F-4. 
6 4.89x J.O 
psi 
. 6 
11. 45 x 10 
psi 
6 




Cl = 3993 psi. 
e 
6 9. 5 x 10 
= 6. 44 x 108 
psi-min. 
-1 
,\ 2 = 4. 34 x 10 8 
psi-min. 
- --~ 






0- = 3993 psi. 
e 
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FIGURE F-5. :Model Representation of the Response of Mortar 
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. Figure G -1. Creep of Mortar under a Static Load. An example of the 
Experiment Used in Design Data Diagrams. 
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Figure G-1 ( Cont'd:} 
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Figure G-1 {Contd:), 
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CHART NO. RA-2911-30 nn.usH INSTRUJW:I;NTS 
CHART NO. RA-2911-30 BRUSH 
Figure G- 2. The Dynamic Creep of Mortar under a Combined Static and 
Dynamic Stress with a Stress Ratio A = 0. 3 
\ 
" 
NO. RA-2911-10 INSTRUI\ilENTS 
PRINTED IN U.S.A. + 
. ·Figure G- 12. ( Contd: ) 
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Figure G-3. The Dynami"c Creep of Mortar under a Combined Static and 
Dynamic Stress w.ith a-· Stress Ratio A =0. 326 
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CHART NO. RA.2911 
DIVISION OF CLEVITE .CORPORATION CLEVELAND, OHIO Pl!INTEO IN U.S.A. + 
' " • . < 
/ 
Figure G- 3. ( Condi: ) 
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CHART NO. OIVl~ION 
DIVISION Of CLEVITE CORPOR~llON CLEVELAND, OHIO 
Figure G-3. ( Cont'd: ) / 
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CLEVELAND, OHIO PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
~--- --- -~-·--- -
. ----------------. ------- ----
CHART NO. RA-2911-30 BH."IJS.H INST'llUMEN•I'\ 
Figure G-4. The Dynamic Creep of Mortar under a Combined Static and 
Dynamic Stress -.with a Stress Ratio A = 0. 5 
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•.-.:-. ~-·-
DIVISION OF CLEVITE CORPORATION CLEVEV.NO, OHIO PRIN1 
·1 





Figure G-4. ( Contd: ) 
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CHART NO. RA-2911-30 BRUSH INSTH..UME: 
.· t 
--.. .;. .... •"· 
··.~ 
Figure G - ·4 ( Conta: ) 
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-·----- ... ~ ---~---·-·---- -- -
,· ..... . 
I._-! 
/ 
·Figure G-5. Creep Bel1avior of Mortar Under a Super-
impose~ Dynamic Load with a Stress Ratio A = 0.6. 
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Figure G-5. (Cont.) 
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INSTil.Ul\'IENTS DIVISION OF Cl 
,~"'\ l ~ .. ,. 
DIVISION OF CLEVITE C< 
·Figure· G-5. (Cont.) 
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DIVISION OF CLEVITE C 
>,OHIO PP.INTEO IN U.S.A. + 
·Figure G-6. Creep Behavior of Mortar Under ~ Super~ 
imposed Dynamic Load with a· Stress Ratio A = 0. 8. 
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PA.INlED tN U.S.A. + 
Figure G-6. (Cont.) 
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OIVIStON OF ClEVlfE 
DIVISION OF CLEVITE co• 
DIVISION OS:. CLEVITE CORPORA" 
Figure G-6. (Cont.)· 
CLEVELAND, OHIO PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
.. Figure G-7. Creep Behavior of Mortar Under a Super-
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CHART NO. 
Figure G-7. (Cont.) 
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• Figure G-7. (Cont.) 
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